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Residential Telephone Service and Prices 
in New Zealand Since Deregulation

Lewis Evans

A  CCESS by all households to utility networks has traditionally been a para- 
Z-A mount goal of public policy. In telecommunications, such universal service 

JL JmJs held to embody the goal of ‘a telephone in every dwelling’ and to maxi
mise die benefit of die network to all subscribers.

Since die 1970s, a worldwide wave of change in die management of udlides has 
led to less regulation and more private ownership. Countries have mounted die 
wave at different points. The dereguladon of New Zealand telecommunicadons 
occurred in 1989; but it was preceded by scarcely less important policy changes in 
198b, and it took place in die context of economy-wide liberalisadon. Now it is 
providing evidence about die performance of deregulated udlides.

The key finding is diat, despite a significant increase in die real price of access, 
die residendal telephone penetradon rate of all households has not declined. Given 
die extensive fall in die real price of usage charges, households appear to choose 
access on die basis of die price of die bundle of services dial access provides radier 
dian die price of access alone. The real price of diis bundle has declined over die 
period of die present study.

Reguladon has tradidonally held down residendal, pardcularly local, rates by 
cross-subsidising diem from business and long-distance rates. However, cross- 
subsidisadon is very hard, even impossible in die long run, to maintain where free
dom of entry exists to all facets of die business, as it does in New Zealand. It ap
pears diat die price of a residendal bundle has fallen to a point dial sustains access 
itself —  which suggests diat reguladons diat inhibit compeddon in order to cross- 
subsidise access are unnecessary for die attainment of universal service. This con
clusion is identical to diat reached by Hausman, Tardiff and Belinfante (1993), who 
analyse die price rebalancing diat took place in die US on die break-up of AT&T.

The Policy Background

The details of New Zealand’s dereguladon of telecommunicadons are sketched in 
Boles de Boer and Evans (1996). Key features include die absence of an industry- 
specific regulator and die government’s retention of one share in Telecom New 
Zealand, which was privatised in 1990. Broadly, die terms of diis ‘Kiwi Share’ re
quire die company to retain a residential local-call option widi no usage charge, to
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400 Lewis Evans

limit monthly access rental charges to rural customers to the levels that apply to ur
ban customers, and to limit any price increase in the access rental charge of resi
dential customers to the rate of increase in the Consumers’ Price Index (CPI). Any 
tariff rebalancing after the sale would have to maintain, in real terms, the single-line 
residential rental at or below its level in late 1990. Prior to privatisation, however, 
Telecom as a state-owned enterprise had raised its residential-line rental substan
tially.

Data are available for the period 1986-95. Amy analysis of the residential tele
phone subscribership over this period should take into account all changing factors 
that are likely to affect it. In addition to tariff rebalancing, changes in the state of the 
economy and in telephony-targeted benefits are likely to have been important.

Demand for access will be affected by income and technical change as well as 
price. During die late 1980s and early 1990s, New Zealand experienced a deep 
recession. As Figure 1 shows, between March 1987 and March 1993 real income 
per head did not grow at all and die unemployment rate increased from 4.1 per 
cent to 10.2 per cent. Towards die end of die period, die recession ended, real in
come per head of populadon grew in 1994 and 1995, and die unemployment rate 
fell from 9 per cent to 5.9 per cent between September 1993 and September 1995. 
These changes were die consequence of economy-wide restructuring and die status 
of die business cycle. They affect die interpretadon of die effect of price changes 
on household decisions of diat period, pardcularly diose of low-income households.

Figure 1

Real GDP per head and unemployment, 1986-95
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A second influence on telephone subscribership was die change in social wel
fare benefit rates and structures of 1991. The rates of unemployment, sickness and 
domestic purposes (solo-parent) benefits were each reduced by 9 per cent. In addi
tion, 16- and 17-year-olds lost their entidement to die unemployment benefit, while 
benefits for 20-24-year-olds were reduced (by 25 per cent) to the youdi level. Fur- 
dier, persons receiving income-tested benefits of a long-term nature (excluding die 
unemployment benefit) lost dieir enddement to a telephone benefit diat met half 
die rental. The new benefit regime of 1991 admitted die possibility of persons widi 
a disability having dieir telephone rental paid by means of a special benefit. By 
March 1995, die number receiving diis benefit was 74 per cent of die number re
ceiving telephone benefits in 1990; but because full rental is paid, aggregate real 
benefit expenditure was approximately 30 per cent higher. Telecom New Zealand, 
which was die sole supplier of fixed-wire local residential service over die study pe
riod, introduced two tariffs that departed from die standard access tariff . Of diese, 
only die scheme for diose over 60 years of age, whereby a much reduced rental is 
offered in conjunction widi a usage charge for local service, has been taken up in 
significant numbers.

The general benefit rate cuts and die removal of targeted telephone subsidies in 
1991 are bodi likely to have adversely affected telephone subscribership in subse
quent years. But separating diese two effects from diat of die economic downturn is 
difficult. Because fewer households received a telephone rental subsidy from all 
sources in 1995 dian in 1990, it is presumed diat no increase in subscribership be
tween diese years can be attributed to changes to welfare benefit policies or die 
provision of special schemes by Telecom.

Price Rebalancing

Telecom (1995) reports that die price of die 1995 bundle of calls and access for 
each of residences and businesses fell in real terms by approximately 50 per cent 
during 1986-95 (see Figure 2). In addition, prices were rebalanced rapidly over diis 
period. The nominal monthly rental price of a residential line increased from 
NZ$15.06 to $27.22. The fall in die real price of die basket of residential calls diat 
took place af ter 1986 has been caused entirely by die steep fall in domestic and in
ternational toll rates, which offset die heavy increase in die price of residential ac
cess.

A long residential access-price series is likely to provide significant information 
because a household’s purchase of access is unlikely to respond very rapidly to 
price changes. The purchase of access typically entails commitment to communi
cation networks diat can be broken only at some cost, even for households. Thus, 
households’ expectations about diis commitment as well as future prices and in
come will influence dieir decision to purchase or wididraw from telephone access.
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Figure 2

Index of real prices (CPI) of the 1995 basket of residential calls,
1984-95

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Source: Telecom (1995).

The data displayed in Figure 3 have three key features. First, die real price of 
access was approximately die same in 1995 as in 1970. Second, it was reladvely low 
for a long period during die 1980s, and has been high during die 1990s in compari
son widi die 1980s. Third, die real price variadon caused by infrequendy changed, 
regulated prices during the inflationary periods of die 1970s and mid-1980s is in 
marked contrast to die stable real prices of die 1990s. Aldiough die inflation rate 
has been very low in New Zealand during die latter period, access charges have 
been changed quite frequendy to preserve dieir level in real terms. The Kiwi Share 
limits the residential access price increases to die rate of price inflation as measured 
by die CPI, and hence limits die real price of access to its level at the date of privati
sation.

The effect of tariff rebalancing in die late 1980s can be examined by comparing 
average prices in die reladvely stable periods of 1981-88 and 1991-95. In nominal 
terms, die average mondily price of residential access almost doubled between diese 
periods, rising from NZ$15.14 to $29.95. The horizontal lines in Figure 3 indicate 
that, between 1981-88 and 1991-95, die average real access price rose by 29 per 
cent. Because of die relatively long period of lower prices prior to die 1989-90 ad
justments, and die stability of die current well-understood regime, each of diese in
creases is significant and marks a structural change in die residential telephone tariff 
regime. The 1991-95 period is long enough to permit household responses to die 
higher real price of access.
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Figure 3

Residential single line price in constant 1985 (PPO) dollars, 1970-95
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Notes: The horizontal lines depict averages for the 1981-88 and 1991-95 periods. PPO: 
Statistics New Zealand’s Producers’ Output Price index. This has been used for deflation in 
preference to the CPI, because its treatment of interest rates and asset prices indicates 
how the price of residential access has varied in relation to the prices of goods. As well, it 
is not directly affected by the introduction of a value-added tax in 1986 and its rate revision 
in 1988.

Sources: Statistics New Zealand, Telecom New Zealand Ltd., Goodin (1986).

Residential Telephone Subscribership

Figure 4 depicts die percentage of New Zealand households that have at least one 
telephone. It shows Uiat there has been very little variation in the penetration rate 
over die last ten years. Starting at 94.2 per cent in 1985, it rises to 95.7 in 1989 and 
returns to diis level in 1995. Its low point is 93.5 per cent in 1992. These data sug
gest dial New Zealand’s telephone penetradon rate is virtually die same as, or a per
centage point higher in die 1980s, dian diat reported for die US by Mueller and 
Schement (1995:3) on die basis of census data.

The confidence band provides a range diat takes account of die sampling vari
ability of die estimates of die penetration rate. It suggests diat die penetration rate is 
estimated quite precisely and provides no evidence of a significant difference be
tween die penetration rate of 1995 and die rate prior to die real residential single- 
line rental price increase of die late 1980s. Despite die expanding presence of cellu
lar telephone alternatives, die fixed-line telephone penetration rate increased after 
die low point of 1992, and die rate was higher in 1995 dian in 1985.
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Figure 4

Residential telephone access: penetration rate and 95% 
confidence interval, 1985-95

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Note: March years.
Source: Statistics New Zealand’s Household Survey.

Low-Income Households

Universal service lias typically been concerned with the telephone ownership of 
lower-income households. Figure 5 depicts the penetration rates by income quar- 
tile. The sampling error for die penetration rate of quartile data is necessarily much 
larger dian it is for die aggregate sample. It suggests diat diere is no difference be
tween die penetration rates of die (poorer) quartiles 1 and 2 and, widi die exception 
of 1992, between 1985 and any odier year for die penetradon rate of quarüle 1 
(Evans, 1996).

Figure 5 illustrates die standard finding diat die penetration rate is higher for 
households in high-income groups. The penetration rates of die lower two quardles 
are very similar. Households of die second quartile have had very stable penetra
don rates. The estimated penetradon rates of households in die upper diree in
come quardles have increased over die decade 1985-95.

The downward trend of die penetradon rate of quardle 1 (unlike diat of die 
odier quardles) during 1986-89 may reflect die economic restructuring of die re
form period. The fact diat die penetradon rates of quardles 1 and 2 rose and fell 
togedier during most of die 1989-1991 recession suggests diat dieir separadon in 
1992 reflects die 1991 benefit cuts. At die same dme, diose in quardle 1 would 
have been die more severely affected by die recession. Neverdieless, if all persons 
receiving an access rental benefit belonged to quardle 1, they would represent ap
proximately 24 per cent of households in diis quardle, and hence it is likely diat die 
benefit cuts would have some discernible effect.
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Figure 5

Residential telephone access by income quartile: 
penetration rates, 1985-95

— Quartile 1

— Quartile 2

-  Quartile 3 

- Quartile 4

1992 1993 1994 19951985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Note: March years.
Source: Statistics New Zealand’s Household Survey.

The real price of residential access has remained unchanged during die 1990s. 
In 1995, die quardle 1 penetradon rate of 89.9 per cent is close to its 1985 level of 
91 per cent. The fact diat as many households were on telephony benefits in 1990 
as in 1995, and die rise in die sample penetradon rate in die face of a constant real 
price of access, are indicative diat die pattern of telephone penetration for quartile 1 
should be attributed to die effects of die business cycle and die benefit cuts. It sug
gests diat Telecom’s price rebalancing did not precipitate a reduction in subscriber- 
ship even among households in die lowest income quartile.

The foregoing analysis suggests diat households based dieir access decision on 
the price of a bundle of telephony services radier dian die price of access only. It 
requires that households make long-distance calls. In fact, Statistics New Zealand’s 
Household Survey estimates diat households in die lowest-income quintile in 1995 
spent 28 per cent (up from 21 per cent in 1987) of dieir telephony expenditure on 
long-distance services.

Universal service is just part of a full welfare calculation. The decline in die real 
price of die 1995 bundle of residential calls, togedier widi quality improvements 
(see Boles de Boer & Evans, 1996) and an increased range of services implies diat 
household welfare has increased since 1986. While die bundle of services for diis 
real price index will differ from that of households in the bottom income quartile, 
such is diese households’ consumption of long-distance calls and die change in die 
price index diat it is likely diat die real price of dieir bundle has also declined. Cer
tainly it has declined since 1990, yielding improvements in these households’ wel
fare between 1990 and 1995.
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Generational Accounting and 
Intergenerational Balance

John Ablett

n n H E  redistributive aspects of public policy have always been of interest and 
concern to economists and social commentators in general. Although most 

.A . popular concern focuses on redistribution between rich and poor house
holds, for most people the major role of the modern welfare state is one of redistri
bution over die life cycle. Most see die need for some form of social insurance and 
redistribudon to diose in need; but diey also believe diat over dieir lifedmes die gap 
between what diey contribute to die public sector and what diey receive in benefits 
will not be too great.

It is true diat much welfare policy ostensibly redistributes resources over indi
viduals’ life cycles. For example, people are taxed over dieir working lives and re
ceive pensions and odier benefits following redrement. But intergeneradonal redis
tribudon of wealdi by die public sector is also significant: many taxes and welfare 
programs affect various age groups diflerendy; such policies frequendy change; and 
demographic changes such as die baby boom after World War II are historically 
important.

The redistribudon of resources between generadons has attracted growing at
tention in recent dmes and is considered an important issue in die debate surround
ing fiscal responsibility. As discussed by Scott (1995), one of die main purposes of 
New Zealand’s Fiscal Responsibility Act 1994 is to avoid placing an excessive fiscal 
burden on future generadons. In reladon to die widespread belief in die need for 
fiscal dghtening in Australia, John Pitchford has commented: ‘If it is called for over 
die longer run, it would be to reduce die tax burden government policies are imply
ing for future generadons’ {The Australian, 1 February 1995). The recent Nadonal 
Commission of Audit (1996:xvi) has also stated diat ‘a fair policy is to run budget 
surpluses to avoid imposing unfair burdens on future generadons’. In addidon, die 
Charter of Budget Honesty announced at die dme of die 1996 budget includes a 
requirement for an ‘intergeneradonal report’ every five years (Costello, 1996).

A rough indicator of whedier public policy is generating a relatively high future 
tax burden is die ratio of government outstanding debt to GDP. In Australia, diis 
ratio has tended to decline since die 1950s. But it may be a misleading indicator of 
future fiscal burdens since it is affected by asset sales, which permit higher public 
expenditure widiout increasing public debt or taxation. In so far as asset sales are

John Ablett is Lecturer in Economics at the University o f  Western Sydney 
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used to finance current consumption expenditures, a continuation of these expendi
tures would eventually have to be financed by increased taxation.

A more thorough way of analysing die issue is the generational accounting 
technique originally introduced in die US by Auerbach, Gokliale and KodikofT 
(1991). This technique and its application to Australia are discussed in diis article.

Intergenerational Issues

Intergeneradonal redistribudon through die public sector raises two issues. First, 
are welfare policies which favour some generadons to die detriment of others sus
tainable, in particular diose policies diat imply a relatively high tax burden on future 
generations compared to diose currendy alive? Second, how does intergenerational 
redistribution affect intergenerational equity?

The current move to compulsory superannuation in Australia reflects die view 
diat shifting die burden of supporting die future retired members of die currendy 
young and baby-boomer generations on to future generations would not be politi
cally or economically feasible. However, die extent to which compulsory superan
nuation will moderate future public age-pension payouts is still unclear, since doubts 
remain about die rate at which superannuation savings will accumulate, die rate at 
which odier forms of saving may be run down, and die degree to which compulsory 
saving will limit future access to public age pensions.

The growdi in die welfare state and die size of government over die 20di cen
tury has probably led in most developed countries to certain generations (notably 
die currendy retired) receiving substantially more favourable treatment from gov
ernment dian odier generations. Thomson (1991) claims diat diis is so for New 
Zealand; and retrospective calculations suggest it is so for the US (US Office of 
Management and Budget, 1994). Rising productivity and economic prosperity have 
clearly enabled successive generations to contribute progressively more resources to 
government. But a rising net fiscal burden on future generations could still be un
desirable on die grounds diat it would distort economic decisions of individuals and 
reduce efficiency.

Consideration of fiscal equity between currendy living and f uture generations is 
complicated by ignorance. Rapid future productivity growdi could justify shifting a 
greater fiscal burden on to younger and future generations; but we cannot be certain 
diat such growdi will occur. A prudent approach would be to assume diat future 
generations will not have a significandy higher capacity to contribute to government, 
and dierefore should not have higher tax burdens passed on to diem.

Intergenerational equity is also at stake widi government capital expenditure. If 
a large part of government debt passed on to future generations represents capital 
expenditure from which diese generations will benefit, dien it may be equitable for 
them to assume die responsibility of acquitting such debt. It may not be fiscally re
sponsible to achieve a lower level of government debt by reducing investment in 
infrastructure and selling public assets. Unfortunately, it is usually politically easier 
to reduce government capital expenditure dian odier forms of public expenditure, 
even diough diis can be to die detriment of young and unborn generations.
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What Are Generational Accounts?

KotlikofT (1992) and Auerbach, Gokhale and KotlikofT (1991, 1994) argue that con
ventional public deficit accounting is not a particularly appropriate framework for 
addressing issues of intergenerational redistribution. These audiors show diat by 
manipulating labelling conventions applied to its receipts and payments, die gov
ernment can effect an intergeneradonal redistribution and report a balanced, sur
plus or deficit budget and any level of government debt, regardless of the direction 
or size of this redistribution. To overcome diis problem, direct reference must be 
made to the government’s present-value budget constraint. This constraint operates 
in such a way diat in any given year die sum of die government’s net wealdi and die 
present value of projected net payments to die government by all current and future 
generadons must equal die present value of current and future government final 
consumpdon expenditures. Thus, if die present value of government consumption 
is to remain constant, policies which reduce die present value of net payments made 
by currendy living generadons would have to be offset by increased contributions by 
future generadons. Reference to die government’s present-value budget constraint 
expressed in generational terms makes such trade-offs immediately apparent.

According to Auerbach et al. (1991), generational accounts show, for a typical 
member of each generation distinguished by year of birth (and normally sex), the 
present value of expected net lifetime payments to the public sector, given assump
tions about future fiscal policies, growtii and demographic change. The assumed 
fiscal policy scenario could be die continuation of die policies in place in the base 
year of die calculations, or it could incorporate policy changes. Analysis commonly 
includes calculating changes in die accounts implied by different policy scenarios.

The value of generational accounting lies in die estimates it provides of what 
die generational accounts would be under reasonable scenarios for currendy living 
generations, assuming future generations would accept die net fiscal burden 
(positive or negative) on diem diat diis implies. In terms of die government’s pres
ent-value budget constraint, die sum of die generational accounts of future genera
tions is die residual obtained by subtracting government net wealdi and die sum of 
die generational accounts of currendy living generations from die present value of 
government final consumption. The generational accounting literature normally 
assumes diat die aggregate net burden on future generations is so distributed diat 
typical members of successive future generations face die same net fiscal burden, 
adjusted for some real per capita growdi factor.

By itself, an aggregate positive net fiscal burden on future generations does not 
necessarily imply generational imbalance. What is important is how die per capita

1
Strictly speaking, we should not consider government mediated redistribution, whether it be intergcn- 

erational or intragenerational, as a zero-sum game. Piggott and Whally (1987) demonstrate that it is 
incorrect to calculate the net fiscal incidence of redistribute government activity assuming the net bene
fits o f such activity sum to zero. The intuitive reason for this is that redistribution will normally affect 
the economic behaviour of individuals and consequendy die total amount of resources available to 
government (or the public sector ‘cake’).
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burdens of future generations compare with those of currently living generations. 
Thus, in a generational accounting exercise, generational balance is gauged by com
paring tlie generational accounts of future generations and a typical newborn in the 
base year of the calculations. The generational accounts of those alive in the base 
year of the calculations represent only remaining lifetime net fiscal burdens, except 
for diose actually born in the base year. Thus, it is normally possible to compare 
meaningfully only the lifetime net fiscal burdens of a typical member of future gen
erations and a typical base-year newborn. If the former is significandy higher dian 
die latter, die assumed policy scenario is unsustainable, implying generational im
balance.

Empirical studies utilising generational accounting have until now abstracted 
from die behavioural impacts of policy and relative price effects in general. This is 
die basis of much of die criticism of generational accounting as currendy practised 
(Haveman, 1994; Buiter, 1995). For example, it is usually assumed diat workforce 
participation rates by age and sex remain die same in die future as diey are in die 
base year; but, historically, such participation rates have not been stable. In addi
tion, empirically estimated^ generational accounts depend on die particular inci
dence assumptions made. But a positive feature of die mediodology is diat 
changes in generational accounts associated widi simulated fiscal-policy scenario 
changes are invariant to die conventions used to label government receipts and 
payments.

Aldiough it is true diat different assumptions lead to wide variations in die abso
lute values of generational accounts, sensitivity analysis (a comparison of results us
ing different discount and growdi rates and demographic scenarios) in die context 
of diese accounts has so far shown that die broad qualitative conclusions obtained 
are quite robust. Part of die reason for diis is the nature of present-value calcula
tions diemselves. Except for very low assumed discount rates (under 3 per cent a 
year), die assumed short- and medium-term scenario up to 20-25 years post-base 
year largely determines die generational accounts; reasonably wide variations in die 
long-term scenario beyond diis time frame generally have a relatively minor effect 
on die calculated accounts.

Advantages of Generational Accounting

The application of generational accounting is certainly not a straightiorward proce
dure, given die formidable data requirements, die need for specific incidence as
sumptions, and measurement difficulties involving, for example, die estimation of 
government net wealdi. Neverdieless, generational accounting provides a practical 
means of judging die intergenerational redistribution implied by particular fiscal

2
Fehl' and Kodikofl (1995) have examined die ability of generational accounts to capture die intergen- 

erational incidence of fiscal policy in die context of a dynamic general equilibrium simulation model. 
Their results tend to confirm a useful role for generational accounting. However, die feedback 
mechanisms present in dieir simulation model are yet to be incorporated in empirical applications of 
generational accounting.
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policies. Its appeal also stems from the view that rational individuals are not myopic 
with respect to the future, as expressed in die following passage from Kodikoff 
(1992:ix):

Generadonal accounting is forward-looking. It recognises diat people think 
about tomorrow in deciding how much to work, spend, and save today.
Part of dieir dunking ahead includes thinking about dieir future tax pay
ments to and dieir future transfer payments from die government. In con
trast to generational accounting, die deficit completely ignores the future, 
including die government’s likely future taxes and transfer payments. In so 
doing, the deficit leaves out a great deal of what is influencing people’s im
mediate spending decisions.

Generational accounting oilers several odier advantages. It measures all gov
ernment revenues and oudays in present-value, constant-dollar terms; it explicidy 
accounts for government net wealdi and future obligations; and it allows direct as
sessment of die appropriateness of current fiscal policies in the light of demo
graphic projections.

In a country such as Australia, generational accounting could help focus die 
attention of fiscal policy-makers and die public on die potential intergenerational 
consequences of various actions, which may odierwise be overlooked. For exam
ple, an increase in social security entidements diat appears quite affordable at a par
ticular point in time could neverdieless imply relatively large and perhaps inequita
ble future tax burdens due to future demographic change. Such knowledge could 
aid die development of a social security system which is bodi sustainable and equi
table in an intergenerational sense.

Generational Accounts in Australia

To date, generational accounting has been used or is being introduced in die US, 
Italy, Norway, Australia, Japan, New Zealand, Thailand, Canada, Germany and 
Sweden (Fehr & Kodikoff, 1995). In die US, generational accounts are now pub
lished annually as part of die official national government budget papers.

Generational accounts for Australia are presented in Ablett (1996a and 1996c), 
where die various assumptions and methods used are discussed. The summary 
accounts given in "Fable 1 are taken from Ablett (1996U and are based on a sce
nario diat assumes no fiscal policy changes after 1994/95. Based on financial year 
1994/95, diey assume a general real growdi rate of 1 per cent a year in all per capita 
government receipts, payments and benefits for diose alive in 1994/95, and a dis
count rate of 5 per cent a year. Sensitivity analysis using discount rates of 3 per cent 
and 7 per cent a year, and a range of growdi rates, does not to lead to different

3
Unlike die base year 1990/91 accounts presented in Ablett (1996a), die accounts in Table 1 are ad

justed for die migration scenario assumed. This adjustment is explained in Ablett (1996c).
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qualitative conclusions (Ablett, 1996c). A conservative future migration scenario is 
employed, which assumes net migration of 70,000 a year after 2000.

In these accounts, payments to government were divided into indirect taxes, 
and taxes on labour income, capital income, and property. Benefits from govern
ment included age pension, family and child, unemployment, other social security, 
school education, higher education, tertiary and further education, and hospital and 
non-hospital health benefits. Public education expenditures were imputed to gen
erations on the basis of participation rates, while health care expenditures were im
puted to generations on the basis of profiles of health care consumption by age and 
sex obtained from survey data. The government net wealth estimate used in the 
calculation of Table 1 was general government net debt as at 30 June, 1995.

Table 1

Australian generational accounts ($’000), base year 1994/95

Generation’s age  
in 1994/95

Generational account

Males Females
0 49.3 - 6.4

10 106.8 22.8
20 196.4 81.3
30 206.4 82.8
40 168.0 73.3
50 90.0 17.6
60 1.9 - 33.5
70 - 27.4 - 45.8
80 - 18.0 - 33.5

Average for males
and females born in 22.2
1990/91
Average for males
and females born in 51.3
1991/92 (‘future
generations’)

Source: Ablett (1996c).

In fable 1, positive accounts represent projected positive net present value con
tributions to the public sector. For example, the first row of figures in the table in
dicates that, on average, a male born in 1994/95 is projected to contribute $49,300 
in net terms to government over his lifetime; the corresponding account for a fe-

4
This net wealth measure is in agreement with current generational accounting practice. It differs from 

the net wealth measure used by Auerbach et al. (1991) and in Ablett (1996a), which in the case of Aus
tralia would imply a more favourable outcome for future generations, but would not change the quali
tative conclusion.
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male bom in 1994/95 is minus $6,400 (a net receipt). For those alive in 1994/95, 
the accounts are for the most part positive for generations that had not yet reached 
retirement age in that year. The accounts of adult females turn negative before 
those of males, mainly reflecting die earlier average retirement age, lower earnings 
(hence lower tax contributions), and greater longevity of females. The present value 
of remaining net contributions by the elderly should be negative given that diey will 
generally receive more in welfare benefits than diey contribute in taxes over die re
mainder of dieir lives.

As stated previously, imbalance in generadonal accounts is gauged by compar
ing the (lifetime) accounts of base-year and future generations. In Table 1, diese 
generations are represented by 1994/95 and 1995/96 newborns, respectively. The 
weighted average of the male and female accounts for these generations are shown 
in die last two rows of die table; the account for 1995/96 newborns is based on die 
assumption that typical members of each successive generation born after 1994/95 
will face die same generational account at birdi adjusted for the 1 per cent a year 
growth rate. The projections behind fable 1 imply a total positive burden on future 
generations, as reflected in die $51,300 account for 1995/96 newborns. That diis is 
more dian die account of 1994/95 newborns suggests an imbalance in favour of cur
rent generations in terms of fiscal policy in die base year. This conclusion is. robust 
against a range of alternative growtii rate and discount rate assumptions.

The 1994/95 results can be contrasted with the base year 1990/91 results pre
sented in Ablett (1996a), which revealed generational imbalance in die opposite 
direction, i.e. in favour of future generations. Aldiough die use of a different meas
ure of government net wealdi explains some of diis difference, there was a clear de
terioration in generational balance between die two base years. Much of diis can 
be ascribed to major increases in public debt and government consumption expen
ditures after 1990/91

The public revenue and expenditure balance changed markedly in die years 
following 1990/91, die last year in which die Commonwealdi government budget

Most generational accounts calculated for developed countries have shown an imbalance in favour of 
current generations. For example, assuming a general per capita growth rate of 0.75 per cent and a 
discount rate of 6 per cent a year, the base US generational accounts for base year 1992, incorporating 
the fiscal policy measures of the 1993 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, imply a positive net fiscal 
burden on future generations which is approximately 126 per cent higher than on 1992 newborns 
(both males and females) (US Office of Management and Budget, 1994). This result reinforces the
position of those calling for significant fiscal tightening in the US.
6

If the same government net wealth measure used in the establishment of Table 1 had been used for 
the 1990/91 accounts, a 1 per cent real growth rate and 5 per cent discount rate would have yielded 
average accounts of $33,800 (1990/91 dollars) for 1990/91 newborns and minus $12,300 for future
generations.
7

Commonwealdi government financial liabilities more dian doubled between June 1991 and June 
1995, while the level of Commonwealth government financial assets remained fairly stable. Over die 
same period die net financial liabilities of State and local government also increased, but more moder
ately (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1995).
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was close to underlying balance. By 1992/93, the underlying budget deficit was 
about 4 per cent of GDP. Part of this change was due to factors associated with the 
economic downturn, such as falling revenues and higher social-security outlays; but 
new spending initiatives also played a role. Since that time, policy measures such as 
the drop in the rate of company taxation from 39 to 33 per cent in 1993 (partly re
versed in 1995), and implementation of the first (and only) round of One Nation 
tax cuts have clearly made the task of returning the Commonwealth budget to un
derlying balance more difficult.

There may be reason to believe that the degree of generational imbalance re
vealed in Table 1 is somewhat pessimistic. The Liberal-National Coalition govern
ment proposed public spending cuts of $7.2 billion in its 1996 budget. Such ex
penditure restraint, for example in the area of social security benefits, could have a 
marked effect. For instance, if real per capita public age pensions were kept con
stant after 1994/95, rather than allowed to increase at the general growth rate, the 
accounts of 1994/95 and future newborns in Table 1 would change to $26,000 and 
$34,800, respectively. In the same context, extending die zero real growdi rate as
sumption to all social security benefits would result in a slight imbalance in favour of 
future generations.

The National Fiscal Oudook (1996) projections, which take account of specific 
announced policy measures as at May 1996, foresee total government oudays falling 
from 34.9 per cent of GDP in 1994/95 to 32.6 per cent of GDI3 in 1998/99, widi 
total government revenue falling marginally as a percentage of GDP in 1998/99. 
Application of diese projections up to 1998/99 would result in a reversal of die gen
erational imbalance in Table 1, widi die accounts of 1994/95 and future newborns 
becoming $29,900 and $22,100, respectively.8

Implications for Government Policy

The imbalance favouring current generations evident in die baseline 1994/95 Aus
tralian generational accounts, aldiough not catastrophic, does lend support to die 
current view diat government fiscal policy should be tightened on intergenerational 
grounds. As such, die generational accounts represent lurdier evidence diat die 
general stance of fiscal policy in recent years would be unsustainable over an ex
tended period.

Ablett (1996a) shows diat die 1990/91 Australian generational accounts are 
changed litde by incorporation of effects from die Superannuation Guarantee 
Charge, mainly because die full provisions of die current retirement incomes policy 
will be phased in over an extended period. However, if die move to compulsory 
saving for retirement has die result of limiting future public pension payouts, it will 
have a moderating effect on future tax burdens, in a similar manner to die zero age

8
In calculating these results the annual percentage changes in total outlays and revenue implied by die 

National Fiscal Oudook (1996) projections were applied uniformly to all generational account bench
marking aggregates for years up to 1998/99; the general per capita growdi rate o f  1 per cent per annum  
was applied to all years after 1998/99.
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pension growth rate of the previous section. As noted above, the extent to which 
this will occur is still uncertain, and ultimately will depend on further changes to the 
law governing the relationship between superannuation and public age pensions. 
For example, more will have to be done to restrict the practice of taking superannu
ation entitlements in the form of a lump sum and then claiming die full age pension 
(‘double dipping’). Currendy young and baby-boom generations may conceivably 
resist moves to limit dieir access to a public age pension, arguing diat it is unfair for 
them to be obliged to bear die major responsibility for dieir own retirement income 
provision dirough die superannuation system at die same time diat part of dieir 
taxes are being used to fund the aged pensions of elderly generations. However, 
this tax burden should not be overstated, given diat die present retired cohort is 
relatively small, only about one sixdi of die size of die current working-age popula
tion.

Changing circumstances and policies could in die future affect die qualitative 
results from die Australian generational accounts. A furdier substantial increase in 
government debt could reinforce die generational imbalance result. The recent US 
experience demonstrates how quickly government debt can grow in die absence of 
effective control. Rapid and sustained increases in healdi care costs or various odier 
major components of public expenditure may also affect generational balance. 
There is clearly a need to consider and take account of die potential intergenera- 
tional effects of government policy.

Ablett (1995) includes generational accounting results for Australia (widi a 
1990/91 base year) assuming annual real per capita growtii in public healdi-care 
spending about double die level of die odier generational account components up 
to 2009/10; die actual growdi rate assumed corresponded to die growdi in healdi 
care spending over die 1980s. The simulations imply diat die increased healdi care 
spending could be financed widiout changing die generational accounts of future 
generations by increasing die Medicare levy to about 2.5 per cent of taxable income 
from die present figure of 1.5 per cent.

If it is accepted diat public policy should be so conducted as to avoid large net 
redistributions of resources between generations, dien die challenge is to formulate 
policies which furdier diis aim widiout sacrificing die odier aims of government. 
The compulsory superannuation system is an important example of such policies. 
The idea is diat each generation should accept most of die responsibility for funding 
its own retirement incomes, ultimately making it easier to maintain generational 
balance in fiscal policy while ensuring diat diese incomes are adequate. More gen
erally, a social welfare system could be based on intragenerational radier dian inter- 
generational transfers to tiiose in need. For example, die increasing public costs 
associated widi aged healdi care could be funded by tightening die means test for 
receipt of public aged pensions, or by means testing die access of retirees to subsi
dised pharmaceuticals. In diis way, older generations would take more responsibil-

9
No moderation in public age pension payouts due to compulsory superannuation is factored into the 

generational accounts of Table 1.
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ity for funding their own health care, although such policies would probably prove 
politically unpopular. In the long run, compulsory saving to provide for aged 
health care as part of the superannuation system could be a reasonable alternative.

A Broader Perspective on Intergenerational Balance

As it concerns only the relationship between generations and government, genera
tional accounting says nothing about private intergenerational transfers. But 
whether or not a projected fiscal burden on future generations is so high as to imply 
tlie need for major policy changes clearly depends on future net private transfers 
between current and future generations. For example, die large projected public 
burden to be borne by future generadons in die US may not be so alarming if die 
same generadons can expect to receive a private windfall from older generadons. 
This suggests a need to assess generadonal balance in a way diat takes account of 
private intergeneradonal transfers such as bequests and gifts inter vivos.

Ablett (1996b) presents an accoundng framework diat includes bodi genera
donal accounts and private transfers between generadons, based on die aggregate 
present-value budget constraint of a generadon (males and females combined). 
This constraint states diat, in present value terms, a generation’s remaining net pri
vate transfers to odier generadons equals die sum of its net wealdi and remaining 
labour earnings minus die sum of its remaining consumption and aggregate genera
donal accounts. Aggregating die present value of net private transfers to odier 
generadons of all currendy living (alive in die base year) generadons gives die pres
ent value of total net private transfers from diese generadons to f uture generadons. 
If diese net private transfers are negative, diere will be net private transfers from 
future generadons (born after die base year) to currendy living generadons. The 
total intergeneradonal account or contribution of all f uture generadons can dien be 
defined as die sum of dieir net fiscal burden, or aggregate generational accounts, 
and net private transfers to currendy living generadons.

Simulation results using diis broad accoundng framework are presented in 
Ablett (1996b). They suggest diat, under reasonable assumptions, maintenance of 
1990/91 age-specific rates of consumption by generadons alive in Australia in 
1990/91 over dieir remaining lifetimes would require relatively large net private 
transfers to diese generadons from future generadons. An implication would be 
diat rates of consumption in Australia in 1990/91 were too high to suggest balance

10 . . . . . .  .The inclusion of capital income in this constraint would result in double counting; the return to capi
tal is implicidy assumed to equal die discount rate used to calculate present values.
11

These simulations made use of age- and gender-specific consumption and labour income profiles 
derived form the Australian Bureau of Statistics’ 1988 Household Expenditure Survey and 1990 
Household Income Survey, benchmarked to national aggregates. As for the consumption profile, the 
income profile was assumed to remain unchanged in die future, except for an assumed per capita 
growtii rate. The required wealdi estimates were obtained by distributing total net private sector wealdi 
according to an age profile of interest, dividends and rent derived from die Household Expenditure 
Survey. More details are given in Ablett (1996b).
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between the total intergcnerational contributions of current and future generations, 
and thus could be considered unsustainable: future generations may not be willing 
or able to make the significant private transfers to current generations that a con
tinuation of diese consumption rates seems to demand. (Sufficiendy high rates of 
productivity growdi could, of course, alter diis conclusion.) In diese circumstances, 
it may be argued (in an intergenerational sense) tiiat government should do more to 
promote sustainable consumption behaviour by, for instance, decreasing disincen
tives to save. But it is far from clear whedier measures designed to increase incen
tives to save voluntarily, such as abolishing taxation of interest earned on savings 
accounts, would have a significant effect on saving behaviour.

Concluding Remarks

By focusing on the net fiscal burdens of different generations, generational account
ing affords a long-term perspective on die effects of public policy. The continuing 
spread of its use worldwide will at least promote the consideration of intergenera- 
tional effects when determining policy. Despite its shortcomings, such as its de
pendence on particular incidence assumptions and neglect of relative price effects, it 
can provide a useful input in assessing die degree of fiscal responsibility being exer
cised.

While generational accounts are forward-looking, future fiscal burdens clearly 
depend to some degree on die legacy of die past. In diis regard, die introduction of 
a system of government accrual accounting, as discussed by Albon (1995), would 
provide a useful adjunct to generational accounting. It would, for example, lead to 
more appropriate measures of government net wealdi.

Beyond generational accounting and die pattern of private intergenerational 
transfers, odier, less quantifiable, factors will undoubtedly influence die well-being 
of future generations. First, future generations will inherit a considerable amount of 
technology and accumulated knowledge. Advances in medical science, for instance, 
are likely to afford diem longer and healdiier average lifetimes. Second, it is diffi
cult to gauge die true value of public and private accumulated capital to future gen
erations. Forms of capital such as housing, roads and bridges cannot be liquidated 
or largely consumed by current generations, and hence will be passed on almost 
intact to future generations. Other forms of capital may be fully consumed by dieir 
current owners, while certain types of productive capital could simply become obso
lete. (What will be die value of an oil refinery when there is no more oil?) These 
distinctions cannot be adequately captured by aggregate measures of net wealth or 
government capital.

Finally, an important issue is die quality of die environment which future gen
erations will enjoy. The actions of current generations clearly will influence diis, but 
it is difficult to value environmental damage, or indeed even to assess die long-term 
effects of various activities on die environment.
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Can Fiscal Responsibility Legislation be 
Made to Work?

Marc Robinson

ÜSCAL responsibility is about ensuring that fiscal decisions are not dominated 
by present considerations at the expense of future ones. It means recognising 
that decisions that directly impact upon the future —  borrowing, asset- 

creation, and arrangements, like government guarantees, which create contingent 
liabilities —  should be guided by relevant medium- and long-term objectives such as 
inter-generational equity and the avoidance of excessive financial risk.

There is no shortage of examples of fiscal irresponsibility in democratic coun
tries where parliamentary scrutiny, voter common sense, and financial market dis
ciplines appear to have failed: whether on a spectacular scale (as in the Brazilian 
State of Sao Paulo), on an intermediate scale (Belgium), or on a lesser but neverthe
less serious scale (Victoria until the early 1990s). The notion that governments 
should be constrained to be fiscally responsible, therefore, has much appeal. In the 
United States, for example, the failure of political institutions over more than a dec
ade to solve an almost universally acknowledged budget deficit problem has led to a 
number of attempts to legislate for a solution, such as die Gramm-Rudman Act of 
1985. More recendy, die Congressional Republicans only very narrowly failed to 
pass legisladon setdng in train a process to amend die US consdtudon so as to re
quire balanced budgets.

Yet die idea of legisladng to compel fiscal responsibility is not new. Consdtu- 
donal or statutory balanced budget requirements and debt limits have existed for a 
long time in many countries. In die 19di century, die Australian colonies effected 
legisladve debt limits and requirements for ‘consolidated account’ balanced budgets. 
Some of diese provisions still exist in certain States. Over die last two years, die 
idea of legislating for fiscal responsibility has gained considerable currency in Aus
tralia. The former Coalidon government of New Soudi Wales in late 1994 at
tempted, and only narrowly failed, to secure legisladon amending die State Consd
tudon so as to require balanced budgets. A year later, its Labor successor passed 
legisladon purpordng to commit itself and future governments to medium- and 
long-term fiscal responsibility targets, die foremost of diese being die ‘eliminadon’ 
of die budget sector’s net debt. At die federal level, die Business Council of Aus
tralia (BCA, 1995:2) in September 1995 called for legisladon 'requiring a surplus 
Budget on average over die business cycle’. It reiterated diis dieme during die 1996

Marc Robinson is Associate Professor in the School of Economics and Finance at 
Queensland University of Technology.
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federal election campaign (BCA, 1996), at which time Dr Vince FitzGerald 
(1996:15) similarly appealed for a ‘legislated commitment to fund lully current 
spending out of current revenues, on average over the cycle, and to finance some 
public investment out of current surpluses, that is, savings’.

Constraints, Declarations and Reports

Significantly, a great diversity exists among the fiscal rules and targets that have been 
proposed or implemented around the world. There are expenditure limits, bal
anced-budget requirements (whether specified in terms of the overall cash balance, 
the cash current-account balance, the accrual operating balance, die traditional 
‘consolidated account’ balance or some odier concept), targets for die reduction or 
elimination of debt, debt ceilings (variously formulated), a variety of debt amortisa
tion rules, and net worth targets. The failure of even relatively informed opinion to 
agree upon a single appropriate target or set of complementary targets highlights a 
key problem for advocates of fiscal-responsibility legislation. Legitimate differences 
of opinion —  reflecting differences of bodi philosophic and dieoretical oudook —  
exist as to die appropriate medium- and long-term fiscal rules. So even if compul
sory fiscal responsibility legislation worked, it would inevitably amount to die codifi
cation of one particular and controversial conception of fiscal responsibility.

Yet experience clearly indicates diat attempts to compel fiscal responsibility 
dirough legislation do not work. Such legislation is susceptible to evasion, and is 
prone to induce perverse consequences. Von Hagen’s (1991:209) conclusion on 
die experience of American States, almost all of which have some such legislation, is 
representative (see also, for example, Heins, 1963):

. . . despite dieir impact on fiscal policies, fiscal restraints do litde to reduce 
the likelihood of extreme outcomes in fiscal performance. The most sig
nificant effect of fiscal restraints is to induce governments to substitute noil- 
restricted for restricted debt instruments, diereby reducing die relevance 
and informativeness of data on government debt.

A spectacular US example of this failure is die debt default of New York City in 
1974, notwithstanding a constitutional balanced budget requirement (Suits & Fisher, 
1985:474-6). Bennet and DiLorenzo (1983:175) summarised clearly die lessons 
and implications of die US experience widi mandatory fiscal constraints in a well- 
known study prepared for die Cato Institute:

History has shown diat statutory and constitutional limits on debt can be, 
and on a large scale have been, evaded by politicians at die state and local 
levels. Those frustrated taxpayers who expect a balanced budget amend
ment to die Constitution to work miracles in controlling federal spending 
are, if die past is any guide, likely to be very disappointed.
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Past failures reflect these intrinsic difficulties rather than simply defects in the 
formulations used. This implies that die presence of weaknesses in the political 
system which may at times encourage fiscal irresponsibility is irrelevant to die issue 
at hand. Arguably, the extent of diese flaws has been exaggerated by many advo
cates of compulsory fiscal responsibility. (The punishment meted out by die Victo
rian electorate to its Labor government, and the willingness of the same electorate 
to swallow bitter fiscal medicine from die Coalidon government diat followed it in 
late 1992, is one recent demonstration diat in diis country serious fiscal irresponsi
bility has a high electoral price.) Ultimately, however, it does not much matter how 
much faidi one does or does not have in die effectiveness of political mechanisms, 
reinforced by market disciplines, if one recognises diat, however superficially attrac
tive, die idea of constraining governments to be fiscally responsible simply cannot 
widistand close examination.

The fact diat legislation cannot compel fiscal responsibility does not, of course, 
mean that legislation may not play an important role in encouraging fiscal respon
sibility. There is already a considerable body of financial reporting and related legis
lation which has precisely diat effect. Legislative fiscal-responsibility constraints are 
not, therefore, to be equated eidier widi fiscal responsibility declarations or widi 
fiscal reporting legislation. Fiscal responsibility declarations are discretionary 
commitments undertaken by executive governments to fiscal responsibility rules 
and targets. Fiscal reporting legislation, by contrast, requires die reporting of speci
fied fiscal measures, or die more explicit delineation of fiscal policy, but does not 
nominate fiscal rules or targets. Legislation which seeks to compel fiscal responsi
bility must of necessity include or rely upon mandatory reporting requirements in 
respect of die relevant fiscal targets. It requires, but is distinct from, fiscal reporting 
legislation. It is argued below that, die legislative Charter of Budget Honesty devel
oped by Australia’s Howard Government is best viewed as fiscal reporting legisla
tion in diis sense, notwithstanding die superficial impression created by die 
‘principles of sound fiscal management’ which it articulates.

For it to be possible to use legislation to coerce reluctant or recalcitrant gov
ernments into behaving in a fiscally responsible manner, it must be feasible and 
cost-effective to define fiscal targets which:

• are clearly and unambiguously specified;

• are, or can be made, susceptible to ready verification by analysts outside gov
ernment; and

• give effect to fiscal responsibility principles, and do so widiout unacceptably 
trading off good policy in odier areas. (It should not be possible to comply widi 
the letter of die law in a manner which runs contrary to its spirit.)

There are two fundamental reasons why it is not possible to formulate fiscal 
responsibility legislation which can meet diese criteria. The first is die impossibility
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of dealing satisfactorily with uncertainty. The second is an acute and unresolvable 
performance measurement problem.

Uncertainty

Dealing with the impact upon die government’s financial position of financial 
shocks and uncertainty in key economic parameters presents an enormous problem 
for fiscal responsibility legislation. Many —  perhaps most —  economists believe 
that short-run fiscal settings need to take into account macroeconomic and odier 
contextual variables. But it is impossible to specify in advance die range of contin
gencies which may impact upon die budget. As well, die appropriate fiscal rules 
and targets vary widi each of die possible contingencies. One is, dierefore, forced 
to choose between, on die one hand, tiglidy specified fiscal targets which by dieir 
very nature will produce damaging inflexibility under some circumstances and, on 
the odier hand, loosely specified fiscal targets which may permit appropriate flexibil
ity in the face of shocks, but which will give irresponsible governments much greater 
scope to circumvent die intention of die legislation.

The most familiar example of diis problem is die failure of such legislation to 
deal satisfactorily widi die budgetary impact of die business cycle. The concept of a 
‘cyclically-adjusted’ deficit may appear straightiorward, but in reality diere are very 
considerable measurement problems, even widi ex post measures (Blejer & 
Cheasty, 1991:1654-5). Attempting to use an ex Riite measure as die basis for a 
concrete fiscal target would add to this an enormous uncertainty problem. The 
problem of dealing widi die business cycle arises even if one does not favour 
‘activist’ fiscal policy, but merely takes die view diat pro-cyclical fiscal behaviour is 
highly undesirable. Bayoumi and Eichengreen (1995:46) suggest diat in die US 
state fiscal constraints have produced a ‘reduction in national fiscal stabilisers . . . 
(which] could lead to a noticeable increase in die variance of national output’.

The problem of uncertainty is, however, a much wider one. Examples of fiscal 
shocks which give rise to precisely die same type of difficulties for die formulation 
of fiscal targets include:

• financial shocks from die public trading enterprise and public financial enter
prise sectors. A recent devastating example of diis was die impact of die huge 
losses of die State Bank of Soudi Australia upon diat State’s budget;

• unanticipated Commonwealdi grants cuts (in die case of State governments); 
and

• unanticipated substantial changes in measured net debt arising from valuation 
effects (it is standard practice for Australian governments to use ‘market’ valua
tions radier dian face value in valuing financial assets and liabilities). Changes in 
interest rates and exchange rates (for foreign-denominated debt) can and do re
sult in considerable volatility in valuations.
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The problem of uncertainty is in no way mitigated by accounting reform. In
deed, accrual accounting exacerbates die problem, by broadening die categories of 
assets and liabilities subject to valuadon shocks and adjustments, widi consequent 
impact upon die operadng balance. Furdier, some of diese shocks will be brought 
to account far more rapidly under accrual accounting dian under traditional ac
counting, so increasing die dislocation likely to be caused by the enforcement of a 
fiscal target which was not formulated widi full foresight. In die Soudi Australian 
example referred to above, cash accounting had die effect of spreading die shock 
resulting from die call on the government’s guarantee of die liabilities of die State 
Bank of Soudi Australia over approximately diree years.

Some commentators, neverdieless, believe diat die benefits to be derived from 
sticking to pre-specified long-term fiscal rules irrespective of circumstances exceed 
die costs of fiscal inflexibility. They tend to be economists who believe diat fiscal 
settings have relatively litde impact upon real macroeconomic variables. Does tiiis 
mean diat one’s view on die appropriateness of legislation to compel fiscal respon
sibility is essentially a function of die macro-dieoretical framework one uses to make 
sense of die world? The answer to diis question is ‘no’, because measurement 
problems make compulsory fiscal responsibility impracticable regardless of how 
desirable it might or might not be.

The Measurement Problem

It would be a serious mistake to assume diat diere is, or could ever be, a set of ac
counting measures capable of giving precise, unambiguous and readily verifiable 
expression to given fiscal responsibility principles. Accounting measures are, by 
dieir very nature, imprecise and ambiguous. And even if diey were not, dieir use
fulness would inevitably be undermined by die availability of substitute transactions 
capable of achieving broadly die same effect as a ‘regulated’ transaction while falling 
outside die scope of die fiscal responsibility legislation.

Even at die dieoretical level, diere is no unique set of accounting measures diat 
is bodi free of conceptual ambiguities and generally acknowledged to be superior to 
all odiers. There is an inherent ambiguity in imposing upon an essentially continu
ous set of transactional attributes a discrete classification framework. And however 
precise accounting concepts may be at die dieoretical level, high information costs 
mean diat, more often dian not, conceptual purity has to be compromised in prac
tice. An important consequence of all diis is diat all real-world accounting systems 
bodi permit a choice of alternative measures for important types of transaction, and 
rely gready upon judgment and discretion in dieir practical implementation.

When one adds to diis a recognition of die great multitude of micro-decisions 
about die classification of transactions which generate die accounting aggregates in 
terms of which fiscal targets and rules are expressed, it becomes clear diat external 
monitoring is no easy or straighdorward task. There are numerous examples of 
governments perpetrating accounting manipulations and eidier escaping detection 
by Auditors-General, or, if caught, resorting to arcane debate on accounting techni
calities in order to cloud die issue.
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Two illustrations demonstrate the point. The first concerns the vital distinction 
between current and capital expenditure. ‘Adjusting’ the allocation of expenditure 
between die two categories is one of die most enduring types of accounting fiddle. 
As one US federal Budget Director observed, ‘once you have a capital budget, it 
would be die propensity of politicians to load everytiiing onto the books and bor
row against it’ (Khalaf, 1991:74). In Victoria, die Cain-Kirner Labor government of 
1982-92 was accused of classifying current expenditure as capital in order to reduce 
die apparent budgetary current account deficit. Its successor, die Kennett Coalition 
government, was dien accused of precisely die opposite crime: of ‘sandbagging’ die 
apparent current account surplus by classifying capital expenditures as current in 
order to prolong politically useful public anxiety about die State’s financial position.

Even at the dieoretical level, die capital-current distinction is not straightior- 
ward. A substantial body of opinion, for example, holds diat much expenditure in 
areas such as healtii and education should be classified as capital because it pro
duces a stream of benefits into die future (see Depta, Ravalli & Harding, 1994). 
Odiers reject the view that such expenditures should be treated like odier capital 
expenditure, either on practical, and sometimes on dieoretical, grounds (see Na
tional Commission of Audit, 1996:xvi, 146). Notwithstanding diis, most informed 
economic opinion recognises diat it is profoundly misguided to specify fiscal targets 
widiout taking into account die capital-current distinction.

A second illustration of die measurement problem concerns transactions be
tween different sectors of government. The standard way in which Australian 
Commonwealdi governments achieve ‘fiscal responsibility’ is by imposing most ex
penditure cuts upon die States. Widi die great bulk of States’ grants classified as a 
current expenditure, such cuts produce an equivalent ‘improvement’ in the federal 
budget current account. However, a standard response of die States, particularly in 
die short run, has been to cut capital expenditure, because it is an area widi greater 
flexibility. There is no solution to die conundrum which diis poses for someone 
charged widi die task of draf ting fiscal responsibility legislation. At die heart of diis 
conundrum is die inherent ambiguity of classifying grant expenditures as capital or 
current in die accounts of die grantor when die capital or current nature of die ex
penditure concerned depends upon decisions of the recipient: decisions which are 
neither controllable nor predictable (nor even readily measurable, given diat it is not 
meaningful to distinguish one dollar of State revenue from another).

Similar issues arise in relation to transactions between die ‘budget sector’ and 
‘public trading enterprise sector’ widiin each level of government. Although a cur- 
rendy fashionable solution to diis might appear to be accounting consolidation into 
a so-called ‘whole of government’ framework, diis not only raises problems of con
trol analogous to those arising in relation to States grants (particularly in die context 
of die current support for much expanded autonomy for public enterprises), but 
also creates serious difficulties for the appropriate specification of fiscal targets 
which need to be appropriate for an entity comprised of two sectors widi great dif
ferences in fundamental objectives and operating environment.
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The introduction of accrual accounting has frequently been represented as a 
means of eliminating, or at least gready reducing, the scope for accounting manipu
lation (Churchill, 1992:18; Mellor, 1996:80). This may reflect the fact that accrual 
accounting does forestall certain of the more obvious methods of creative account
ing under the cash accounting system, such as arrangements designed to artificially 
change the timing of recorded cash flows. However, the advent of accrual account
ing will not compel government accountants to take up violin playing and French 
clock appreciation to provide an oudet for dieir renowned creative urges. As Red- 
burn notes, ‘widi a shift to an accrual framework, some uncertainties are added and 
others are removed’. One area which provides ‘plenty of opportunity to play 
games’ in an accrual environment is valuation based upon cash-flow estimation 
(Redburn, 1993:233), of die type which is required in accounting for superannua
tion liabilities, workers’ compensation liabilities and perhaps even social security 
liabilities. The issues diat arise in distinguishing capital from current expenditure 
remain just as relevant in accrual accounting, and are joined by issues concerning 
depreciation mediodology and depreciation schedules. There are, moreover, im
portant conceptual issues such as die appropriate valuation mediodology lor infra
structure assets (Robinson, 1996). As one leading Australian accounting academic 
has noted, die ‘[accrual! accounting mediods being adopted within die public sector 
are so flexible (and amenable to manipulation) diat often, litde credence may be 
placed on many of die numbers presented in published accrual-accounting based 
reports’ (Walker, 1995:S 156).

In any event, die record makes clear diat even watertight accounting measures 
would not make fiscal responsibility constraints workable. The availability of un
regulated substitutes for regulated transactions seems to know no limits. The classic 
example of diis is debt. In die US, debt limits led to a proliferation of substitutes 
including sale and leaseback, tax anticipation bonds, manipulation of short-term 
borrowing entidements, off-budget borrowing, loan guarantees and a host of odiers 
(Goldner, 1991:936; Bennett & DiLorenzo, 1983; Heins, 1963). But Australians 
hardly need to look abroad for examples of such ingenuity. The same lesson is 
clearly demonstrated by die cat-and-mouse game played by die States over die past 
20 or more years as diey sought to evade Commonwealdi controls on dieir borrow
ing, and, more recendy, to delude their own electorates as to die extent of financial 
liabilities diey were leaving to die future. Operating leases and similar arrangements 
have in recent times been replaced widi die far more ‘innovative’ approach of per
suading die private sector to eidier purchase or create de novo public infrastructure. 
Under diis system, what would odierwise have been a government interest liability is 
replaced by continuing commitments in die form eidier of a service contract widi 
government or a legislatively conferred right to levy monopoly charges direedy upon 
die public. The Port Macquarie Hospital in NSW, and die Citylink project in Vic
toria, are cases in point.

In Australia, as in die US (Bayoumi & Eichengreen, 1994; Heins, 1963:vii), a 
serious by-product of diis game of fiscal illusion is a quite unnecessary increase in 
the effective cost of funds relative to straighdorward public borrowing. Private
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provision of public infrastructure is merely the most recent example of this (EPAC, 
1995). While this is to be encouraged when cost-effective, Australia is experiencing 
an epidemic of private infrastructure projects diat are demonstrably more cosdy 
than traditional public provision, motivated primarily by a desire to window-dress 
debt statistics. Bodi the examples cited above (the Port Macquarie Hospital and the 
Citylink project) fall into that category (NSW Auditor-General, 1996; Australiaji 
Financial Revew 15 December 1995, Age, 7 June 1996). The NSW government, 
for example, publicly indicated that it had been its intention to rely upon the privati
sation of public infrastructure to enable it to meet the objectives of its debt- 
elimination legislation {Sydney Morning Herald, 18 December 1995).

The difficulties confronting attempts to formulate legislatively binding fiscal 
constraints are an example of the general problem of the inappropriateness of 
‘classical’ contracting to many types of transaction. Classical contracting seeks, in 
essence, to define in advance unambiguous performance standards by clearly speci
fying tlie manner in which relevant future contingencies might modify die definition 
of adequate performance. Williamson (1985:68-84) makes die point diat uncer
tainty and substantial performance measurement difficulties often makes diis type of 
contracting inefficient and impractical.

Judicial Enforcement

This leads naturally to die issue of enforcement and sanctions. For legislation to 
constrain an unwilling or opportunistic government, diere must be an effective en
forcement mechanism.

As widi odier legislation, die courts could adopt eidier a ‘black letter law’ ap
proach of literal interpretation towards fiscal responsibility legislation or, alterna
tively, a more interpretive approach designed to give effect to die spirit, radier dian 
the literal wording, of die law. The impossibility of dealing satisfactorily in die for
mulation of diis legislation widi die measurement difficulties and uncertainty prob
lems discussed above means diat each of these approaches would be dioroughly 
unsatisfactory. Literal interpretation would result in a combination of damaging 
inflexibility and inability to deal widi even die simplest avoidance strategies. This is 
borne out clearly by die US experience, where ‘narrow interpretation . . .  by die 
courts’ has ‘undermined die usefulness of debt limitations’ while simultaneously 
ensuring diat choices of quasi-debt instruments are driven by legal considerations 
radier dian policy rationality (Goldner, 1991:935-8). Meanwhile, judges attempting 
to overcome diis problem by interpreting die ‘spirit’ of fiscal responsibility legisla
tion would inevitably end up exercising great discretionary power, widi much de
pending upon dieir philosophic perspectives and even upon dieir prejudices.

These problems widi judicial enforcement perhaps explain die striking absence 
of sanctions or enforcement mechanisms of any kind in some recent fiscal respon
sibility legislation. For example, Section 27 of die NSW debt elimination legislation 
expressly excludes recourse to die courts to enforce its provisions. Legislation of 
this type may be seen as declaratory at best. Arguably, giving a more symbolic for
mal status to a fiscal responsibility declaration in diis manner could potentially in-
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crease its impact. A more realistic view is that it simply represents an attempt to 
delude the electorate as to the status of the fiscal constraint.

New Zealand’s Fiscal Responsibility Act
Recent debate on fiscal responsibility legislation in Australia, leading up to the Char
ter of Budget Honesty, has been greatly influenced by the New Zealand Fiscal Re
sponsibility Act 1994. It is therefore useful to consider die New Zealand legislation 
in the light of the die preceding analysis, before turning to an analysis of the Charter 
itself.

The influence upon die Australian debate of the New Zealand Fiscal Respon
sibility Act is not inappropriate, for die New Zealand Act contains a number of 
strong points and wordiwhile innovations. These lie particularly in die fiscal report
ing provisions of die Act, which enhance die transparency of fiscal policy. Not only 
does die Act require the provision to die public of important additional information 
on fiscal outcomes, but diere is an innovative requirement for the provision of me
dium- and long-term fiscal projections at specified intervals including in die run-up 
to general elections. These projections must, by law, be certified by die head of 
Treasury, significandy reducing die likelihood of political manipulation.

The crucial question, however, is whedier die New Zealand legislation aims to 
compel future governments to be fiscally responsible. On die surf ace, it appears to 
do so. Section 4 of die Act states dial ‘the Government shall pursue its policy ob
jectives in accordance widf certain ‘principles of responsible fiscal management’, 
which are specified. It stipulates diat departures from diese may be only temporary, 
and must be fully explained. However, closer analysis reveals diat diere is no at
tempt in die Act to specify die principles of responsible fiscal management so tighdy 
as to eliminate die scope for avoidance and evasion. For example, one of die five 
principles laid down (in s,4(2)) refers to ‘reducing total Crown debt to prudent lev
els’, while anodicr stipulates ‘a reasonable degree of predictability about die level 
and stability of tax rates’. In addition, no legal sanctions are provided for to deal 
widi a failure to comply widi diese principles —  leaving public opinion as die only 
effective sanction.

The explananation of diis ambivalence is to be found in die conflicting views 
widiin die policy community which shaped die legislation. Rudi Richardson, who as 
Finance Minister originated die legislation and dien as Chair of a key parliamentary 
committee presided over parliamentary examination and re-drafting, was a strong 
exponent of legislatively binding fiscal rules and targets. Odiers —  and in particular 
Treasury —  disagreed (Kelsey, 1995:232-8). Representative of the latter school of 
diought is die view subsequendy articulated by Graham Scott, Secretary to die New 
Zealand Treasury at the time die Act was adopted, diat ‘embodying (fiscal rules and 
targets] in law might not by itself make much difference, particularly if die govern
ment of die day is not committed to die goals of the Act’. In a spirit of realism, 
Scott claims only diat ‘on die assumption diat a future government, particularly its 
finance minister, is not determined to evade it, die Act can make a significant con
tribution’ (Scott, 1995:9-10). The New Zealand Business Roundtable (1994) takes a
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similar view. It is probably realistic, therefore, to view the New Zealand Act as de
claratory rather than constraining. Moreover, die New Zealand parliament is uni
cameral, so that die fiscal principles of the Act may be viewed as discretionary pol
icy for an executive government widi firm control of its parliamentary majority.

The Charter of Budget Honesty

Much influenced by die New Zealand legislation, the Liberal-National Coalition in 
Australia announced in July 1995 (Howard, 1995:15) that if elected to office, it 
would legislatively effect a ‘Charter of Budget Honesty’. After coming to office in 
March 1996, die Coalition obtained advice on die content of die Charter from its 
National Commission of Audit (National Commission of Audit, 1996:273-300), 
and dien issued a Statement in conjunction widi the 1996 budget oudining in detail 
die form die legislation would take (Costello, 1996).

The ‘principles of sound fiscal management’ which are the flagship of the Char
ter of Budget Honesty are more elastic even dian diose of die New Zealand legisla
tion. They refer to ‘prudent’ debt levels, a ‘reasonable’ degree of tax stability and 
predictability, ‘integrity’ in the tax system, and assert diat policy decisions should 
‘have regard’ to national savings and intergenerational impacts. Moreover, diese 
broad principles will not be accompanied by concrete benchmarks or targets for key 
fiscal variables, even diough in Opposition die Coalition promised diat die ‘Charter 
. . . will . . . establish benchmarks against which fiscal policies can be assessed’ 
(Howard, 1995:15).

This makes it clear diat, notwithstanding die government’s claims diat die Char
ter will ‘ensur(e) diat fiscal policy is formulated in accordance widi principles of 
sound fiscal management’ (Costello, 1996:2), die Charter cannot be regarded as an 
attempt to compel fiscal responsibility. The ‘principles’ it lays down are best re
garded not as die centrepiece of die Charter, but radier as a vestigial reminder of 
what die government had hoped to achieve dirough die Charter before being 
brought down to eardi by advice from Treasury (see Treasury, 1995) and, to a 
lesser extent, die Commission of Audit. The Charter is dierefore best evaluated in 
terms of its contribution to improving information about die fiscal position and fis
cal policy. In diat respect, it makes a useful if somewhat disappointing contribution.

The Charter will require pre-election fiscal-oudook statements certified by key 
officials: a highly desirable step. It will also mandate die provision of diree-year fis
cal forecasts in proposed Economic and Fiscal Oudook documents. These finan
cial reporting provisions are to be accompanied by ‘requirements’ diat die govern
ment make clear its long-term objectives, broad strategic priorities, short-term fiscal 
objectives and expected outcomes or targets, and so on. In practice, it would be 
impossible to enforce meaningful compliance widi diese latter ‘requirements’ on 
die part of an obdurately irresponsible government. Neverdieless, die provisions 
can be expected to create useful additional pressure for policy transparency, witiiout 
die disadvantages of legislative rules.

A disappointing aspect of die Charter, at least as foreshadowed in die State
ment, is die absence of any requirements for information on the long-term fiscal
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position in the form of forecasts or scenarios. The requirement for the publication 
of three-year forward estimates does little more than formalise what has been die 
practice for some years. By contrast, die New Zealand legisladon requires ten-year 
forecasts. The Charter is to include a requirement for die provision at five-year in
tervals of an ‘intergeneradonal report’ which could potendally become a vehicle for 
such information, but the government Statement gives only die sketchiest indication 
of what diis ‘report’ will contain.

Equally disappointing is die is die failure to recognise die intergovernmental 
aspects of fiscal responsibility in a federal system. Stability and predictability in 
Cominonwealdi grants to die States is just as important as stability and predictability 
in Conimonwealdi taxes, particularly given diat marked increases in economically 
inefficient State taxes have been die inevitable consequence of die Commonwealdi’s 
approach to federal financial relations. A useful small step towards a recognition of 
diis would have been to extend die fiscal reporting and forecasting undertaken 
joindy by die Conimonwealdi and States for die annual National Fiscal Outiook, 
and to integrate diis in die fiscal reporting framework of die proposed Charter.

Promoting Fiscal Responsibility

It is not possible to compel fiscally responsible behaviour simply by passing laws or 
constitutional amendments to diat effect. There are simply too many potential eva
sion strategies open to governments, and too many bad policy outcomes associated 
widi diose evasion strategies.

This does not mean diat legislation should have no role in promoting fiscal re
sponsibility. Legislation ought, however, to be directed towards the enhancement of 
fiscal transparency and die promotion of independent analysis and debate on fiscal 
policy, and in particular on medium- and long-run fiscal policy. It should not seek 
to stipulate and enforce fiscal responsibility principles.
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Competition Policy in the World Trade
Organisation

David Robertson

r r ^ H E  diminishing significance of most industrial tariffs for OECD countries as 
the Uruguay Round reductions are implemented has drawn attention to die 

JL . protection and discrimination that can arise from differences between do
mestic policies. This issue has prompted proposals to include competition policy 
on die agenda for die W TO ’s first ministerial meedng, to be held in Singapore in 
December 1996 (Feketekuty, 1992). The Uruguay Round agreement on trade- 
related investment measures (TRIMs) requires a review widiin five years diat should 
include consideradon of ‘provisions on investment policy and competition policy’ 
(Article 9). Some governments would like to initiate work on diis review sooner 
radier dian later. Several trade disputes have occurred recendy over restrictive 
business practices affecting access to markets, such as die US-Japan confrontation 
over access for automobile parts which was setded in June 1995.

Successive rounds of multilateral trade negotiations in die GATT have pro
gressively expanded dieir scope to address domestic policies affecting trade. At die 
same time, advances in technology (especially in telecommunications and transport) 
combined widi political and social changes have reduced economic distances and 
led to die globalisation of production and marketing decisions. Global businesses’ 
concerns about market access and competitiveness lor trade and investment coin
cided widi official acceptance diat trade-related domestic policies should be gov
erned by international rules and disciplines. The attempts to establish codes on 
product standards, subsidies and government procurement in die Tokyo Round 
(1979) were elaborated in die Uruguay Round, and new agreements were added to 
cover intellectual property rights (TRIPs), TRIMs, quarantine standards and trade 
in services (GATS). These measures and some strengthening of trade rules in die 
Uruguay Round bear direcdy on competition policies.

The goal of competition policy is to maximise technical efficiency and to opti
mise economic welfare by promoting competition among suppliers of goods and 
services. Trade and investment policies and domestic competition policy should be 
complementary. But die benign effects of demanding border barriers to trade and 
investment can be nullified by domestic policies diat discriminate against foreign 
producers. Allowing cartels or exclusive dealing widi distributors or suppliers, 
whether dirough inadequate competition laws or poor enforcement, can stifle do-
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mestic competition and may discriminate against foreign suppliers. Trade disputes 
may be avoided by making national competition policies subject to some interna
tional coordination or supervision. Provisions already exist in GA FF (1994)1 arti
cles that could be adapted to meet these new sources of trade friction. But negotia
tions on competition policy in the W TO seem likely to be long and complicated.

What Is Competition Policy?

Competition (or anti-trust) policy refers to die removal or control of government 
measures and private restrictive practices that prevent the efficient functioning of a 
market. Many economic theorems are founded on the concept of ‘perfect compe
tition’, meaning that large numbers of buyers and sellers operate to determine a 
market price. The aim of competition policy is to remove —  or at least prevent 
increases in —  barriers to entry or exit in specific domestic markets, so creating 
scope for potential new entrants (national or foreign) to constrain the behaviour of 
existing producers. Competition facilitates efficient resource allocation, raises pro
ductivity and prevents profits from increasing at the expense of higher prices to con
sumers.

Competition rules may be applied through legal systems or by administrative 
processes. In the United States, anti-trust is enforced through criminal prosecutions 
in the courts initiated by the Federal Trade Commission, witii severe penalties ap
plied, including treble-damage suits and imprisonment. Private anti-trust damages 
may likewise be pursued through the courts. In the European Union (EU), com
petition policy plays a key role in the unified market. In keeping with practices in 
member countries, competition rules are enforced by administrative orders. The 
European Commission initiates, investigates and issues orders to discontinue cer
tain practices, and imposes fines. Its decisions may be reviewed by die European 
Court of Justice. In Japan, competition rules, modelled on die US laws, were en
forced dirough die courts. But in 1977 supplementary administrative fines were 
also introduced. This hybrid system has become a source of controversy between 
die US and Japanese audiorities.

In Australia, die Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
began operations in 1995 to administer die Trade Practices Act and die Prices Sur
veillance Act. The ACCC has powers to deal with competition and efficiency in 
markets, fair trading, competitive pricing, merger proposals, monitoring of prices, 
cost and profits, and so on. Substantial fines may be levied on transgressors.

In practice, competition in a market is influenced by many domestic rules and 
regulations, such as product standards, environmental requirements, intellectual 
property rights, corporate law, legal standards, and die like. Industry policy and 
social welfare programs also affect the application of domestic competition policies; 
economies of scale may depend on limiting die number of domestic firms in an

 ̂ GATT (1994) comprises the original GATT (1947) as amended by Uruguay Round agreement and 
new rules affecting merchandise trade. It forms one leg of the W TO, the others being GATS, TRIPs 
and die undertaking on dispute setdement procedures.
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industry to establish competitively priced exports, or regional unemployment may 
create political pressures to keep plants open even though they are uneconomic or 
uncompetitive.

Applying competition rules, dierefore, requires major trade-offs among social 
objectives. Political considerations come into play. Some firms stand to gain by 
restricting entry to a market, and anti-competitive practices (collusion or exclusive 
dealing) may achieve diis as effectively as import barriers. Government policies of 
all kinds are important incentives for ‘rent-seeking’ (Baldwin, 1989). Just as an im
port tariff, by raising product prices, transfers income towards domestic producers 
of the protected good, so domestic lobbying to restrict entry to an industry transfers 
income towards the monopolistic firm. Political institutions and government struc
tures determine the way lobbying works, and political forces help to frame competi
tion laws and their application.

Assessing national competition laws and their administration is difficult because 
over time attitudes towards market competition change. Different private business 
practices, and different aspects of competition receive attention. Four types of anti
competitive private behaviour are usually identified:

• cartels and odier horizontal price-fixing arrangements;

• dominant market positions (merger policies);

• vertical restraints, linking production widi sourcing or distribution networks; 
and

• special cooperation in transborder transactions by multinational enterprises.

Government measures may also promote anti-competitive behaviour. So-called 
‘natural’ monopolies (public utilities) have long received national protection, and 
only now are giving way to privatisation. These industries provide the batdeground 
for die continuing GATS negotiations concerning, for example, telecommunica
tions and maritime transport. Access to diose service markets has become a source 
of serious trade disputes between die US and Japanese and EU audiorides; recendy 
diese disputes have spread to include several dynamic Asian economies.

Maintaining domesdc competition should also allow for foreign competition. 
Imports set a valuable standard against which domestic production should be 
judged, while ability to export is a good sign diat domestic markets are effective. 
National competition policies are often applied only to domestic producers, while 
import competition is regulated by trade policy instruments. Contingent protec
tion,2 especially anti-dumping action, is a convenient mediod of insulating domestic

2 Contingent protection as provided in die GATT since 1947 continues in GATT (1994). Emergency 
protection may be introduced where injury to domestic import-competing industries is caused by 
‘unfair’ competition (‘dumped’ or subsidised exports) or by imports causing ‘market disruption’, when 
temporary import restraints are permitted.
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markets from foreign competition. The strengthening of rules on subsidies and 
safeguards in the Uruguay Round should make diese GATT escape clauses less 
accessible. Yet anti-dumping remains as an exception to genuine competition. 
Until OECD countries indicate willingness to relinquish anti-dumping policies, they 
will find it difficult to convince die dynamic economies of Asia and Ladn America 
diat they are serious about compeddon policy.

In Australia, for example, allegations of dumping (whereby imports are sold at 
lower prices dian in dieir home markets) are dealt with by die Anti-dumping 
Audiority (ADA), which applies different criteria from die Australian Competition 
and Consumer Commission. In practice, anti-dumping actions are based on dubi
ous measurements and tend to eliminate foreign competition from domestic mar
kets. Moreover, the interests of consumers and user industries are ignored in fa
vour of import competing industries’ complaints. Price discrimination between 
separated markets is not in itself harmful to economic welfare; it can represent 
profit maximising behaviour. Yet ‘selling below normal value’ is about price dis
crimination. At least anti-dumping actions should be subject to challenge according 
to domestic competition policies.

Exceptions to Competition Rules

Even as proposals to establish international rules of competition are being made, 
some domestic industries are arguing for protection of home markets in die na
tional interest. In die US, calls for ‘strategic’ trade protection continue even while 
die US audiorities are exerting pressure on die Japanese government to reduce re
strictive business practices affecting telecommunications, microchips and motor 
vehicles {keiretsiß and exclusive dealing). Some domestic US industries argue diat 
a certain ‘critical mass’ market is necessary to achieve economies of scale (especially 
widi regard to research and development) diat permit domestic firms to compete in 
world markets (Tyson, 1992). Fortunately, liberalisation of trade and investment 
policies has resulted in most businesses focusing on die global market for econo
mies of scale. Even so, disputes over domestic competition policies and dieir en
forcement will continue, which makes W TO negotiations on diis issue important.

Traditionally, cartels have been regarded as anti-competitive and against die 
interests of consumers. Yet even countries widi strong anti-trust laws, such as die 
US and die EU, exempt certain collusive activities. For example, export cartels, 
agricultural marketing boards, cooperation agreements on research and develop
ment, insurance-rate setting and labour union collective bargaining seem to be re
garded as politically acceptable. In addition, governments accept ‘crisis cartels’ for 
declining industries where excess capacity has to be retrenched, especially during 
economic recessions (for example, EU syntiietic fibres, shipbuilding and steel).

 ̂Keiretsu are business groupings, often spreading across several industries, which manage trade 
among the constituent companies (vertical and horizontal) in ways that discriminate against imports and 
do not allow foreign participation. Keiretsu may he vertically or horizontally integrated or they can be 
conglomerates.
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Often these cartels have been supported with trade measures, such as voluntary ex
port restraints (VERs) or anti-dumping duties. It is evident that, even in the case of 
cartels, the welfare benefits from competition rules are often sacrificed to political 
expediency. With so many exemptions from anti-trust legislation, achieving a set of 
international principles for competition policy will not be easy. Such government 
discretion highlights hidden discrimination dirough regulatory competition among 
governments.

There are diree stages of competition policy that may affect market access. 
First, differences between domestic rules of competition affect trade and investment 
decisions. Second, the enforcement of existing policies may be varied to meet spe
cific interests. Third, governments may design rules and regulations to achieve po
litical objectives, resulting in competition between national policies.

The W TO, like GATT, is empowered only to deal with government policies. 
Hence, any principles agreed on competition policy would apply to competition 
rules and their enforcement, but it could not apply to the use of specific restrictive 
business practices by private enterprises. In present circumstances, a private re
strictive practice can be tackled only by calling on a government to take action. 
GATT rules cannot be applied against an offending firm. With production and 
marketing undertaken on a global scale, the scope of business activities makes ac
tion by one government problematical. It could simply cause an enterprise to shift 
its operations to another country with more amenable rules or administration.

Extra-Territorial Actions

In die absence of principles of international competitive behaviour, some govern
ments have attempted to apply dieir domestic legislation extra-territorially. Where 
anti-competitive practices abroad aifect prices or access to dieir domestic markets, 
such acdons by large countries carry some direat. Collecdng evidence of unfair 
compeddon in anodier country is difficult, however, because commercial informa- 
don is confidential and often legally protected. In some instances, target companies 
have obtained legal protection from blocking legislation diat prohibited diem from 
supplying information sought by foreign courts. Australian uranium exporters were 
granted diis blocking legislation when Westinghouse brought an anti-trust case for 
alleged price fixing late in die 1970s. Canada, France and Britain have used similar 
legislation to counter US court demands.

Since in an interdependent global economy die nationality of a company or 
product is increasingly difficult to establish, matters of cross-frontier competition 
become international radier dian national issues. Multinational enterprises can en
gage in anti-competitive practices and avoid national jurisdictions. If such behaviour 
takes place in a country diat does not have competition rules, anodier country can 
attempt only extra-territorial application of its legislation. Vertically integrated mul
tinational enterprises can locate production in a country widiout competition rules, 
just as diey can avoid national environment or production standards or labour- 
union restrictive practices. Transfer pricing may aggravate die damage from such 
investment shunting. Transfer pricing as practised by some multinational enter-
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prises in the 1970s put all multinationals in bad odour. Combating such damage 
can be attempted only by using extra-territorial applications, unless inter
government cooperation in competition law enforcement is achieved.

The OECD has been trying for over 20 years to deal with some of these inter- 
jurisdictional problems by fostering cooperation among competition law enforce
ment agencies. Guidelines were drawn up for notification, information exchange, 
consultation and conciliation. One objective of these guidelines was to promote 
convergence of competition policies, but cooperation is limited by differences in 
national laws and procedures. The OECD claims that sharing information between 
enforcement agencies and mutual assistance in investigations has increased (Phillips, 
1995). Bilateral agreements have also been concluded. In 1991 an agreement be
tween the US government and the EC Commission regarding the application of 
competition laws4 introduced the concept of ‘positive comity’ which provides that a 
government affected by an anti-competitive business practice taking place in an
other’s jurisdiction can call on the latter to take enforcement action under its own 
laws. This goes beyond conciliation and cooperation, but a country is not obliged 
to accede to a request if public policy objectives do not coincide in the two coun
tries.

Harmonisation of competition policy has gone further in some regional trade 
agreements. Because the EU has a common external trade policy and a unified 
internal market, competition policy is crucial to maintain free movement of goods, 
services and capital, and provides freedom of establishment throughout the EU. 
The North Atlantic Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) acknowledges the links be
tween trade, investment and competition policy, but its provisions preserve rights of 
member countries to use trade remedies (anti-dumping and countervailing duties, 
and other trade safeguards). Intergovernmental cooperation is left to deal with any 
trade frictions caused by anti-competitive behaviour, which represents little advance 
over the OECD approach. The Australia-New Zealand Closer Economic Relations 
Agreement contains a separate protocol for full cooperation in enforcement of 
competition policy by harmonising rules governing abuse of market dominance and 
abolishing anti-dumping actions between the two countries. Any pricing dispute has 
to be dealt with under national competition laws (Lloyd, 1995). No case has arisen 
since 1990.

In APEC, die Eminent Persons Committee has called for a dispute setdement 
process to be established to deal widi differences over competidon policy and for a 
study group to examine differences in compedtion policy among APEC economies. 
Ministers accepted die need for collecdve acdon on compeddon policy in die 
Osaka agenda agreed in November 1995. This is likely to lead to a study group 
report to die Committee on Trade and Investment. Average industrial tariffs in 
many East Asian economies remain high, however, and form a more significant 
barrier to market access dian differences in diese countries’ rudimentary comped-

4 Antitrust and Trade Regulation Report, September 1991:382-5. See Scherer (1994).
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tion policies. US-Japan disputes over competition policy remain potentially dan
gerous tensions in APEC trade relations.

Where ‘deep’ economic integration exists, harmonisation of competition poli
cies may be sufficient to eliminate trade frictions. But NAFTA showed that some 
participants even in regional trade agreements are reluctant to relinquish sovereignty 
over domestic competition policy. Harmonisation does not seem relevant to dis
cussion in die W TO, whose members show wide economic disparities and political 
differences.

The Way Forward

Globalisation of marketing and production requires effective competition rules to 
reinforce the market opening achieved by liberalisation of trade and investment 
policies. There are diree possible approaches. First, multilateral rules could be 
drawn up to which countries subscribe and are bound to apply diese rules in their 
national systems. The GATT/WTO is one forum diat could negotiate such rules.

Second, increasing economic interdependence could be supported by improv
ing coordination and cooperadon among national audiorities. Bilateral treades al
ready coordinate policies and laws oil taxadon and criminal law enforcement, and 
on supervision of securides markets.

Third, a world and-trust code could be drawn up: die uldmate step in harmoni- 
sadon (Scherer, 1995). This proposal calls for an Interiiadonal Compeddon Policy 
Office (ICPO) to invesdgate complaints, enforce decisions, register cartels and col
lect informadon about their acdvides. Inidally, its territory could be restricted to 
transfronder cartels and and-compeddve pracdces. Any decisions could only be 
enforced by national audiorides.

The diree approaches are examined in turn.

The W T O  approach. The main proposal under consideration at present is die 
drafting of global rules in the W TO to cover disputes arising from differences be
tween domestic competition laws. The Uruguay Round strengdiened die dispute- 
setdement procedures which are available to arbitrate in disputes over competition 
policies where anti-competitive behaviour is a result of government policies or dieir 
enforcement. Already die W TO has provisions to deal widi investment disputes, 
using GATT (1994), GATS, TRIMs and die dispute setdement procedures.

GA FF Article III (on national treatment) requires governments to treat do
mestic and imported goods equally, subject to border charges. If diis article could 
be amended to apply in cases where private anti-competitive behaviour denies mar
ket access, one large gap would be closed. GATT Article XXIII (on nullification 
and impairment) makes provision for dispute setdement where ‘reasonable expec
tations’ from die agreement are not met. This principle of non-violation could be 
adapted to allow sanctions against a country tiiat refused to investigate and report on 
a grievance from non-enforcement of competition policy (Hoekman & Mavroidis, 
1994). The W TO dispute-setdement procedures would allow an expert panel to
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adjudicate on such a complaint. If successful, the complainant could apply sanc
tions commensurate with the losses suffered.

The Uruguay Round agreements on subsidies and trade safeguards take steps 
to remove some government measures that impede competition. The GATS con
tains specific commitments on national treatment and commercial presence for in
vestments in listed service industries. These GATS provisions go much further 
than GA IT  (1994) does for goods’ producers. The plurilateral agreement on gov
ernment procurement also increases scope for import competition in the public 
sector. The effectiveness of most of diese Uruguay Round agreements remains to 
be tested.

Widi national competition policies subject to exemptions and differential 
treatment of favoured domestic producers, any set of rules attached to the W TO 
system faces enforcement problems. Use of sanctions may hurt a complainant as 
much as an offender; and, if retaliation occurs, die rules-based system of multilateral 
trade could be direatened. As well, the uncertain status of W TO agreements in 
international law makes enforcement controversial. National sovereignty is alive 
and healdiy in national judicial systems and many are reluctant to apply die provi
sions of international agreements (Palmeter, 1992). This has major consequences 
for rules of competition and dispute setdements reached using international proce
dures. As many governments are answerable to dieir national courts for dieir deci
sions, die enforcement of die letter of a ratified international treaty is not certain. 
Few national courts will submit dieir judgements to international scrutiny, which in 
any case involves long delays.

Most work on international competition rules relates to countries widi estab
lished competition policies, even if tiicy are not always well applied. But many 
economies widi vital interests in access to markets are not included in diis work. 
One of die major advantages of using die W TO to draw up rules on competition is 
its comprehensive membership. One of die major consequences of die Uruguay 
Round was to change die map of world trade and bring in many new players. If 
W TO  negotiations are slow, OECD agreements, such as die foreshadowed Multi
lateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) or a code of competition rules, could be 
adopted by die W TO as plurilateral agreements, which would he open to signature 
and adoption by W TO members but not part of die central agreement. This ap
proach is one way of ensuring die convoy is not held hack by die slowest ship. But 
if grafted plurilateral agreements are too comprehensive, diey may be regarded as 
die ‘Westernisation’ of domestic policies by non-OECD countries. Cultural and 
social differences must be allowed for.

The first task of die W TO working group diat is likely to be established by die 
fordicoming Singapore Ministerial meeting must he to define which aspects of 
competition policy are suitable for inclusion in new international rules. This issue 
of competition cuts across many types of economic transactions and activities. 
Moreover, many aspects of competition are already covered in W TO agreements 
(GATS, for example) or are under discussion in odier international agencies (such
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as MAI in OECD). Defining the scope of W TO competition rules and relating 
them to other agreement will be a formidable task.

The cooperative approach. Because international law is so difficult to enforce and 
subject to so many conflicting influences, the cooperative approach to international 
competition rules offers advantages over a specific code of behaviour. An effective 
system of competition depends on national enforcement of existing law and shared 
principles to maintain market access against restrictive practices by public or private 
actions. Efforts within the OECD to increase international cooperation in anti-trust 
law enforcement have achieved some progress in coordinating investigations and 
encouraging the sharing of inf ormation among member countries.

The OECD Trade Committee is focusing its work on ‘international contestabil
ity of markets’. This combines traditional concerns about trade liberalisation to 
increase ‘market access’ widi freedom to invest in another country, providing 
‘market presence’. ‘Market contestability’ recognises alternative means to supply 
goods and services to a national market, which is the interest of global business. 
Market forces have brought down investment restraints and financial regulations in 
most countries over die past decade, and OECD Ministers are keen to establish a 
new set of rules for investment (MAI).

An anti-trust code. Aldiough governments, especially trade ministers, are pressing 
hard for new rules on competition, die range of issues and disparides in die imple
mentation of national competition policies indicate dial negodations will be difficult. 
File ideal of a new international and-trust code, administered by an ICPO, is not 
likely to be realised. Sir Leon Brittan (1992), die EU Commissioner, has acknowl
edged diat it is not realisdc to extend die principles of EU compeddon policy on an 
internadonal scale. An agreement on rules governing cartels and private anti- 
compeddve behaviour, he argues, would be a good start. If consensus could be 
reached on shared principles of market compeddon diat minimise impediments to 
market access, diat would be in keeping widi globalisadon.

An Assessment

Concerns about internadonal compeddon and market access appear inconsistent 
widi die rapid growdi of internadonal trade and investment over die past decade. 
Business responses to new market opportunities have been strong. Global strate
gies of production and marketing have been adopted by firms based in many dy
namic economies, not just diose from OECD countries. Business seems to be able 
to compete in markets and to overcome border and 11011-border impediments. 
Governments, dirough internadonal agencies like die OECD and die W TO, are 
trying to keep up widi market forces diat ignore or by-pass government measures. 
Internadonal investment disputes are at an all-time low, yet die OECD has em
barked 011 negotiations to establish an MAI by 1997. A similar catching-up motive 
seems to underlie die proposals 011 compeddon policy.
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The initiative to establish rules on competition policy comes from the US 
authorities, which have had a series of highly visible disputes with Japan (Drysdale, 
1995) and some odter countries. The US-Japan disputes have focused on keiretsu 
and the ineffectiveness of Japan’s anti-trust legislation. Although some other dis
putes have arisen (with Thai and EU industries, for example), US concerns are 
mainly bilateral ones with Japan. Yet during the NAFTA negotiations, the US 
authorities did not try to establish, a harmonised competition policy. At the same 
time, strong arguments are being made at home for the benefits of domestic cartels 
to strengthen export performance. Similarly, recent EU support for competition 
policy to be on the W TO agenda ignores the strong support for crisis cartels and 
strong social and industry policies among EU member governments.

The enthusiasm for including competition policy on the agenda for Singapore 
comes mostly from trade negotiators. Support from other ministries is not appar
ent. In these circumstances, the most that can be expected from the ministerial 
meeting will be another W TO Working Group. Alter all, ministers have to review 
the results of die Uruguay Round agreements and establish review procedures for 
the agenda that was built into die Final Act. Any inidadve for new rules of comped- 
Uon must be incorporated into diis review process, as a preliminary to a new round 
of muldlateral trade negodadons to begin around die turn of the 21 st century.
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Promoting Efficiency and Competition in 
Rural Petrol Markets

MOST immediately alter the report of the Commission of Inquiry into Re-
lil Petrol Prices in Rural New South Wales (Parry, 1995) was published,
le Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) launched 

a similar inquiry with die publication of an issues paper in February 1996. The 
terms of reference of die inquiry included die ‘need to assess die factors contribut
ing to the significant variadons between wholesale and retail petrol prices, particu- 
larly in rural Australia’ (ACCC, 1996a: 13). Following die Commonwealdi elecdon 
of March 1996, die new Treasurer, Peter Costello, in advising diat the inquiry 
should continue, again referred to die need to investigate ‘country' petrol prices’ 
(ACCC, 1996b: 1). According to die Parry Report, the ACCC Inquiry is the 47th 
into petrol pricing since die establishment of the Prices Justification Tribunal 
(1973), the predecessor of the Prices Surveillance Audiority, widi ‘much, diough by 
no means all, of die focus of attention . . .  on die “problem” of retail petrol prices in 
rural areas’ (Parry, 1995:1).

All these inquiries have addressed diree key issues: whedier diere is a rural pet
rol price problem; die causes of any such problem; and die solutions to it. This 
article examines diese issues by focusing on die findings and recommendations of 
diree of die most recent inquiries, namely, die Industry Commission (IC) Inquiry of 
1994, die Parry Inquiry of 1995, and die ACCC Inquiry, whose report was released 
in August 1996.

Is There a Rural Petrol Price Problem?

The diree inquiries do not agree on die extent of die problem. The IC 
(1994:Appendix F, p. 5) judges diat, for regions outside die populated coastal re
gion of New Soudi Wales, ‘petrol prices . . . seem unreasonably high’ and diat die 
notional retail margin (die gap between die average retail price and die maximum 
wholesale price) ‘exceeded what could be considered to be a reasonable retail mar
gin’. Similarly, die ACCC (1996b:83) maintains diat ‘[ajn important feature of rural 
petrol prices is diat variations exceed, often by a significant amount, differences in 
freight differentials and State/Territory franchise fees, implying that odier factors are
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involved’. In contrast, Parry (1995:1) concludes that, while the rural petrol price 
problem is an ‘important and, often, controversial issue for many people’, its extent 
is exaggerated.

Parry’s conclusion relies heavily on a study that used data derived from charge 
card transactions (Parry, 1995: Attachment 1). This study shows that metropolitan 
prices can vary significandy bodi within and between different areas, that metropoli
tan prices are more volatile than rural prices, and that average prices in the lower 
Nordi Shore metropolitan area of Sydney were higher than average rural prices 
during die survey period: a point on which Parry places great emphasis.

Yet Parry admits (1995:28) that fuel card margins do not necessarily reflect 
normal margins and that die use of such cards ‘appears to be more prevalent in die 
country’. Moreover, his emphasis on die lower Nordi Shore finding seems incon
sistent widi his claim diat die appropriate comparison should be widi ‘average met
ropolitan prices overall’ (1995:2). Closer examinadon reveals diat die data cited in 
die lower Nordi Shore area are drawn from only four oudets, one of which re
corded an extremely high price that ranged from five cents to nine cents a litre 
above diat of its local compedtors. If diis one oudet is removed from die data, dien 
die average lower Nordi Shore figure is reduced sufficiendy to dirow doubt upon 
Parry’s conclusion. Again, a substandal rural price differential emerges if, instead of 
comparing diis one high-price urban area widi an average of all rural areas, includ
ing low-price rural regions, one compares die lower Nordi Shore area widi die rural 
locations diat are separately identified in Parry’s own Attachment 1, namely, Tam- 
wordi, Armidale, Coonabarabran, Albury, Wagga Wagga, Bathurst, Orange and 
Dubbo. All of diese rural areas reveal higher average prices dian die lower Nordi 
Shore area, bodi widi and widiout die extreme single-oudet example.

Parry uses die finding of greater volatility in Sydney area prices to argue dial 
comparisons should be based on data averaged over an extended period of time as 
well as a wide range of Sydney locations. His Attachment 2 cites alternative data, 
reproduced from die Service Station Association Ltd’s submission to die Parry In
quiry, diat give bodi average Sydney prices and average rural area prices for some 
rural towns and regions for a period of over eight months as well as die ACCC 
(PSA) maximum wholesale price and freight differentials for each region. Notional 
retail margins can be calculated from die difference between die retail price and die 
maximum wholesale price. The data show an average Sydney price of approxi
mately 66 cents a litre, widi a stated average notional retail margin of only 0.01 cents 
a litre (Parry, 1995:53). This compares widi an average retail price of 76 cents a 
litre and an average notional margin of eight cents a litre for die rural locations of 
Armidale, Mudgee, Tamworth, Wagga Wagga, Far Soudi Coast, and Far Nordi 
Coast. Aldiough die rural data are selective, diey cover a wide range of rural loca
tions and indicate a significant difference between rural and Sydney prices. This 
simple comparison, using Parry’s own data and own recommended approach, pro
vides a significandy different picture from Parry’s. These rural margins are also 
much higher dian die diree to four cents a litre reported for the charge card data in
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Parry (1995:Attachment 1), thus supporting the view that charge card data under
state normal rural margins.

Corroborative evidence of a significant price difference between metropolitan 
and rural areas is provided by the IC (1994) and the ACCC (1996b). Using the 
NSW survey data cited by the IC (1994) supplied by the National Roads and Mo
torists Association and the NSW Local Government and Shires Association, Mur
phy, Walker and Hicks (1996) note that in some rural locations die average retail 
price was a significant 9.64 cents a litre, or 14.1 per cent, higher dian average met
ropolitan retail prices, whereas four rural locations had lower than average rural 
retail prices. In each of the latter, die lower prices can be explained by die unique 
characteristics of die markets concerned. For example, Lismore’s prices are influ
enced by its proximity to Queensland and a consequent exemption from die State 
franchise fee; Coffs Harbour enjoys a 40 per cent reduction in the State franchise 
fee; and prices in Maidand and Nowra are influenced by dieir proximity to die 
competitive metropolitan markets of Newcasde and Wollongong. Parry, however, 
seems to have ignored die IC’s distinction between rural areas and die greater met
ropolitan coastal region of NSW.

Other surveys and submissions made to die ACCC inquiry report significant 
rural price differentials, widi die exception of die Shell oil company’s submission 
for Victorian country petrol, in which a similar finding to diat of die NSW greater 
metropolitan area is evident. The ACCC notes diat, whereas die Shell submission 
implies ‘diat country prices are not out of line widi city prices’ (ACCC, 1996b:82), if 
Geelong is excluded from die eleven listed Victorian country centres its own analy
sis of the Shell data finds an average differential of 7.3 cents a litre, as opposed to 
Shell’s 4.3 cents a litre. The ACCC (1996b:82) also reports die results from a sur
vey of service station accounts, conducted by die audiors of diis article, and pre
sented in die Orana Regional Development Board’s submission to die inquiry, diat 
found diat average prices for a select number of rural outlets widi moderate sales 
volume in a large rural town were up to 8.8 cents a litre higher dian average city 
prices.

In our opinion, Parry’s conclusion diat die rural petrol price problem is exag
gerated does not withstand scrutiny.

Causes of the Rural Price Problem

Parry does, however, concur widi die IC’s view diat, to die extent diat any problem 
does exist, so-called local factors are primarily responsible. According to diis ex
planation, retail margins in rural areas are higher because: rural communities have 
too many service stations and existing retailers dierefore lack access to economies of 
scale; insufficient investment in die industry results in inefficient rural distribution 
networks; rural service stations have fewer ancillary operations, such as shops and 
car washes, diat subsidise revenues from city petrol sales; and, for some rural mar
kets, die pricing pattern indicates tacit collusion.

This explanation focuses exclusively on cost structures and horizontal competi
tiveness among retailers. The latter involves die claim diat, as retailers in die more
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competitive metropolitan markets have a higher price elasticity than retailers in rural 
markets, they have a stronger incentive to lower prices and compete than do rural 
retailers. But government regulation of the structure and behaviour of this industry 
surely plays a role. The regulation reflects the fact that, as the oil industry is an oli
gopoly controlling a strategic product that virtually every Australian business and 
household needs, the oil majors have considerable market power and an incentive 
to collude.

For example, the current intervention pricing system operates under the regula
tory power of the Prices Surveillance Act. The four major oil companies are de
clared under this Act and hence required to notify formally the ACCC of proposals 
to increase their wholesale prices. The ACCC will endorse the wholesale price 
charged for petrol (and distillate) by each company provided the prices are at or 
below indicator price levels calculated by die ACCC (see IC, 1994:4-5). The prices 
notified by each company (if diey do not exceed die indicator price) become die 
basis on which prices are capped diroughout die country. The wholesale price lor 
each capital city widi a refinery is calculated by adding die relevant State or Territory 
franchise fee. For odier locations, die ACCC-determined freight differential must 
also be added.

The Petroleum Retail Marketing Franchise Act 1980 (Franchise Act), which 
sets minimum conditions for retail franchise agreements, is an attempt to address 
direcdy die imbalance in negotiating power between retailers and die oil majors. 
The Act effectively gives die franchisees nine years’ tenure. The oil majors argue 
that diis provision substantially inhibits restructuring of die industry. As die Act 
made it more attractive for die oil majors to own and operate their own oudets, die 
Petroleum Retail Marketing Sites Act 1980 (Sites Act) was introduced in order to 
reinf orce die Franchise Act by limiting die number of retail sites owned and oper
ated by die oil majors. Whereas supporters of die Sites Act argue dial its provisions 
help to limit die domination of die retail market by die oil majors, the oil compa
nies claim diat die Sites Act and, to a lesser extent, die Franchise Act inhibit invest
ment and rationalisation in dieir rural retail networks (ACCC, 1996b: 131).

Finally, die l^udely Agreement between die Transport Workers Union and die 
Australian Petroleum Agents and Distributors Association restricts die access of 
independents to die terminals of the oil majors by providing for die transport of fuel 
from these terminals by carriers who are signatories to die agreement.

The intervention pricing system, as die most controversial element of diis 
regulatory package, has attracted close attention from all tiiree inquiries. In our 
view, it is a major contributing factor to die rural petrol pricing problem diat adher
ents to die local-factors explanation overlook. The fundamental flaw in die system 
is die looseness of its settings. Metropolitan retailers, who make up die bulk of die 
market, are frequendy charged several cents a litre less dian die maximum whole
sale price, usually dirough a system of price support rebates diat are not available to 
rural retailers. This indicates diat die ‘market’ wholesale price is often well below 
the ACCC maximum which rural retailers invariably pay in full.
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Using survey data to compare metropolitan and rural retailers, Murphy, Walker 
and Hicks (1996) show that average wholesale prices, after freight charges and oil 
company support are included, were 70.2 cents a litre for rural markets and 63.2 
cents for metropolitan markets: a difference of seven cents a litre. Subtraction of 
the justifiable net freight difference of 1.4 cents a litre leaves an effective price sub
sidisation by the oil companies, in the form of kwver average wholesale prices, of 5.6 
cents a litre for metropolitan retailers.

The intervention pricing system thus provides a regulatory rationale for charg
ing a wholesale price to rural retailers that is too high and certainly above the market 
price charged in the more competitive urban market. This conclusion is supported 
by the very low, and at times even negative, notional retail margins (based on maxi
mum wholesale prices) for city retailers reported in Parry (1995) and IC (1994). 
Such margins are the result of city service stations being charged less than the 
maximum wholesale price, usually through price support rebates.

The current regulatory system also directly affects horizontal competitiveness in 
rural markets by encouraging and facilitating collusion. Each major and each re
tailer know that all retailers will be charged die maximum ACCC wholesale price. 
The collusive effect of knowledge of die cost structure of a large part of the industry 
chain is demonstrated by O ’Brien and Shaffer (1993:220), who claim diat ‘selling to 
an independent agent when contracts are observable affords strategic commitment 
to higher retail prices’. Furdier, Lin (1988, 1990) and Bonanno and Vickers (1988) 
show diat verdcal separadon (again widi observable contracts) induces more friendly 
behaviour from a manufacturer’s rivals. Collusion in metropolitan markets is not 
encouraged by diis effect because die level of price support is confidential and con
tracts are dierefore not observable.

Exisdng price reguladons have dius not only failed to protect rural petrol con
sumers from die market power of die majors but have given die majors a platform 
on which to exercise diat power.

In addition to payments for petrol, which is die object of die ACCC’s price in
tervention, retailers pay oil majors rents, franchise fees, inspection fees, credit 
charges and brand lees. Such site charges (as we call diem) are not controlled by 
die ACCC, even diougli die oil majors could use diem as a means to exploit furdier 
dieir monopoly power and, specifically, to ‘claw back’ for diemselvcs any additional 
profits diat arise from any collusion or even investment by country retailers. Con
fidential interviews widi retail and distributor operators drew attention to die oil 
majors’ common practice of setting site charges well above die amount service sta
tions could aflord to pay and dien allowing service stations to negotiate charge re
ductions. This practice allows oil majors to appropriate monopoly profits, leaving 
service stations widi normal profits. Its effects have been examined in die literature 
on die ‘renegotiation ol franchise contracts’. According to Dewatripont and Sekkat

l
1 he term ‘clawback’ and the process it describes were first outlined by die authors in submissions 

written lor die Orana Regional Development Board to bodi die Parry and die ACCC Inquiries (see 
ACCC, 1996b).
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(1991:595), contracts are frequently quite imprecise concerning producer obliga
tions and provide for significant ex post producer opportunism. Shaffer (1995:264) 
goes further and demonstrates that, for a monopoly, an appropriate two-part tariff 
(such as a wholesale petrol price and site fees) not only allows clawback but also 
makes retail price maintenance superfluous for profit maximisation.

Murphy, Walker and Hicks (1996) found that the rural stations were less prof
itable than die metropolitan stations, despite die evidence of higher rural retail pet
rol margins, mainly because metropolitan stadons enjoy a greater income from 
odier sources. Odier expenses, apart from diose paid to die oil companies, were 
roughly equal. Consistent widi die general clawback diesis, it was die more profit
able metropolitan stadons diat paid higher per-litre site charges to dieir oil compa
nies. However, as die major component of die rural-metropolitan price differential 
was die higher wholesale price, die average overall payment to oil companies as a 
ratio of turnover was higher for die rural oudets (79 cents per dollar of turnover) 
than for metropolitan oudets (70 cents).

The presence of clawback and wholesale price discrimination make it impossi
ble to dismiss die rural petrol pricing problem as an effect of exclusively local fac
tors. The ACCC Inquiry goes furdier dian any previous inquiry in acknowledging 
these non-local factors as key causes of die rural petrol price problem (ACCC, 
1996b:94).

Policy Recommendations

The inquiries examined in diis article all recommend deregulation of die Australian 
petroleum products industry. But diey diff er in important respects.

All diree inquiries agree diat die Sites Act has been ineffective and may have 
impeded industry rationalisation, and recommend its repeal. However, die ACCC 
(1996b: 13) qualifies diis view by claiming diat die most important factor restraining 
site rationalisation is ‘die general lack of effective competition between die oil com
panies’. Opinion on die Franchise Act is divided. Whereas die IC was convinced 
diat its repeal would assist industry adjustment and diat Oilcode, a process of indus
try self regulation which aims to set minimum standards for die conduct of supply 
agreements, was sufficient to act in its place, die ACCC argues diat furdier devel
opment of die Oilcode should occur bef ore die Franchise Act is replaced.

All diree inquiries are concerned to ensure access to terminals. But whereas 
die IC advocates special Commonwealdi legislation to remove die anti-competitive 
aspects of die Laidely Agreement, Parry and die ACCC conclude dial die Agree
ment it is no longer a serious impediment to terminal access under current operat
ing conditions. The ACCC (1996b: 135) also warns diat attempts ‘to remove die 
Agreement could prove cosdy’.

The diree inquiries also advocate abolition of die intervention pricing system. 
The IC (1994:xxiv) concludes diat, as retail margins are die prime cause of die rural 
petrol price problem, wholesale price regulation is ineffective, and is irrelevant in 
competitive urban markets. Parry (1995:5) agrees diat pricing regulation has been 
ineffective and dierefore expresses reluctance to recommend furdier price regula-
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tion. The ACCC, however, recommends revocation of the oil industry declarations 
‘subject to it being satisfied that its concerns have been fully addressed’. This means 
diat die ACCC recommendation is conditional on a number of competitive adjust
ments being delivered by die industry, including ‘renegodadon ol contracts, ration- 
alisadon of country retail sites and die development of imports as a viable, inde
pendent compedtive force’ (ACCC, 1996b: 138). It envisages a transidon period 
during which die ACCC would maintain die exisdng intervention pricing system 
and review odier issues such as multi-site franchising, terminal entry for independ
ents and tied supply agreements.

Whereas die IC (1994:xviii-ix) concludes diat ‘diere is effective competition in 
most petroleum product markets most of die time’ and diat ‘diere is a continuing 
direat from imports’, die ACCC (1996b) believes that die industry is highly concen
trated at die refinery level and diat competition currendy provided by imports is 
inconsequential. However, it concedes that diis is likely to change widi die possible 
establishment of new import operations. These include: die sale of terminal facili
ties following die Ampol/Caltex merger and die possibility of odier majors selling 
terminal sites as industry rationalisation proceeds; existing potential for die con
struction of new terminal sites; die availability on world markets of adequate stocks 
of fuel for importation at competitive prices; and an increased willingness by inde
pendents to import because of the f ailure of domestic refiners to supply at a com
petitive price.

The ACCC’s clear message is diat it does not believe die oil companies have 
been operating in a competitive manner and diat any deregulation should be condi
tional on dieir helping to bring about changes in die industry diat will enhance 
competition at all levels. For die rural retail sector, it suggests measures such as die 
formation of ‘buying groups’, including local governments, to develop alternative 
supply arrangements widi petroleum product suppliers. It also expresses die hope 
diat independents will spread to country areas as diey seek out new markets.

Conclusions

Repeal of die Sites Act holds out the promise of greater investment in rural site re
structuring and dius improved cost efficiency. But increased cost efficiency is not 
likely to translate into lower prices unless accompanied by competition; and die 
ACCC, unlike die IC, is not convinced diat die four oil companies are competitive. 
It believes diat die oil companies have considerable market power (ACCC, 
1996b: 137) and litde incentive to compete on price (ACCC, 1996b: 127). To rem
edy diis, it is mainly relying, not on price deregulation, but on a future increase in 
independents’ penetration into die industry widi increased sourcing of supply from 
imports. Yet die record of independents in Australia is not impressive (ACCC, 
1996b: 13) nor is die importation of fuel widiout significant difficulties (ACCC, 
1996b:57). Moreover, even if die number of independents did increase, would diey 
locate in small-volume rural areas in preference to city markets?

What sets die ACCC recommendations apart, however, is dieir conditional 
nature. In particular, die tantalising offer to die oil companies of pricing freedom
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which would not be delivered until the required competitive adjustments occurred 
in tlie industry. The ACCC has thus devised the most significant strategy to be 
proposed by any inquiry to address the rural petrol price problem. But, as in any 
strategic game, this should not preclude resort to other, as yet unspecified, measures 
should die preferred outcome not come to pass. The ACCC, widi government 
backing, could still fall back on much stronger measures such as die re-reguladon ol 
prices, die divorce o f retail from manufacturing ownership, die abolidon of multi- 
site franchising, and forced access to supply for independents. In die meantime, 
rural communities seeking a reduction in petrol prices should consider adopting the 
strategies suggested by die ACCC, like setting up buying groups, diat will retain fo
cus on die rural petrol price problem and assist die ACCC in ensuring diat im
proved efficiency and pricing competition are delivered to rural as well as metro
politan Australia.
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Tort Law: Defects of the Comparative 
Negligence Standard

Dagobert L. Brito and Peter R. Hartley

#  NDIVIDUALS and corporations continually engage in activities that could result 
I in accidents. How much care ought they to take, and how might they be en- 

-A^couraged to take it?
Tort law allocates risk between parties who arc not in a contractual relationship, 

or where a dispute is not covered by a contract. The apportionment of liability in 
particular tort cases affects incentives to take care in similar situations in the future. 
The liability rules that evolved over centuries of litigation took these incentive ef
fects into account. The result was a system that encouraged efficient expenditures 
on care. At the same time, clearly defined legal standards of care, together widi 
strong incentives to meet those standards, discouraged unnecessary litigation.

Within the last century, the ‘all or nothing’ rule of negligence with a defence of 
contributory negligence has been replaced in most jurisdictions in the English- 
speaking world by ‘comparative negligence’ rules that apportion damages in accor
dance widi fault. In die first instance, and in most jurisdicdons, die replacement of 
contributory by comparadve negligence was effected dirough legisladon. The 
change was not defended on die grounds diat it was likely to encourage more effi
cient care. Radier, die change reflected a view diat die compensadon of injured 
pardes in itself was an appropriate goal of die legal system. Yet die change to com
paradve negligence has probably resulted in less efficient care, increased lidgadon 
and more expensive trials. The increase in lidgadon may have been greater in die 
United States because contingency fees lower die expected compensadon required 
to make lidgadon wordiwhile. If so, moves to introduce contingency fees in some 
Australian jurisdictions may furtiier increase die amount of litigation in Australia.

Efficiency of the Common Law Rules of Liability

There are several common law rules of liability. This article focuses on compara
dve negligence and die rule it largely replaced, contributory negligence. Neverthe-

l
England, Australia and New Zealand refer to apportionment rules as ‘contributory negligence’. We 

follow United States practice and use ‘comparative negligence’ for the new rules and retain 
‘contributory negligence’ for tire common law rule.

Dagobert Brito is the Peterkin Professor o f Political Economy at Rice University. 
Peter Hartley is Executive Director of the Tasman Institute, on leave from Rice 
University.
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less, in some situations, other liability rules are likely to be needed to encourage 
efficient behaviour.

Under a strict liability regime, the injurer is always liable for all damages suf
fered by a victim. Under a negligence regime, the injurer is liable only if it can be 
shown that he took less than a ‘reasonable’ amount of care.

Strict liability and negligence are likely to have different consequences for effi
ciency when participation in an activity affects the expected accident losses. Since 
die value of engaging in an activity is likely to include significant factors diat are not 
objectively verifiable, it is usually beyond die purview of die court. However, a neg
ligence regime will not provide incentives for individuals to control dieir participa
tion in an activity when participation is excluded from die negligence standard. By 
contrast, under a strict liability regime, die potential injurer will always bear die total 
costs of any accident, and will dierefore have appropriate incentives to trade off die 
benefits from participating in an activity against die possible accident losses.

Strict liability, and, to a lesser extent, negligence, are unlikely to provide appro
priate incentives to take care when a potential victim can also take reasonable pre
cautions to reduce expected accident losses. If victims can recover all, or most, of 
the damages resulting from accidents, diey will have litde incentive to take care. 
This problem was recognised under die common law negligence regime by provid
ing a defence of contributory negligence. This defence absolves die injurer from 
liability whenever diere was any negligence on die part of die victim. In effect, diere 
is a standard of care for potential victims as well as potential injurers. The defence 
of contributory negligence is generally held to have originated in 1809 widi die 
English case of Butterfield v Forrester, where a rider was injured af ter his horse ran 
into an obstruction, apparendy discernible at a distance of 100 yards, which had 
been placed on a highway by die defendant so diat he could repair his house. In 
judgment on die case, Judge Bayley said: ‘If he had used ordinary care he must have 
seen die obstruction; so diat die accident appeared to happen entirely from his own 
fault’; while Lord Ellenborough commented: ‘One person being in fault will not 
dispense with anodier’s using ordinary care for himself.

Toward die end of die 19di century, contributory negligence was criticised for 
being unfair to victims. In particular, when bodi parties had met dieir respective 
standards of care, or bodi were deemed negligent, die victim could not recover any 
compensation from die defendant. Perhaps as a result of diese criticisms, various 
qualifications were introduced to die def ence of contributory negligence. The most 
significant of diese became known in the US as die ‘last clear chance’ doctrine. It

2 . . . .  .
Exceptions arise if injurers are rarely negligent, as happens under die most efficient negligence rules, 

or if injurers and victims are in a contractual relationship where an injurer can compensate a victim to
take appropriate care.
3

Rogers (1994:175) notes die idea is older. H e cites Sanders v Spencer, 3 Dyer 266b. (1567) where 
‘the strict liability o f an innkeeper for die sale-keeping o f  his guest’s goods was negatived if die goods
were stolen by the guest’s own fault’.
4

11 Easts Reports 59, 103 Eng. Rep 926 (1809).
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originated in England as the ‘rule of last opportunity’ in Davies  ̂v Mann, which was 
approved by the House of Lords in Radley v L.&N. W  Ry. In Fuller v Illinois 
Central R.R. Judge McLain summarised the qualification as follows: ‘The con
tributory negligence of the party injured will not defeat the action if it is shown that 
die defendant might by die exercise of reasonable care and prudence have avoided 
the consequence of die injured party’s negligence’. The High Court of Australia 
discussed a number of qualifications to die defence of contributory negligence in 
Alford v Magee. The High Court cited Davies v Mann as die source for die quali
fication where die defendant’s negligent conduct was substantially later in point of 
time dian die plaintiff’s. Anodier qualification was a situation where die defendant, 
but not die plaintiff, had ‘a real opportunity, of which a reasonable man would have 
availed himself, of avoiding die mischief.

However, die doctrine of last clear chance has efficiency implications. It is rele
vant only in a dynamic setting where decisions to take care are made sequentially. 
In die case of negligence widi a defence of contributory negligence, bodi injurers 
and victims can take care to avoid an accident. If victims choose care first, an in
jurer will have no incentive to take care whenever he knows he is facing a victim 
who has not met die standard. By leaving die injurer liable, die doctrine of last clear 
chance continues to provide die injurer widi an incentive to avoid an accident. In 
doing so, however, die doctrine may also provide inappropriate incentives for a po
tential victim. Suppose a potential victim knows diat, if an accident occurs, it will 
always be in a situation where die injurer will be found to have a ‘last clear chance’ 
to avoid die accident. The victim dien has no incentive to avoid die accident.

Comparative Negligence

Ehe comparative negligence rule allocates damages according to die relative negli
gence of die parties. It originated in its current form in die early 1900s, when die 
US Congress introduced provisions for apportionment of damages in several fed
eral safety and employment statutes. There was, however, fleeting judicial acknowl
edgment of a weak form of comparative negligence in Illinois in 1858. In Galena & 
Chicago R.R. vJacobs, a case where a four-year-old boy was run over by an engine 
and die defence was substantially die contributory negligence of die child and his 
parents, die court noted diat ‘as in all like cases, die degrees of negligence must be 
measured and considered, and wherever it shall appear diat die plaintiff’s negligence 
is comparatively slight, and diat of die defendant gross, he shall not be deprived of 
his action’.

In Davies v Mann 10M. & W. 546 (1842) the defendant was found liable for colliding with the plain-
tin’s donkey, even though the donkey had been set loose to graze die verges of the highway.

6 I App. Cas. 759(1876).

7 100 Miss. 705, 716-18, 56 So. 783, 785-6 (1911).

8 (1951-2) 85 C.L.R. 437.

!)20 111. 478, 496-7 (1858).
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In the 1970s and 1980s, most states in the US either enacted comparative negli
gence statutes or adopted die principle judicially. California adopted die principle 
in 1975 in Li v Yellow Cab Co. o f  California. The court acknowledged practical 
consideradons diat militated against die adoption of comparative negligence. It 
noted diat die adjudication of disputes under such a rule is ‘a matter of perplexity’ 
and a ‘complex task’. Since more material facts need to he established in order to 
apportion damages, die costs of each litigation will be higher under a comparative 
negligence regime. The court neverdieless decided diat ‘die inherent difficulties 
were not insurmountable’. At die time of die California decision, 25 states in die 
US had enacted statutes to replace contributory widi comparative negligence. As of 
1986, all but six states and die District of Columbia had switched to a comparative 
negligence standard.

In England, die Law Reform (Contributory Negligence) Act 1945 provided for 
apportionment of damages ‘wherever bodi parties have been negligent and bodi 
have contributed to die damage’. Trindade and Cane (1985:424) report diat, in 
Australia, die apportionment of damages was introduced in a series of statutes in 
Soudi Australia (1936), Western Australia (1947), Queensland (1952), Tasmania 
(1954), die Australian Capital' Territory (1955), die Nordiern Territory (1956), Vic
toria (1958), and New Soudi Wales (1965). In New Zealand, apportionment of 
damages was introduced in die Contributory Negligence Act (1947).

Comparing the Contributory and Comparative Negligence Regimes

When die California court was choosing between different negligence regimes, die 
effects of each regime on incentives to take care were not considered salient. Until 
recendy, it had been widely accepted diat, aldiough contributory negligence might 
be considered ‘unfair’, it neverdieless provided appropriate incentives for injurers 
and victims to take care.

Legal scholars have recendy challenged diis view, however, and diere is now 
considerable controversy about die efficiency of contributory and comparative neg
ligence. Rubinfeld (1987) argues diat a linear rule for allocating damages must be 
able to do at least as well as die contributory ne^igence rule in encouraging care, 
since die policy-maker has more free parameters. Contributory negligence can be 
viewed as a special case of comparative negligence where the ‘sharing rule’ takes on 
a discrete all-or-nothing character.

10
13 Cal. 3d 804, 532 P.2d 1226, 119 Cal. Rptr. 858 (1975).

11
Rogers (1994:176), who also notes that, ‘It is still open to the court to conclude that the fault of only

one party was die sole effective cause of loss hut all die refinements of “last opportunity” have gone’.
12

The English, Australian and New Zealand legislation uses ‘contributory negligence’ to refer to
‘comparative negligence’.
13

In Brito and Hartley (1995a), we show Rubinfeld’s numerical calculations are in error. Neverthe
less, his argument diat a comparative negligence regime has more ‘free parameters’ is valid. As we 
shall see, however, it is not necessarily decisive.
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Rubinfeld envisages a situation where both injurers and victims can take actions 
to reduce expected accident losses and, as is likely in practice, individuals difler in 
their cost of care. These costs will often involve factors that are difficult to measure 
or verify, and dierefore will be known only to the individuals concerned. When 
choosing a prudent amount of care, a potential injurer or victim will have to base his 
decision on die range of care likely to be taken by members of die odier group. 
Similarly, when deciding whedier individuals have taken adequate care, die courts 
cannot base dieir decision on die unknown individual costs for avoiding accidents. 
Radier, die appropriate standards of care will depend on die accident avoidance 
costs of die average (or ‘reasonable’) person in each party’s situation.

The efficient amount of care for an injurer or victim can be found by minimis
ing die expected cost of accidents plus die cost of care. An injurer (or victim) 
should be required to take care only up to die point where die marginal costs of diat 
additional care equal die rcducdons in expected accident losses assuming all other 
individuals take die ellieient amount ol care.

In response to a liability rule, potential injurers or victims would choose care to 
minimise dieir respective expected damages plus dieir cost of care. In each case, 
when choosing care, diey would take die equilibrium care of odier individuals as 
given independendy of dieir own choices.

An intcresdng special case is where victims differ in dieir costs of care but injur
ers do not. There are many examples of a single business serving customers who 
differ in dieir ability to take care. Furdiermore, even when diere are several firms in 
an industry, die firms are likely to have similar technologies and costs for control
ling risks. W e examine diis special case, and also die symmetric case where only 
injurers differ in dieir costs of care, in Brito and Hardey (1995a). We show diat, if 
efficient injurer and vicdm care can be determined unambiguously, and involves 
positive care by some individuals in bodi parties, then contributory negligence rules 
diat achieve die efficient outcome can be found. Since diese negligence rules are 
efficient, they cannot be improved on by a comparative negligence rule. Furdier, 
any comparative negligence rule diat results in a diff erent amount of care will not do 
as well. The additional degrees of freedom to affect incentives to take care diat are, 
in principle, available under comparative negligence turn out in diese cases to be 
useless.

When die injurers are homogeneous and the victims are heterogeneous, the 
best contributory negligence rule takes the efficient amount of care for injurers as 
die legal standard of an injurer, and sets a legal standard of zero care for die viedms. 
Since die legal standard of viefims is zero, die best contributory negligence rule in 
diis case is equivalent to a negligence rule widiout a defence of contributory negli
gence. All injurers will find it in dieir interest to meet die legal standard since it 
equates die marginal costs and expected marginal benefits of taking care. Victims 
dien expect to bear full damages and dius also will choose die efficient amount of

W hen die injurers are heterogeneous, and die viedms are homogeneous in their costs of care, we 
also need to assume care by die two parties is complementary.
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care and an efficient level of participation in the activity. Even though victims can
affect the accident probability, a negligence rule gives them appropriate incentives to
take care. If the injurers are heterogeneous, and the victims are homogeneous, the
best contributory negligence rule takes die efficient amount ol care lor victims as the
legal standard of a victim, and sets a legal standard lor injurers diat no injurer will 

i ■ i ß  achieve.
When die vicdms are heterogeneous and diere is just one potendal injurer, the 

injurer should be required to take care up to die point where die marginal cost ol 
care equals die reduction in expected losses for possible accidents involving any 
member of die population of potential victims. The marginal benefits of care 
measured in diis way generally will not equal die marginal value of additional care 
given die actual cure exercised by die victim in a particular accident. We can define 
a ‘representative’ or ‘reasonably careful’ potential victim as one taking care diat 
would make injurer care as productive as it would be across the population ol all 
victims.

In Brito and Hardey (1995a), we examine die relationship between die repre
sentative victim so defined and die victim whose cost ol taking care equals die aver
age cost for die population of all victims. For example, when care by victims is a 
perfect substitute, or a perfect complement, for care by die injurer, we show diat die 
reasonably careful victim is one whose cost of care is less dian or equal to die cost 
of care of die average victim. When die accident probability depends on die prod
uct of die care levels, we show diat die reasonably careful victim is die individual 
whose expenditure on care equals die per capita expenditure by die group of vic
tims as a whole.

The madiematical model dius allows us to distinguish die average member of 
die group from die member whose care would make injurer care as productive as it 
is on average. In practice, judges and juries are unlikely to have die data necessary 
to make such fine distinctions. However, die model does provide support for a 
traditional common law definition (Posner, 1992:167) of die reasonably prudent 
person as average. This point can be illustrated by die following cases.

In McCarty v Pheasant Run, Inc. die plaintiff was a woman who was attacked in 
her hotel room by an intruder who entered by way of an unlocked sliding glass 
door. Posner argues, ‘A notice in every room to lock all doors would be cheap, but 
most people know better dian to leave die door to a hotel room unlocked when 
diey leave die room . . .’ (emphasis added). A ‘lock to foil a Houdini . . . would

Similarly, in the case where both injurers and victims are homogeneous, the efficient amount o f care 
for injurers is taken as their legal Standar d o f car e, while the legal standard for victims is set at zero. 
Again, injurers will find it in dieir interest to meet die legal standard, and since victims then cannot
recover damages they will also choose an efficient amount o f car e.
16

In dris case, the rule will also be efficient if participation by injurers alone affects the accident prob
ability.

17 826 F.2d 1554, 1557.
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18
have thus done her no good . . .’ if she failed to lock the door. This decision can. . 19be contrasted with O'Brien v Muskin Corp. where a 23-year-old man dived 
(possibly from the roof of an eight-foot garage) into an above-ground swimming 
pool that was four feet deep. This case was reversed and remanded with the jury 
asked to evaluate ‘whether, because of die dimensions of die pool and die slipperi
ness of die bottom, die risks of injury so out weighted die udlity of die product as to 
constitute a defect’. However, if die average adult knows diat diving into a four-feet 
deep above-ground swimming pool is not prudent behaviour, dien it is not efficient 
to impose on die manufacturer die duty to guard against such behaviour. Evaluat
ing what one can expect of die average adult is easier dian evaluating die social util
ity of a swimming pool. In Power v Schoolman die plaintiff was a truck driver 
who walked into a corn head (a mechanical device for picking corn) and lost his 
legs. The corn head is an obvious hazard and die defendant ‘had no reason to 
think diat Pomer —  diat any adult —  would approach widiin range of an operating 
corn head’.

22
In Levi v Southwest Louisiana Electric Membership Cooperative an oil-field 

roustabout-pumper raised die mast of a paraffin removal truck into a 14,400-volt 
power line diat was 25.7 feet in die air. The Supreme Court of Louisiana reversed 
a judgment in favour of die defendant on die grounds diat die power company had 
a duty to guard against die plaintiff’s negligence. However, if die average oil-field 
roustabout-pumper is aware diat 14,400-volt power lines are dangerous, and average 
prudence would suggest looking up before raising die mast of a truck, dien it is not 
efficient to impose on die power company die duty to guard against such behaviour.

In another paper (Brito & Hardey, 1995b) we examine die situation where in- 
jurers and victims both differ in dieir costs of care. In diis case, in general no liabil
ity or negligence regime is able to induce all parties to take efficient amounts of 
care. Neverdieless, a rule of negligence widi a defence of contributory negligence 
can attain expected costs diat are very close to die efficient levels. For example, for 
a category of accidents where die expected damages are of die order of $lm, die 
excess costs under die best contributory negligence rule ranged from a litde over 
$1,000 to a litde over $9,000. Expressed as a percentage of die expected costs un
der efficient care, die excess costs under die best contributory negligence rule 
ranged from less dian 0.5 per cent to slighdy above 7.25 per cent widi an average of 
about 2.5 per cent.

The size of die excess costs under die best contributory negligence rules de
pended mainly on die costs of injurer care. In particular, die best contributory neg
ligence rule performs relatively better when injurers have lower average costs of 
care. Contributory negligence also performs relatively better (in percentage terms)

18
826 F.2d 1554, 1560.

19
94 NJ. 169, 463 A.2d 298.

20
875 F.2d 1262.

21 875 F.2d 1262, 1267.
22

542 So.2d 1081.
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when care is complementary. Both diese results are explained by die lact diat, in all 
our examples, care taken under die best contributory negligence rule deviated from 
die efficient levels by inducing injurers to supply excessive care on average. This is 
less cosdy when injurer costs are lower, since die efficient soludon would in diat 
case require reladvely higher care from injurers. It is also less cosdy when care is 
complementary because, again, die efficient soludon would require reladvely high 
care from both pardes regardless of dieir reladve costs.

When costs are uniformly distributed, more dian 99.5 per cent of injurers meet 
die legal standard under die best contributory negligence rules. Even when die dis- 
tribudon of costs is skewed toward low values (so it is best to set a high standard to 
encourage die many low-cost injurers to take substandal care), more dian 96 per 
cent of injurers meet the standard. Injurers have a strong incendve to meet the 
standard, even when it is high, since by doing so diey are exempt from liability.

For all distribudons and parameter values, vicdms choose close to die efficient 
amounts of care under die best contributory negligence rules. If all injurers met 
dieir legal standard, vicdms would effectively be in an assumpdon-of-risk regime 
where diey could not expect to recover damages. As a result, diey would have an 
incendve to trade-off optimally die costs and benefits of care and dius choose die

23 24
efficient amount of care.

We also attempted to find die best comparative negligence rules when care af
fects die probability of an accident in a simple way. We did not find, as die Cali
fornia court claimed, diat die ‘assigning of a specific percentage factor to die 
amount of negligence attributable to a particular party (is) . . .  in dieory a matter of 
litde difficulty’. On die contrary, it is extremely difficult to find a dieoredcally ideal 
liability sharing rule. It is very difficult, if not impossible, to predict the effect of 
most sharing rules on equilibrium care. We were able to do so only where die costs 
of care for bodi injurers and vicdms were uniformly distributed and die sharing 
rules were of a special, and quite complicated, form. In particular, we could not 
determine equilibrium care under simple linear sharing rules, even for uniform dis
tribudons of die costs of care.

The special sharing rule where we could determine likely behaviour, and dius 
decide on a best feasible set of legal standards, would be extremely difficult to im
plement. However, simple rules are likely to have unpredictable effects on behav-

23
This is shown formally in Brito and Hartley (1995b) for the uniform distribution case. For other 

distributions, the victims may choose care that is only approximately efficient, even if all injurers meet 
their legal standard, because the average efficient care o f injurers need not equal tire care under the
legal standard.
24

W hen almost all injurers m eet their legal standard, victims also have close to the right incentives to 
choose die appropriate level o f participation in die potendally dangerous aedvity. H ence, die best 
contributory negligence rule will also perform well if die accident probability is sensidve to viedm, but 
not injurer, participation. Similarly, widi almost all injurers meeting dieir legal standard, victims will 
usually have appropriate incentives if diey choose care after injurers. The best contributory negligence 
rule will not give appropriate incentives to injurers to take care, however, if injurers choose care 

knowing \l\e care diat victims have taken.
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iour. There is little rational basis, therefore, for choosing a sharing rule in a com
parative negligence regime. Standards of care sufficient to absolve one from a given 
share of damages are likely to vary greatly from one trial to die next. Tort cases 
based on comparative negligence rules may become little more dian gambles. Vic
tims may be encouraged to ‘try their luck’ even when dieir case appears weak.

The choice of care by injurers and victims under die two regimes will also tend 
to produce more lidgadon in a comparadve negligence regime. Almost all injurers 
will meet dieir legal standard of care under die best contributory negligence rules. 
In addition, tiiere is a discrete gap between die legal, or customary, standard of care 
and die care of diose injurers who do not meet die standard. Hence, negligent in
jurers should be easy to identify. Litigation should occur only in die small percent
age of accidents where die injurer has not met die legal standard.

On die odier hand, in die only examples where we can calculate equilibrium 
behaviour under best comparative negligence rules, die fraction of injurers supply
ing care in die ‘middle’ region, where liability is shared, ranges from 70 per cent to 
95 per cent widi an average value of 89 per cent. The fraction of victims in die 
middle region ranges from 40 per cent to 70 per cent, widi an average value of 62 
per cent. litigation would be needed to apportion damages in almost all accidents 
where injurers or victims have taken care in die middle region.

High legal costs are probably die only reason die majority of accidents are not 
litigated in a comparative negligence regime. In recent research, Low and Smidi 
(1995) examine torts relating to automobile accidents in different states in die 
United States. They find diat, alter controlling for odier systematic influences, die 
joint probability of retaining an attorney and filing a lawsuit under a comparative 
negligence regime was double die probability for a contributory negligence regime.

When individuals are risk averse, it might be diought diat die sharing of dam
ages under comparative negligence provides an offsetting benefit. However, com
parative negligence is an inefficient mediod of providing insurance. Danzon 
(1991:52) reports diat die overhead on $1.00 of compensation using die tort system 
has been estimated at 120 per cent as compared widi 20 per cent for large group 
insurance programs. Similarly, Rogers (1994:31) reports diat die 1973 (Pearson) 
Royal Commission on Civil Liability and Personal Injury estimated diat die cost of 
operating die tort system in die UK was 85 per cent of die value of compensation 
paid through die system, while die corresponding figure for social security 
(excluding collection costs borne by die employer) was about 11 per cent.

Concluding Remarks

The simple tort liability rules diat die courts setded on alter centuries of litigation 
performed remarkably well in providing individuals widi appropriate incentives to 
take care to avoid accidents. They also tended to discourage unnecessary litigation. 
Since die rules were simple, diey were applied consistendy by die courts. The ap
propriate legal standards of care in different situations became widely known. The 
legal standard of care for injurers tended to become a customary level of care as 
almost all injurers had a strong incentive to meet it. Those injurers not meeting die
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Standard had an incentive to take distinctly less care. The negligent injurers were 
then easy to identify, and diose injurers taking customary care were protected from 
unnecessary litigation.

It was a mistake to replace diese simple rules by more complicated apportion
ment rules. Apportionment rules are unlikely to give clear signals about appropri
ate standards of care. They are also likely to reduce efficiency by encouraging ex
cessive litigation. If it were not for high legal costs, most accidents would result in 
litigation under a comparative negligence regime.

Recent criticism of the tort law system has focused on die role ol contingency 
fees and die quasi-criminal punitive damages. Our analysis suggests diat compara
tive negligence is a more fundamental source of die difficulties widi die current sys
tem. In particular, comparative negligence has bodi reflected and lurdier encour
aged die view diat die courts should focus on compensation and redistribution at 
die expense of providing incentives to choose appropriate amounts of care, while at 
the same time avoiding unnecessary litigation.
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Car Seat-Belt Regulations, Offsetting 
Behaviour, and Liability Rules

Alan Woodfield

n p H E  joys of motoring are not free, and come partly at the expense of injuries to 
motorists and others. Many regulations compel motorists to adopt safety fea- 

JL . tures. The widespread mandating of seat-belt installation and wearing in pas
senger cars is a clear example. New Zealand mandated seat-belt installation for new 
cars in 1965, compulsory wearing in 1972, and compulsory installation in all post- 
1955 cars in 1975. Initially, only 16.7 per cent of drivers who had belts installed were 
observed to wear them; this figure rose to 39.5 per cent by May 1972, and more than 
doubled by May 1975 (Toomath & Laurenson, 1976:Table 1). Then followed the 
progressive introduction of lowered ages for child belt-users, requirements for belt-use 
by rear-seat passengers, and the use of child restraints. Survey data from New Zea
land’s Land Transport Saf ety Authority, however, indicated that, of vehicle occupants 
killed in crashes in 1989-95, only 32 per cent wore belts, while 33 per cent were 
‘uncertain’ cases.

In tlie United States, only 11 per cent of car occupants used belts following man
datory installation in 1966. Aldiough die use rate had increased to 26 per cent by 
1974, it had fallen to only 14 per cent by 1983, when state belt-wearing laws emerged 
(Crandall et al., 1986:54). By 1987, however, only 31 states had such laws. Partly in 
consequence, die Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act 1991 requires all 
1998 model-year passenger cars to have air bags and manual lap/shoulder belts for 
bodi drivers and front-seat passengers.

Seat-Belt Use and Offsetting Behaviour

The joys of safety are also not free. A rational person might choose not to purchase a 
seat-belt or, having purchased it, not to wear it at all times. Aldiough people value a 
safer driving environment, die annual probability of suffering a serious injury is ex
tremely low even widiout seat-belt protection. People are unwilling to pay much to 
reduce low levels of risk further. Aldiough seat-belts seem inexpensive, dieir costs are 
not necessarily trivial relative to dieir benefits. In addition to purchase and installation 
costs, diey involve time and inconvenience costs. As well, while seat-belts reduce

1See for example Amould and Grabowski (1981:Table 1). The authors note that die expected reduction 
in annual risk from wearing a seat-belt is o f die order of 0.0001 - 0.00001.

Alan Woodfield is Senior Lecturer in Economics at the University o f Canterbury.
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head-on collision risks, they may be counterproductive in side-impact collisions, or 
where fire or water is present in an accident and egress is impeded.

Even if seat-belts are worn, their potential for risk reduction may be limited. 
Drivers’ behaviour may depend on the level of safety available. The Offsetting Behav
iour Hypothesis (OBH) predicts that drivers who use a higher level of safety features 
will respond by driving in a riskier manner, such as by increasing speed, drinking and 
driving more frequently, driving in more hazardous conditions, and taking less care.

Some commentators deny this. Motoring correspondent Dave Moore argued 
that ‘when seat belts were first made available on the world’s markets, there were those 
who contended tha t. . . drivers who wore seat belts were likely to drive carelessly with 
the false sense of security imparted by the equipment’, and considered that ‘most of us 
today would regard that as nonsense’ (Christchurch Press, 24 November 1995). Yet 
most of ‘us’ would agree that we reduce speed and pay more attention in increased 
traffic density or adverse weather conditions. It surely follows that drivers can be ex
pected to drive with less care and attention when they are protected by better safety 
features.

Evidence of Offsetting Behaviour

Risks associated with offsetting behaviour will be borne partly by drivers. If a driver 
wears a seat-belt, the probability of serious injury or death in an accident is reduced. 
But if wearing a seat-belt induces greater speed, this will in itself raise the probability of 
an accident in the first place and will also raise the magnitude of harm suffered. Fur
ther, unprotected passengers and non-occupants face greater risks and more serious 
harms.

But is tlie OBH empirically important? A considerable literature suggests that 
OBH effects are ignored at society’s peril. Most studies are heavily influenced by 
Peltzman (1975). The basic procedure specifies an equation to explain die determi
nants of observed injuries involving passenger vehicles (usually fatalities or fatality rates 
per unit of distance travelled) in terms of a set of explanatory variables. Injury rates 
typically include some combination of total, driver, occupant, passenger, and non- 
occupant injuries, die latter frequendy broken down by pedestrians, bicyclists and mo
torcyclists. Explanatory variables typically include an index of safety of the vehicle 
stock, average income, average alcohol consumption, youdi, die relative price of pet
rol, vehicle speed, and die uninsured components of die costs of repairs. Some stud
ies also include speed limits, safety inspection requirements, climatic factors and die 
like; and speed is sometimes treated as endogenous.

Surveys may be found in Blomquist (1988) and Woodfield (1995). Here, only 
results specifically dealing widi seat-belts are considered: Evans and Graham (1991) 
and Garbacz (1990, 1992a, 1992b) for the US, Garbacz (1991) for New Zealand, and 
Risa (1994) for Norway.

For die US, Evans and Graham pooled data from 50 states. They concluded that 
wliile seat-belt laws reduced fatalities among car occupants, diere was weak evidence 
that fatalities of non-occupants increased. Garbacz (1992a), however, using state cross- 
sectional data, found tiiat seat-belt laws generated no statistically significant effects for
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overall and occupant fatalities, while raising the non-occupant fatality rate, and sug
gested that reduced fatalities for drivers may be offset by increased fatalities for pas
sengers. Garbacz (1992b) found that where primary enforcement seat-belt laws held 
(that is, where tickets can be directly issued for a violation), rear-seat passenger and 
non-occupant fatalities were greater, although there was no similar statistically signifi
cant effect for states with secondary enforcement laws (where tickets can be issued 
only if there has been a non-belt-related violation). With primary enforcement, the 
probability of apprehension (and hence the size of the expected penalty) lor violation 
is higher than for secondary enforcement. A larger proportion of drivers in primary- 
enforcement states would be expected to wear belts and drive less carefully, exposing 
unbelted passengers and nonoccupants to greater risks. Further, Garbacz (1990) 
found that self-reported seat-belt usage had no significant effect for overall fatalities, 
overall occupants, or drivers, while passenger and non-occupant fatalities increased. 
He further examined (1992b) the result for passengers, finding that the harmful rear 
passenger effect exceeded the beneficial front (belt-wearing) passenger effect.

For New Zealand, using time-series data from 1960-85, Garbacz (1991) found that 
offsetting behaviour may have offset the effectiveness of seat-belt laws in reducing road 
fatalities. Like Toomath and Laurenson (1976) and Hurst (1979), Garbacz found 
significant favourable effects on car occupants. However, Garbacz found that diese 
effects were offset, perhaps more dian completely, by increased fatalities of non
occupants. The favourable effect on occupants was also found to be below average 
compared widi odier studies, a point also noted by Toomath and Laurenson when 
comparing die immediate post-compulsory belt-wearing period in New Zealand widi 
some Australian States.

For Norway, Risa (1994) used a pooled annual time series of cross-secdons of 18 
counties, and included nou-fatal injuries as well as fatalides. While injury severity was 
not measured, Risa obtained die most unusual result of a statistically significant posi
tive effect of die level of seat-belt compliance on drivers, as well as significant adverse 
effects on all odier road users widiin densely ̂ populated areas.

Aldiough diese results are not uniform, and some are not very robust, it seems 
reasonable to conclude diat, on balance, increased seat-belt use provides additional 
safety protection for occupants (aldiough rear-seat passengers may be exposed to 
greater risks, and even drivers may face greater risks of minor injury), while non
occupants are exposed to greater injury risks as a result of increasingly risky behaviour 
of drivers. The unfavourable effects for non-occupants are far from numerically triv
ial, and may even exceed die favourable effect for drivers.

2
There is also conflict in some Australian evidence. For example, Swan (1984) f ound that belt installation

generated a large reduction in fatalities, whereas McEwin (1986) found no such similar effect 
3

In a recent paper, Peterson, Hofler and Millner (1995) also found significant offsetting behaviour when 
cars are equipped with air bags.
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Should Seat-Belts be Mandatory?

Should die government intervene in the market for safety equipment, and in die mar
ket for seat-belts in particular? Assuming diat buyers of seat-belts are properly in
formed about dieir true characteristics and dieir ability to attenuate risks, if drivers 
bore dieir own damage costs, and if accidents involved only drivers colliding with val
ueless stationary objects, tiiere would seem litde reason to compel people to wear seat- 
belts. Even if a person elects to wear a belt, and as a result speed increases, diere 
seems to be no obvious case for intervention. Drivers will weigh up die benefits of 
belts, taking account of any behavioural adjustments, and use diem if diese benefits 
exceed die combined costs of dieir purchase, fitting, and inconvenience. Benefits to 
drivers include die change in their expected accident costs plus die value of their time 
savings if offsetting behaviour occurs and drivers increase dieir speed.

Suppose a driver is unwilling to pay diese costs. Why force her to do so? A ma
jor argument is diat motorists are poorly informed about risks or are not competent to 
make rational assessments of safety decisions, particularly when faced with low- 
probability events widi serious consequences (see, for example, Kunreudier, 1976). 
Accumulating evidence, however, suggests diat people are not incompetent in assess
ing situations widi different costs and benefits of seat-belt use. Blomquist (1977) ex
amined 1,800 US drivers and found diat die likelihood of use was clearly increasing in 
their perceived net benefits. McCarthy (1986) and Winston (1987) found diat drivers 
used belts more when dieir vehicles or travel environments became more risky. 
Blomquist (1991) analysed 8,312 US drivers and found belts used more frequendy by 
die more highly educated (whose opportunity cost of damaging human capital is rela
tively high), by diose driving lighter cars and by diose facing greater driving hazards, 
but less frequendy by diose widi greater use costs such as short trips where inconven
ience costs cannot be spread over much distance.

These studies may be unable to establish full risk competence. But if politicians 
and regulators remain convinced diat drivers underestimate risks, why do they not 
provide motorists widi dieir (allegedly) superior information, and maintain individual 
choice regarding safety decisions? O f course, politicians could not dien be captured 
by producer interests like die manufacturers of safety equipment

Externalities and Liability Rules

A different argument is based on externalities. Many collisions involve bann to odi- 
ers. Passengers in a driver’s vehicle may be injured or killed. Here, diere are strong 
incentives to negotiate driving risks. Cautious husbands will try to contain die speed of 
‘milk-toast turned daredevil’ wives. However, strangers (parties to potential accidents 
for whom it is prohibitively cosdy to negotiate risk reductions) are also exposed to 
diese risks. If seat-belt laws encourage less careful driving, strangers are exposed to 
greater hazards widiout any compensating benefits.

The behaviour of drivers, however, and die resulting impact on third parties, will 
be influenced by die law of liability. Consider die diree liability rules of zero liability,
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negligence and strict liability. A key argument is that the negligence and strict liability 
rules give drivers an incentive to internalise die external costs imposed on others.

Suppose that the accident rate and accident severity depend only on the behav
iour of participants to an accident, and that injurers and victims are neutral with re
spect to risk (and so have no incentive to purchase insurance). Payoffs are assumed to 
possess monetary equivalents. Consider a simplified situation. Let accident victims 
take a given level of care. For instance, a ‘representative’ motorcyclist (M) may elect to 
wear a helmet, and travel at a given speed. Suppose that in the event of a collision 
with a car, a motorcycle is damaged and the rider is injured but can be ‘restored’ to the 
pre-accident health status at a cost. Suppose further that die car is damaged and die 
‘representative’ driver (C) suffers injuries, but can be ‘restored’ at a cost Finally, as
sume diat die driver can eidier drive ‘slow’ (in which case die probability of an acci
dent is relatively small) or drive ‘fast’ (in which case die accident probability is relatively 
high). Let C always cause die accident, and suffer moderate damage if travelling fast, 
and minor damage if travelling slow. M suffers moderate damage if struck at low 
speed, and serious damage if struck at high speed. Bodi parties get a ‘basic’ payoff 
(net of transportadon costs) from each trip, while C gets an additional payoff if she 
drives fast, measuring die value of her time savings.

Each of die diree liability rules specified above is now analysed under die follow
ing diree scenarios: seat-belts unavailable; seat-belts available but not mandatory; and 
seat-belts mandatory.

Liability with Seat-belts Unavailable

Zero liability. Under zero liability, die driver does not compensate die motorcyclist in 
die event of an accident, but has to bear her own damages, as does die motorcyclist 
Fhe driver’s best response is to choose a speed diat maximises her expected payoff 
(hereafter ‘payoff’). She will drive fast if die value of her dmc savings exceeds die cor
responding increase in expected accident costs (hereafter ‘accident costs’) diat she her
self suffers. The motorcyclist has no effective choices to make, given diat die trip oc
curs. His payoff is smaller if C drives fast, since he is more likely to suffer an accident, 
and a more serious accident, dian if she drives slow.

The total net benefit under each regime is as follows: (i) C drives slow, so diat die 
net payoff to society equals die ‘basic’ payoff to each party less die damages to bodi 
parties when C elects to drive slow; (ii) C drives fast, in which case die net payoff to 
society equals the ‘basic’ payoff to each party, plus die value of C’s time savings from 
fast travel, minus die damages to bodi parties when C drives fast. Suppose diat C 
drives fast. Total net benefits are maximised if die value of die gains in terms of time 
savings to C exceeds die additional damages to bodi parties resulting from her deci
sion to drive fast. This condition may not be satisfied in practice, and while it may pay 
C to drive last from her own viewpoint, it is in society’s overall interest for her to drive 
slow, since die value of her time savings fails to compensate for die additional accident 
costs diat bodi parties must bear. Here, die zero liability rule is inefficient

But what if C elects to drive slow? She will do so if die value of her time savings is 
less dian die increase in accident costs diat she must bear. If she drove fast society
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would be worse off on two counts. First, C’s own additional accident costs are under
compensated by die value of her saved time. Second, M must suffer greater 
(uncompensated) damages when C drives fast. It will always be in society’s interest for 
C to drive slow if she chooses to do so.

Negligence. Under the negligence rule, a driver deemed negligent is required to 
compensate die motorcyclist in die event of an accident caused by die driver. The 
courts must set a standard of due care to determine whether a driver has been negli
gent. From an efficiency viewpoint, die courts should set the due care standard such 
diat die additional costs of taking further care do not exceed die additional benefits. 
Suppose diat meeting diis standard involves C’s driving slow, and diat it has been ap
propriately set in diat die incremental cost to society (given by die loss in die value of 
C’s time savings) is less dian die incremental benefits (given by die savings in expected 
accident costs to society as a whole when C travels slow rather dian fast). This, how
ever, is just die condition for slow driving by C to be socially optimal.

The question, however, is whedier C will choose to drive slow under die negli
gence rule. She drives slow if die value of her time savings is less dian die increase in 
her own accident costs plus die total accident costs to M when she drives fast. But if 
die condition for die social optimality of slow driving is satisfied, die condition for die 
private optimality of slow driving must also be satisfied. A speeding driver deemed 
negligent must pay for die total damages to die motorcyclist and bear her own dam
ages, whereas she pays no damages to the motorcyclist if she drives slow and causes an 
accident. Since we know diat die value of C’s time savings is less dian die change in 
damages to bodi parties, diese time savings must also be valued less dian die change in 
C’s damages plus M’s total damages (as opposed to die change in M’s damages). 
Hence, die negligence rule is efficient in diis case.

Strict liability. Under strict liability, a person causing an accident must compensate 
die victim whedier or not she was at fault. Consider die motorist’s decision whedier or 
not to drive fast. C will choose to drive slow if die value of her time savings is less dian 
die increase in society’s accident costs generated by her fast driving. But diis is just die 
condition for die social optimality of slow driving. Similarly, privately optimal fast 
driving would also be socially optimal. Strict liability is an efficient legal mle in diis 
case.

Liability with Voluntary Seat-belts

Zero liability. Suppose diat seat-belts become available, and dieir use is voluntary. If 
wearing a belt, motorists suffer less damage to diemselves at each of die two speed 
levels chosen. The motorist must now joindy decide (i) whedier to buy a belt, and (ii) 
whedier to drive slow or fast. Suppose diat die various monetary and psychic costs of 
buying and wearing belts are aggregated as ‘resource costs’; and let C drive slow prior 
to seat-belt introduction. Tbe OBH suggests diat die belted driver will speed up. Un
der zero liability, it will pay C bodi to buy a belt and to drive fast if die value of her
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time savings exceeds the change in her accident damages plus the resource costs of 
belt-wearing.

Social optimality of fast driving with a belt instead of slow driving without a belt 
implies that the value of C’s time savings exceeds the change in accident costs to both 
parties combined plus die resource costs of the belt. If it is socially optimal for C to 
drive fast, it is certainly privately optimal for her to do so. However, the converse is 
not necessarily true. If the value of C’s time savings is less than die change in accident 
costs to bodi parties combined plus die costs of die belt, C should drive slow. But it 
pays C to purchase a belt and drive slow only if die cost of die belt is less dian her in
creased accident costs when she drives slow while not wearing a belt. Note dian M is 
unaffected by diis decision, since C is driving slow in any case. But diis is just die 
condition for C to choose to wear a belt and drive slow. So a decision by C to buy a 
belt, given diat she drives slow, is also socially optimal.

However, die question is whedier it will pay C to buy a belt and drive fast, which is 
not socially optimal. She will do so if die value of her time savings exceeds the differ
ence between her accident costs when driving fast and wearing a belt and her accident 
costs when driving slow and wearing a belt. This result is certainly possible. Yet we 
want C to buy a belt and drive slow. She will voluntarily buy die belt, but she will not 
voluntarily drive slow. W e do not want to deter her from buying die belt, but we wish 
to induce her to keep her speed down. Given adherence to zero liability, taxing seat- 
belts would be a poor idea. Instead, we want to penalise fast driving, which can be 
achieved by setting an expected fine for high speed travel so as to make C marginally 
prefer to buy a belt and drive slow. The expected fine should equal die difference 
between die value of time savings from fast driving and die change in die expected 
damages to C when she straps on her belt and Üien speeds up.

Negligence. Again assume diat it was previously privately (and socially) optimal for C 
to travel slow, and diat C’s best option under zero liability is to buy a belt and drive 
fast. However, suppose also dial the value of her time savings is less dian die cost of 
belt purchase plus die change in accident costs to society as a whole. Then, she 
should drive slow without a belt. Zero liability is inefficient here. But suppose die 
rule was diat of negligence. How would die courts decide on die socially optimal level 
of due care? They should again follow die principle of comparing die costs of taking 
care (driving at a low speed and losing time) widi die benefits of taking care (die sav
ings in accident costs to society when C drives slow radier dian fast). But since C 
would not purchase a belt when she drives slow, die courts should also give considera
tion to die cost of belts which attenuate die damage faced by C in an accident at any 
given speed.

Recall diat C should drive slow from society’s perspective because net social 
benefits are maximised when she drives slow widiout a seat-belt radier dian driving fast 
while belted. The courts should account for die resource costs of die belt here, since 
if they are treated as zero, the positive impact of die expenditures in keeping damages 
to die motorist at a relatively low level when speed increases will have been ignored. 
Odierwise, travelling fast may erroneously be believed to be socially optimal. The
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irony is that, to induce the motorist to take the appropriate level of care, we want her 
to reduce her purchases of safety equipment.

The negligence rule makes C liable for damages suffered by M when she drives 
fast and causes an accident. C drives slow without a belt if the value of her time sav
ings less tlie resource costs of the belt is less than the increase in her own accident 
costs plus total accident costs to M when she drives fast when belted. But we know 
from setting the socially optimal level of due care that this condition must be satisfied, 
since the value of C’s time savings minus die resource costs of die belt is less dian her 
own increase in accident costs plus die increase in accident costs to M when she drives 
fast when belted. In diese circumstances, if seat-belts are voluntary, die negligence rule 
will always induce a driver who would purchase a belt and drive fast to drive slow and 
forgo die purchase of a belt, which is die socially optimal result.

Strict liability. Under strict liability, C will neidier buy a belt nor speed up if die value 
of her dme savings is less dian die cost of a belt plus die change in total accicent costs 
when she is driving fast while wearing a belt compared widi driving slow widiout a belt. 
But diis is just die condition for it to be socially optimal for her to continue to travel 
slowly widiout wearing a seat-belt. Thus, privately optimal decisions under strict liabil
ity are also socially optimal decisions. Strict liability is an efficient legal rule, ?s was die 
negligence rule. There are no differences widi respect to incentives. The only differ
ence is diat C must always compensate M under strict liability if she causes an acci
dent.

Liability with Mandatory Seat-belts

Zero liability. Now let seat-belts become available, and dieir use mandatory. Assume 
diat C drives slow prior to belt availability, and diat, under zero liability, sne would 
choose not to purchase a belt if available. This implies (i) diat belt costs exceed die 
reduction in accident costs to C when she wears a belt when driving slow, and (ii) diat 
die value of time savings is less dian die change in C’s accident costs when she bodi 
buys a belt and speeds up, plus die costs of buying a belt. Thus, she will not buy a belt 
unless required, and widiout a belt she will drive slow. If belt purchase and wearing is 
compulsory, what will she do? Under zero liability, she drives fast if die valie of her 
time savings exceeds die change in her own accident costs arising from her driving fast 
radier dian slow when wearing a belt.

Conditions (i) and (ii) above will be joindy satisfied if die cost of die bei plus die 
change in C’s accident costs when she belts up and drives fast compared will driving 
slow widiout a belt exceed die change in C’s accident costs when she is committed to 
wearing a belt and elects to drive fast radier dian slow. But diis is just die situation 
where C decides to travel slow widiout a belt radier dian widi a belt.

Consequendy, we have die intriguing situation where, in die absence of >eat-belts, 
C’s decision to drive slow is bodi privately and socially optimal, and when seat-belts 
become available, it is bodi in her and society’s interest for her not to wear one. If she 
is now forced to wear a belt, her best response is to speed up, raising M’< accident
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costs, which is not socially optimal. Since C is not liable for M’s additional accident 
costs, C has no incentive to continue to drive slow when belted-up.

In New Zealand, the post-1972 belt-wearing requirement was accompanied by a 
move from a negligence rule to that of a public no-fault accident compensation 
scheme. This change in incentives provides a good reason why Garbacz (1991) found 
stronger offsetting behaviour effects for New Zealand than elsewhere, although the 
issue is complicated by the fact that motorists injured by the negligence of others were 
no longer fully compensated for their losses, and would be expected to drive more 
carefully on this account.

Negligence. Under die negligence rule, suppose die courts maintain die same prin
ciple for setting die due care standard as when selt-belts were voluntary. C will now 
drive fast radier dian slow if die value of her time savings are greater dian die change 
in her own accident costs when wearing a belt and speeding up, plus M’s total accident 
costs. The cost of die seat-belt is irrelevant to her decision, since it is (effectively) 
sunk. The point is whether diis condition can hold at die same time as die condition 
which is used by die courts in deciding whedier or not fast driving constitutes negli
gence. The requirement is diat die resource costs of die belt exceed die total accident 
costs to society when C drives slow widiout a belt, minus die accident costs to C when 
she drives slow when wearing a belt. This can clearly hold, and so what appears to be 
a correcdy set negligence rule fails to deter fast driving under mandatory seat-belt 
wearing where it is not socially optimal for fast driving to occur. Further, attempting to 
save die negligence rule by setting exemplary damages so diat C marginally prefers to 
drive slow while wearing a belt is inferior to die repeal of die mandatory belt require
ment.

Suppose diat it pays C to drive fast under die negligence rule, while it is socially 
desirable for her to drive slow, but without a seat-belt. Given diat she must wear a 
belt, however, it is better for society to permit her to be ‘negligent’ and drive fast if die 
value of her time savings exceeds die resulting increase in society’s accident costs. 
Additional damages would be appropriate only if die social payoff to her driving fast 
while wearing a belt were less dian when she drives slow when belted, even diough die 
best outcome is for C to drive slow widiout a belt. Thus die courts might first believe 
(wrongly) diat diey are imposing an optimal level of damages in designing die due care 
standard, and dien compound die error by imposing exemplary damages.

Now take die case where die value of C’s time savings exceeds die increase in total 
accident costs when C elects to drive fast radier dian slow when wearing a seat-belt 
Again, let die conditions for die apparendy optimal standard of due care be set and 
assume diat die motorist is deemed negligent if she drives fast. These circumstances 
will coexist if die belt cost exceeds die increase in damage to C when she drives slow 
widiout a belt compared widi when she does wear one. However, let C prefer to drive 
slow radier dian fast when wearing a belt under diis negligence rule. The rule now 
induces C to drive slow while wearing a belt which she is legally obliged to wear. The 
socially optimal outcome is for her not to wear a seat-belt and to drive slow, which she 
will do voluntarily. If she must wear a belt, she will drive slow under die negligence
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rule. Unfortunately, in this example, it is in society’s interest for her to drive fast! The 
negligence rule would then require correction by imposing negative exemplary dam
ages so dial C marginally prefers to drive fast when forced to wear a belt. This is 
hardly an intuitively appealing result

Strict liability. Widi strict liability, C will drive slow rather than fast when forced to 
wear a belt if die value of her dme savings is less dian the increase in total accident 
costs when wearing a belt and travelling fast radier dian slow. Suppose this condition 
is satisfied. Society is then also better off if she drives slow while wearing a belt. Thus, 
privately desirable slow driving will be socially desirable, and, similarly, privately opti
mal fast driving will also be socially optimal. But it is still die case that society is better 
off not mandating seat-belts if die resource costs ol die belt exceed the value of C’s 
time savings minus die change is society’s expected accident costs when she switches 
from slow driving widiout a belt to fast driving widi a belt.

Thus, strict liability will be a more efficient liability rule dian zero liability in gen
eral, and will also be more efficient diat die negligence rule if courts do not properly 
account for die fact dial seat-belt costs no longer enter die private calculus ol drivers 
and diat die level of expected accident costs when not wearing a belt now becomes an 
irrelevance. However, no legal rule can be designed to compensate for inefficient 
regulation involving mandating safety equipment which offers society as a whole insuf
ficient additional protection to be worth its costs when offsetting behaviour is properly 
accounted for. In fact, it might pay a society diat has mandated die use of seat-belts to 
devote no resources to enforcement, since drivers who refuse to wear belts will not 
speed up as a consequence of having a belt available, but not worn.

Conclusion

Empirical evidence suggests diat car seat-belts are a mixed blessing ill diat gains to 
driver safety are significandy offset by greater risks and more serious injuries suffered 
by odiers when drivers speed up or take less care when belted-up. Because of offset
ting behaviour, engineering estimates of safety gains from seat-belt use may be quite 
misleading, file extent of offsetting behaviour is affected by society’s choice ol liability 
rule applied to motor vehicle accidents (and also by die presence and characteristics of 
insurance markets, which are not discussed here). Zero liability provides no incentive 
to account for additional risks imposed on odiers, whereas die negligence or strict li
ability rules have desirable incentive properties, especially in die absence of contribu
tory negligence by victims of accidents. However, if seat-belt use is mandatory when 
not cost-effective, die negligence rule may lose its desirable incentive properties if 
courts continue to set die standard of due care on what odierwise appears to be an 
efficient principle. While strict liability retains its desirable properties, no liability rule 
can fully compensate for a mandated safety device for which die costs to society as a 
whole arc less dian benefits.

Strict liability and negligence are not generally incentive-equivalent For instance, il motorcyclists can 

increase their level o f  care, strict liability gives them no incentive to do so.
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Implementing Australia’s International 
Obligations towards Refugees

Penelope Mathew

A  S a party to the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees' (Refugee
/ - A  Convention), Australia is bound to protect from return (refoulement) to a 

-m»place of persecution persons who are outside their countries of origin owing 
to a well-founded lear of persecution on the basis of race, religion, nationality, political 
opinion or membership ol a particular social group. Unfortunately, this form of pro
tection —  shelter in another state —  cuts across a central principle of state sovereignty: 
die power to control immigration. As the number of refugees steadily increases, states 
are adopting many restrictive immigration strategies to fend off refugee flows. Austra
lia has been an active participant in this trend, even though it does not face refugee 
flows ol die size borne by odier Western countries. The reported reference by the 
new Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs (the Minister) to minimising 
judicial review in relation to Australia’s ‘Rolls-Royce refugee determination system’ 
(Middleton, 1996) suggests diat die Howard Government will continue die refugee 
policies ol die Keating Government, which enjoyed bipartisan support. If diis is die 
case, Australia is at risk of violating its international obligations.

This article examines four strategies diat die Australian government currendy 
uses to minimise die numbers of asylum seekers: first, decreasing die likelihood of 
claims lor refugee status (in particular, by failing to inform asylum seekers of dieir 
rights); second, detaining asylum seekers; diird, attempting to shift die burden of 
protecting refugees to odier countries; and fourdi, legislative interpretation of die 
Convention definition of a ref ugee.

Claims for Refugee Status

Australia has ‘onshore’ and ‘offshore’ refugee programs. Refugees from camps 
around die world are resetded in Australia dirough die ‘offshore’ program. Australia 
is generally under no obligation to maintain diis program, aldiough there are some 
exceptions, notably Australia’s participation in die Comprehensive Plan of Action

1
D one 28 July 1951, 189 LINTS 150, entry into force 21 April 1954.

2
Die definition ol ‘refugee’ is contained in Article 1A(2) ol die Convention, as amended by die 1967 

Protocol Relating to the Status o f Refugees, done 21 January 1967, 606 UN TS 267 (entry into force 4 
October 1967). Article 33 ol the Refugee Convention contains the cardinal obligation of non-refoulement 
or non-return.

Penelope Mathew is Lecturer in Law at The University of Melbourne.
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3
(CPA) by which it undertakes to resettle a proportion of the predominantly Viet
namese refugees detained in camps throughout Southeast Asia. Australia may with 
some justification be proud of its generosity in the offshore program. The onshore 
program, meanwhile, applies to people already within Australian territory and it is to 
these people that Australia’s obligations under the Refugee Convention are owed. It is 
generally with respect to the onshore program that Australia has taken restrictive 
measures.

As with most international treaties to which Australia is a party, the Refugee Con
vention does not confer justiciable rights on individuals within the Australian legal sys
tem unless the treaty has been implemented by legislation. The Convention has never 
been the subject of specific implementing legislation. Instead, claims for ref ugee status 
are heard through an administrative procedure under the Migration Act 1958 (Cth). 
At the primary stage, decisions are made by an officer of the Department of Immigra
tion and Multicultural Affairs (the Department). Decisions are reviewable on the 
merits by the Refugee Review Tribunal. Judicial review is then available. Since the 
Refugee Convention does not specify how States Parties should implement their obli
gations, the lack of specific implementing legislation is not incompatible with the 
Refugee Convention, provided that a fair hearing is granted to asylum seekers. How
ever, the chances of a fair hearing are adversely affected by particular provisions of the 
Migration Act which effectively place the onus on boat people to fill in the correct 
application form by not requiring the Department to inform the asylum seekers of die 
need to complete die form or of dieir rights to seek legal assistance. Chances of a fair 
hearing are also affected by provisions diat exclude particular categories of asylum 
seekers from accessing die determination procedures and restrictions on judicial re
view.

The impact of diese provisions is illustrated by a 1995 case involving a boat-load 
of Sino-Vietnamese asylum seekers. Some of die asylum seekers had stated diat diey 
had come to Australia because diey did not have household registration, on which 
rights to work and housing depend; dieir only form of shelter —  paper houses —  had 
been demolished by die audiorities; and die audiorities were developing die area in 
which diey lived. Serious violations of economic rights may found a claim for ref ugee 
status provided diere is a nexus between die violations and one of die five grounds of 
race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership of a social group. Never- 
dieless, departmental officers took die view diat no member of die group had uttered 
‘key’ or ‘trigger’ words, such as ‘refugee status’. The officers did not advise die asylum 
seekers eidier diat diey would be required to fill in die standard form to commence 
die refugee-status determination procedure or diat diey had a right to seek legal ad
vice, even diougli a lawyer from die Refugee Advice and Casework Service (Victoria)

UN doc. A/CONF. 148/2, 26 April 1989; reproduced in International Journal o f  Refugee Ijuy, Vol. 1, 
1989.

See particularly ss. 45-47, ss. 193(2), 198(4) and 256 o f die Migration A ct
5

The facts as stated here are drawn from the judgment at first instance, W u Yu Fang and Ors v Minister 
for Immigration and Ethnic Allans (Federal Court, O ’Louglilin J, unreported, 27 July 1995).
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had written to the Department offering his services to die asylum seekers. Due to die 
passage of retrospective legislation concerning ‘sale diird countries’, it dien became 
impossible for diese asylum seekers to apply for refugee status.

Judicial review of die Department’s behaviour was sought on a number of 
grounds. The asylum seekers claimed that diey had demonstrated a desire to be 
treated as applicants for refugee status sufficient to engage Australia’s protection obli
gations under die Refugee Convention and diat die Department had failed to accord 
die asylum seekers procedural fairness. Unsuccessful at first instance, die asylum 
seekers appealed to die Full Federal Court. Aldiough die Full Court was clearly 
concerned by die effective denial of die asylum seekers’ opportunity to access Austra
lia’s refugee-status determination procedures, die asylum seekers’ appeal was dis
missed. In die Full Court, Nicholson J, widi whom Jenkinson J concurred, con
cluded diat, aldiough die asylum seekers had, in factual terms, made an implicit claim 
to refugee status, die legislative framework required die completion of die application 
form. He also found diat die legislation precluded die application of common-law 
and international legal standards of procedural fairness. Carr J also held diat die 
legislation required die completion of die application form. On die odier hand, he 
found diat the relevant legislative provisions did not oust die requirements of proce
dural fairness, dius satisfying his concerns about die efficient but unfair treatment 
of die asylum seekers. However, Carr J was in die minority on diis point. Moreover, 
because of die application of die ‘safe diird country’ legislation, his judgment was lim
ited to making a declaration diat procedural fairness had been denied, in the hope diat 
die Minister would exercise his non-compellable discretion to allow die asylum seek
ers to apply for ref ugee status.

Aldiough die Department may legitimately argue diat illegal arrivals should not be 
positively encouraged to apply for refugee status if diere is no factual basis for such a 
claim, die Refugee Convention nevertheless places obligations on Australia to ensure 
diat refugees arc not returned. There is no mention of obligations on asylum seekers 
to apply for recognition as refugees. Indeed, die Convention makes no mention of 
national refugee-status determination systems at all. The accepted view is diat deter
minations are merely declaratory of refugee status. This means diat national determi
nations recognise diat a person meets die definition, but die protection accorded by 
die Convention does not depend, as a matter of international law, on such determina-

6
Wu Yu Fang n. 5 above.

7
Wu Yu Fang and Ors v The Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Adairs (Full Court o f die Federal

Court, unreported, 28 February 1996).
8

Ibid.
9

Ibid., per Nicholson J at paras 50-56.
10

Ibid., per Nicholson J particularly para 122.
11

Ibid., per Carr J at paras 61-91.
12

Ibid., per Can-J at para 60.

Ibid., per Carr J at paras 98-101. 'Hie Minister retains a discretion pursuant to s 91F(1).
13
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tions. Moreover, it is difficult to see how a group of non-Euglish-speaking boat peo
ple, detained and denied access to lawyers, would be able to take the refugee-status 
determination procedure any further without the assistance of the Department, a fact 
recognised by all members of the Full Federal Court.

Detention of Boat People

Fhe issue of the detention of Cambodian asylum seekers seems to have been the trig
ger for a series of legislative interventions made in response to the arrivals of particular 
boat-loads of asylum seekers and to particular judicial decisions, often while judicial 
proceedings were under way. Australia was involved in the peace plan for Cambodia 
under which the United Nations attempted to end the civil war in Cambodia and to 
reconstruct the country as a peaceful democracy in which respect for human rights was 
assured. The United Nations successfully conducted free elections in Cambodia 
which led to the formation of a new government and a significant reduction in hostili
ties. However, even in 1996, Cambodia is not yet stable.

In 1989, when the first boat-loads of Cambodians began to arrive in Australia, the 
UN mission had not arrived and talks between the factions were threatened with fail
ure. Thus it would appear prima facie that the Cambodians’ claims of refugee status 
might meet the definition contained in the Refugee Convention or that they might be 
deserving of stay on humanitarian grounds pursuant to the Minister’s discretion under 
s. 417. Nevertheless, the Cambodians were detained for the entire period ol the refu
gee-status determination procedure. In 1992, a group of Cambodian asylum seekers 
succeeded in having decisions refusing them refugee status set aside by the Federal 
Court and moved to seek release from detention. The government passed legislation 
requiring mandatory detention of all ‘designated persons’ (read ‘boat people’) for the 
period of 273 days and any other time during which the application for refugee status
was out of the Department’s hands, including periods when the application was sub- 

15
ject to court action.

The legislation was subjected to a constitutional challenge in the High Court, but 
most of it was upheld as being consistent with Australia’s right to control its borders 
and tlie need to make a decision regarding the ‘designated person’s’ right to enter 
Australia as a refugee or pursuant to some other legal immigration status. The 
question of consistency with Australia’s international human rights obligations was not 
considered because s. 54T of the legislation (now s. 186) provided that the new legis
lation overrode all laws other than the Constitution. The issue of consistency with 
international law is the subject of a communication to the Human Rights Committee, 
tlie body which supervises die Intemadonal Covenant on Civil and Polidcal Rights.

14
Ibid., per CarrJ at paras 61-91; per Nicholson J at para 67.

Part 2, Division 6, Migration Act ss. 177, 178, 182.
16

Chu KhengLim v Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs (1992) 110 ALR 97.

Adopted by GA Res. 2200A(XXI), 16 December 1966, entered into force 23 March 1976.
17
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A number of arguments may be made against the policy of detaining asylum 
seekers (Mathew, 1994:87-99; Crock, 1993). These arguments still have force despite 
the passage of the Migration Reform Act 1992 (Cth), which introduced some positive 
reforms to the detention regime, including bridging visas permitting the release of 
some categories of detainees. Although states are permitted to control immigration, it 
is accepted that there is a right to seek asylum at international law (Article 14 Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights). The Refugee Convention provides in Article 31 
that no penalties will be imposed on refugees entering a country illegally, and that only 
such restrictions on freedom of movement as are necessary will be imposed. In addi
tion, Article 9 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights prohibits 
arbitrary detention. Immigration authorities would argue that detention during the 
refugee-status determination procedure is not imposed as a penalty but as a protective 
safeguard against illegal entry, and that this restriction of freedom of movement is 
therefore necessary and far from arbitrary. However, while this argument might justify 
short periods of detention, it is questionable whether mandatory and prolonged de
tention is justified unless it is proven that the detainee is a threat to the country of ref
uge or likely to abscond. The Executive Committee of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) has issued a conclusion on detention of asy
lum seekers which states that detention for die duration of die refugee-status determi
nation procedure is impermissible. While die conclusion is not striedy binding, 
States Parties to die Refugee Convention are obliged under Article 35 to cooperate 
widi UNHCR and conclusions may be used as an aid in interpredng die Convention 
(Sztucki, 1989:287, 303-08). Moreover, die legislative history of die detention legisla
tion indicates diat die purpose of die legislation was not die legitimate one of prevent
ing illegal enpy to Australia, but die inhumane one of deterring further arrivals of asy
lum seekers. However desirable it may be to deter illegal entrants, die detention 
policy is indiscriminate and affects Convention refugees and odier people who are 
deserving of stay on humanitarian grounds. It also seeks to deter future arrivals by 
punishing diose who are already present.

Aldiougli die High Court upheld the newly introduced detention legislation, it 
found diat detention of die asylum seekers prior to die introduction of die legislation 
was invalid. The government’s first response to diis finding was to introduce retro
spective legislation which limited compensation claims by die asylum seekers to a 
dollar per day of die period of illegal detention. In view of die likelihood of a suc
cessful constitutional challenge on die basis diat die cap on compensation was an un
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GA Res 217AUII), 10 December 1948.
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UNHCR Executive Committee Conclusion No. 44, Report o f  the 37tli Session o f  the Executive 
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just appropriation of property, the government’s second response was to attempt ret
rospectively to ensure that die original detention was valid, despite die contrary ruling 
of die High Court. The government reasoned diat compensadon in diese circum
stances is a ‘windfall’, and diat asylum seekers could not seek to benefit from dieir 
own actions of arrival widiout a valid entry visa, which actions have required dieir de
tention. Once again, tiiis seeks to lay die blame for detention at die feet of die asylum 
seekers, punishing them for exercising dieir right to seek asylum from an intolerable 
home situation.

‘Countries of First Asylum’ and ‘Safe Third Countries’

Whereas detention of asylum seekers is a form of deterrence, die principle diat an 
asylum seeker may claim asylum only in die first port of call (die country of ‘first asy
lum’) seeks to pass die burden of protecting refugees to odier countries. Australia is 
effectively relying on diose countries’ refugee-status determination systems to protect 
die refugee from return to die place of persecution. In legal terms, die principle of die 
country of first asylum rests on die fact diat, aldiough die Refugee Convention forbids 
refoulement, it does not allocate responsibility for determination of refugee status to 
any particular state. Article 31 of die Refugee Convention provides diat illegal entry 
will not be penalised where die asylum seeker has come directly from die territory ol 
persecution, and Article 32 provides diat expulsion to non-persecutory places is pro
hibited only in die case of lawful entrants. This suggests diat unaudiorised arrivals 
may be returned to dieir first port of call for a determination of refugee status. Never- 
dieless, die principle of lion-refoulement is of over-riding importance and requires 
diat states should defer consideration of refugee status only if die country of first asy
lum is obliged to accept die asylum seeker (Stenberg, 1989:121-30) or will respect die 
principle of non-refoulement (Hadiaway, 1991:46). Thus, die adoption of die princi
ples of country of first asylum and sale diird country in Europe has been criticised 
because of die lack of standardised refugee-status determination systems and die re
sulting risk of refoulement (Melander, 1992:104-05; Gamrasni-Ahlen, 1992:123; Ach- 
ermann & Gattiker, 1995:35-7).

The principle of ‘country of first asylum’ has also been criticised on die grounds 
diat it places die refugee burden on states close to die refugee flow. These are often 
developing countries wliich should not be expected to bear diis burden (Hadiaway, 
1991:47, citing Hull, 1983). It is perhaps ironic, dierefore, diat Australia has adopted 
die principle of country of first asylum in relation to asylum seekers who are en-

22
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compassed by die CPA, an arrangement which is designed to share the burden of 
refugees between the developing states of South East Asia and the developed Western 
immigration states. The rationale was concern that the CPA would be undermined if 
asylum seekers could ‘double dip’ or ‘forum shop’. The validity of this rationale 
depends on the standard of determination procedures under the CPA, which have 
been subjected to serious criticism (Hathaway, 1993:696-8; Lawyers’ Committee for 
Human Rights, 1989:21-6). The granting of refugee status to some asylum seekers by 
Australia alter they had been rejected in Indonesia illustrates the possibility that some 
genuine refugees are indeed being excluded under tire CPA determination proce
dures.

Of equal concern is the inclusion within die legislative amendments adopting the 
principle of country of first asylum of provisions precluding access to the Australian 
refugee-status determination procedures for asylum seekers resettled in ‘safe third 
countries’26 anti the hurried, retrospective application of diese provisions to Sino- 
Vietnamese asylum seekers fleeing from die Bei Hai region in China. Some com
mentators argue diat die concept of a sale diird country is a necessary adjunct to fair 
and efficient refugee-status determination procedures (Hailbronner, 1993:32-5). Yet 
serious questions remain concerning die procedure for deciding whedier particular 
countries are generally safe and die availability of review of such decisions, as well as 
die legality of effectively denying individual determinations of refugee status.

In one sense, die decision to nominate China as a safe third country is disingenu
ous, as die asylum seekers were complaining about China’s treatment of diem. 
Moreover, based on UNHCR Executive Committee conclusion 58 (1989), Kjaerum 
(1992) suggests diat, in cases of refugees who have been resetded in a diird country, 
die standard by which to assess whedier die refugees should be permitted spontane
ously to seek asylum elsewhere is lower dian diat relating to asylum seekers complain
ing about treatment in dieir countries of origin. The standard in relation to so-called 
sale diird countries (which Kjaerum calls ‘countries of first asylum’ and which may 
also be referred to as ‘safe host countries’28) is diat of protection in terms of general 
human rights standards:

The refugee must as a minimum be provided with shelter and have access to 
gainful employment and relief until work is found. If refugees risk living be
low a certain subsistence level in die Isafe diird countryl, dien it cannot be 
concluded diat diey have obtained protection in die country concerned. 
(Kjaerum, 1992:519)

25
See, for example, Senator Crowley, Second Reading Speech, Senate, Hansard, 21 September 1994, 
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The rationale lor the different standard appears to be that die suffering of diose who 
have already had to flee once should not be exacerbated dirough subjection to sub
standard treatment in die country of refuge. Aldiough die UNHCR regional repre- 
sentadve gave evidence to die Senate Standing Committee on Legal and Consdtutional 
Legisladon to die effect that die Bei Hai region posed no real protection problems for 
Sino-Vietnamese resettied diere, die asylum seekers had complained of lack of shel
ter and employment. China’s general human rights record lends support to the asy
lum seekers’ claims diat dieir treatment was substandard.

Coercive Population Control in China

A fourth strategy for reducing die numbers of asylum seekers arriving in Australia is to 
exclude diem dirough legislative interpretation of the Convention definition of a refu
gee. In 1995 die Federal Court decided (‘the Sackville decision’) diat couples fearing 
forced sterilisations or abortion for die woman partner were persecuted on die basis 
of membership of a particular social group. In response, die government intro
duced a Bill providing diat die fertility control policies of any government are to be 
disregarded in determining whedier a person is a member of a social group. The 
government reasoned diat die one-child policy is of general application, and diat hu
man rights violations committed in die name of die policy are not aimed at people 
because they are members of a social group, but radier are designed to advance die 
aims ol die policy. The government claimed dial discriminatory enforcement of die 
one-child policy —  for example, in relation to minorities —  would still be encom
passed by die definition of a ref ugee as applied in Australia.

The government’s interpretation of die Convention definition is not widiout force 
and, indeed, was accepted by the Full Federal Court on appeal. Thus, die Bill be
came unnecessary. However, in his decision Sackville J appears to take die view diat 
governmental policy may identify particular social groups, whereas in die leading case 
of Momto die test adopted turned on whedier society as a whole views a group as 
identifiable as such. As Taylor (1993:319-20) has pointed out, some social groups 
may become identifiable as such because diey are viewed by dieir persecutors as 
direats to die social or political order: for example, die Khmer Rouge divided die 
Cambodian populace into ‘new people’ and ‘old people’, groups which previously had 
no social significance.

29
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The question is whether it is completely circular or ‘stretching’ the Convention to 
view people disobeying the one-child policy as engaging in a form of civil disobedience 
or dissidence, and, on that basis, attracting particularly harsh enforcement measures 
which would not apply to persons content to adopt the model of citizenship imposed 
by tiie authorities. To put it another way: is it a case of persecution despite, rather 
than because of, political opinion or membership in a social group? If so, one sug
gested solution is to recognise a conscientious objector exception (Tobin Shiers, 
1990:1029-37).

In this context, it is relevant that women are bearing the brunt of die one-child 
policy, not only because diey are die biological child-bearers, but because of traditional 
views about who should hear responsibility for birth control, as well as male domi
nance of policy-making (Human Rights in China, 1995:42-3). The Australian gov
ernment’s strict approach would seem to rule out ‘disparate impact’ analysis, whereby 
only die disproportionate impact of die policy on women would be examined in order 
to establish whedier any nexus existed between persecution and diis particular social 
group. Radier, it would be necessary to demonstrate die existence of a clearly dis
criminatory policy whereby no man was ever subjected to harsh enforcement meas
ures. But, as noted by die Australian Haw Reform Commission, women often face 
indirect and informal forms of discrimination. The upshot is that women asylum 
seekers can face severe problems in presenting claims for refugee status in Australia 
(Australian Law Reform Commission, 1994:242-3).

It is also of concern diat die government intervened widi a Bill before die courts 
had finished dealing widi die issue, which action suggests diat die government has litde 
faidi in die courts and is less concerned widi die independence of refugee-status deci
sion-making dian widi deterring potential asylum seekers. It is true diat die principles 
adopted in die Sackville decision could arguably be extended to a vast array of situa
tions, rendering redundant the requirement of a nexus between persecution and die 
five grounds of persecution. Nevertheless, die immediate impact of die Sackville 
decision has perhaps been exaggerated. The class of people eligible lor ref ugee status 
was limited by die terms of die judgment to diose facing die harshest enforcement 
measures; and die evidence suggests diat diese measures are limited to small areas of 
China. Apprehension diat opposition to a/governm ent policy would provide a basis 
for refugee status alter die Sackville decision is also unfounded, since it is still required 
diat die policy concerned involves persecution or die violation of human rights: mere 
opposition to taxation policy, for example, would not found a claim f or ref ugee status. 
Finally, even if legislative intervention was necessary, it would have been more appro
priate to legislate for a new class of humanitarian migration. Such a response would 
have die advantage of making clear diat Australia does not support coercive popula
tion control. As it is, die government overlooked die potential of die Bill to encour-

Compare Helton’s (1983:45) argument that the category o f social group was meant to be a ‘catch all’ 
residual category with Hathaway's (1991:159) view that such a liberal interpretation effectively disregards 
die nexus requirement
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age coercive population control in China, possibly contributing to further refugee 
flows (Mathew, 1995:160).

Conclusion

It is increasingly difficult to challenge the treatment of asylum seekers in Australian 
courts^ The Federal Court may no longer review decisions on the ground of natural 
justice or the ground that a decision involves an ̂ exercise of power so unreasonable 
that no reasonable person would have exercised it Moreover, successful challenges 
are likely to be met with reactive legislative action. However, there is potential for re
view by human rights treaty bodies such as the Human Rights Committee and the 
Committee Against Torture. The latter supervises the Convention Against Torture, 
which provides in Article 3 for die non-refoulement of victims of torture.

It has always appeared odd diat Australia should have accepted mechanisms for 
international scrutiny of its human rights record, while neglecting to implement its ob
ligations properly in die domestic legal arena (Charleswordi, 1995:129-30). Widi die 
proviso diat national interpretation of international human rights standards should be 
at least consistent widi interpretations adopted by international bodies, die doctrine of 
die separation of powers suggests diat die judiciary is die appropriate national institu
tion widi which to entrust die interpretation of Australia’s human rights obligations.

Perhaps die government takes die view diat it should exclude die courts from die 
task of interpretation of die Refugee Convention on die grounds diat a plenary legisla
tive power, widi ramifications for foreign policy, is involved. Yet it is precisely where 
considerations, such as foreign policy, arise which are extraneous to die international 
legal obligations at stake diat independent decision-making is most necessary. Fur- 
diermore, die Convention definition of a refugee is precisely diat: a definition. It is 
not a magic wand diat can prevent asylum seekers from arriving. The government 
would make better use of its powers if it left die question of interpretation to the Refu
gee Review Tribunal and die courts, and adopted stronger measures in its foreign re
lations to deal widi die causes of refugee llows. This could require abandoning die 
quiet diplomacy diat has characterised Australia’s past stance on human rights in 
neighbouring countries (cf. Burchill, 1995:123-5; Salla, 1995:219-22).

35
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S is now generally recognised, the end of the cold war and the collapse of so
cialism as a coherent ideal have returned to prominence the older struggle
between liberalism and conservatism. On one side stand the enlightenment 

and its believers in progress and individual freedom; on the other side are the forces 
of tradition, nationalism, and ethnic and religious division. Now, coincidentally, two 
authors representing these opposing trends have addressed the same problem: the 
relationship between morality and the market economy.

This might all sound very abstract, but both authors focus on concrete, immediate 
problems: specifically, social welfare and the relief of poverty. Gertrude Himmelfarb 
makes the connection directly, blaming our social problems on moral decline. Sam
uel Brittan, for reasons which will emerge, does not draw such a link, but he also has 
interesting things to say about poverty.

Legitimising Values

Himmelfarb is a distinguished social historian, specialising in 19th-century Britain. 
Her first book was a biography of Lord Acton, the eminent liberal historian; she has 
since produced studies of Darwin and of Mill, a volume of essays, and several works 
on poverty and social life in Victorian times. Himmelfarb is also married to Irving

Charles Richardson is a consulting philosopher and freelance writer living in 
Umina, New South Wales.
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Kristol, a leading ideologue of the American right. Their son is Bill Kristol, famous in 
recent times as ideas man to former Vice-President Dan Quayle.

Himmelfarb’s topic this time is the moral standards of the Victorian era; ‘a hierar
chical, patriarchal, deferential order’ (p. 54), whose citizens were ‘disciplined, inhib
ited, conforming’ (p. 85). Despite diese descriptions, Himmelfarb is an endiusiastic 
partisan of die Victorians. Nodiing diat diey do seems to faze her: religion, die mon
archy, corporal punishment, poor sanitation, all are paraded in a tone of apparent 
approval. According to Himmelfarb, pretty much everything diat we need to know 
about morality we could learn from die Victorians.

A good deal of what Himmelfarb has to say about die era is unexcepdonable. Of 
course Victorian Britain was (by past standards) a prosperous and flourishing society. 
Of course diere were many fine men and women who worked widiin the broad 
framework of Victorian morality. O f course it was not all so bad as it has sometimes 
been painted. But most readers will probably not need convincing about diese dtings. 
The end of die cold war has left Himmelfarb at a bit of a loss; she often spends her 
time combating Marxist interpretations which are no longer more dian academic curi- 
osides (for example, die ‘indigenous values’ of die working class, p. 30; cf. p. 159). 
The book somedmes seems to consist of a relendess campaign against a series of 
straw persons.

It is also a mean-spirited book. Himmelfarb is not one to be charitable to her 
opponents, even when diey have been dead for a century. She is positively gleeful 
when detailing die misfortunes of die ‘new women’ who defied Victorian social con
vention (pp. 198-204). She also recounts die fall of Oscar Wilde widiout a word of 
condemnation for die barbaric treatment he received at die hands of die ‘moral’ Vic
torians (p. 211). One feels diat John Stuart Mill escapes similar treatment only be
cause his prestige is too high for a frontal assault; even so, diere is no doubt as to 
Himmelfarb’s opposition to die central tenets of On Liberty (see for example pp. 206- 
8, and compare Himmelfarb, 1974).

Although die historical detail in Himmelfarb’s book is impressive, she is not 
writing just as a historian. The main aim is to draw lessons lor today’s society. Her 
policy prescriptions are made explicit only at die end of die book, but diey will not 
surprise anyone who reads diat far. Himmelfarb is not content widi die traditional 
‘neutrality’ of die liberal state; she specifically attacks bans on government-sponsored 
prayer and ‘nonjudgmental’ attitudes to illegitimacy (p.247). Instead, she calls on con
servatives to capture die apparatus of government and legislate for die moral values 
diat she considers important:

Values, even traditional values, require legitimation. At the very least, diey 
require not to be illegitimated. And in a secular society, legitimation or ille- 
gitimation is in die hands of die dominant culture, die state, and die courts.
(p. 248)
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Although Himmelfarb claims to he aware of the dangers of paternalism, and denies 
that a return to Victorianism is possible, she sets no limit on the range of government 
actions to enforce ‘values’.

Judging Morality

How should liberals react to this sort of argument? No sane person denies that moral 
values have an effect on social and economic conditions —  although the causal link 
can run the other way as well (Marx no doubt exaggerated this tendency, but he did 
not invent it). W hat standards, then, should we use to judge whether a particular set 
of moral values is appropriate for a free and prosperous society?

It seems to me that we should be able to assess morality on two separate levels. 
First, there is the suitability of the specific moral standards or rules that are taught. As 
W . K. Clifford (1879:183) put it, do they tend to ‘knit society together, or rend it in 
pieces’? Second, there is the overall structure or tone of the moral code: does it en
courage people to correct its errors and discover new truths, or does it disparage ra
tional enquiry and therefore frustrate the search for truth? Fhe authoritarian morality 
of die Victorian era fails on bodi counts.

Widi its insistence on social conformity, its rigid subjection of women, and its ob
session widi sexual matters, Victorian morality fell far short of full respect for human 
freedom and diversity. Freedom and diversity, moreover, are die key ingredients for 
unleashing economic growth. It is hardly far-fetched to suggest diat die stultifying ef
fect of rigid class and sex disdnedons was one of die major factors which retarded 
Britain’s growtii in die late 19di and early 20di centuries. At die very least, we should 
have to say dial die social utility of Victorian morality in its more controversial aspects 
has not been established.

It is a peculiar blindness in Himmelfarb dial she fails to address diis point. In
deed, she seems to largely share die obsessions of the Victorians. She disclaims any 
intendon to ‘belitde’ die issues of ‘illegidmacy, abortion, and homosexuality’ (p. 5), 
and references to illegidmate births as a key social indicator keep cropping up 
diroughout die book —  even diougli she admits diat dierc is no causal connection 
between illegidmacy and crime or poverty (p. 239).

More significant, however, is die fact diat die structure of Victorian moral teach
ing, quite independendy of its particular values, is hostile to die spirit of free inquiry. 
By basing morality on audiority —  originally religious audiority, supplemented by 
quasi-religious attitudes to family and monarchy —  and preaching die virtue of obedi
ence, conservatives have tried to freeze standards in place and prevent moral doubt. 
In doing so, however, diey have prevented much needed reform. Even a badly flawed 
set of doctrines can be accepted if it also contains die means for discovery and correc
tion of errors. By contrast, even die best substantive code we can devise will be harm-

i
As her subtitle implies, Himmelfarb distinguishes between ‘virtues’ and ‘values’, and prefers the former.

I find her reasons for tliis distinction unj>crsuasive, and indeed she often ignores it herself (as in the pas
sage just quoted). In many contexts, to substitute ‘virtues’ for ‘values’ is to make grammatical nonsense, at 
least in late 20th-century English.
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ful if it is cut off from rational criticism. The ringing words of Milton (hardly an 
amoral libertine) on the subject deserve to be better known:

A man may be a heretic in the truth; and if he believe tilings only because his 
pastor says so, or the assembly so determine, without knowing other reason, 
though his belief be true, yet the very truth he holds becomes his heresy. 
(Quoted in Clifford, 1879:187)

It may be claimed, of course, that an authoritarian morality is at least better than 
none, and that we have now gone to the opposite extreme by leaving society, particu
larly children, with no moral guidance at all. Himmelfarb sometimes seems to adopt 
this attitude; it would explain the curious fact that she says virtually nothing in defence 
of her own moral judgments. W hat I think is really happening, though, is not that 
Himmelfarb might accept another morality in place of her own, but that she assumes 
that her morality is the only one there is. Like many conservatives, she readily accuses 
people of rejecting morality in general, when all the evidence shows is that they have 
rejected her particular moral judgements. Competing views on illegitimacy (pp. 240-1) 
are an obvious example of this, but not only contemporaries come in for this treat
ment: Nietzsche’s attack on Christian morality is flagrantly reinterpreted as an attack 
on morality in general (p. 188).

The lack of moral standards today is an empirically disputable claim. If we do 
observe moral chaos around us, however (and without conceding Himmelfarb’s claim 
as to how great that chaos is), it gives no comfort to the neo-Victorians. On the con
trary, it is authoritarian morality that must take a large share of the responsibility. 
W hen moral doctrines (sound or unsound) are tied to authority, then it is not surpris
ing to find a decline in authority leading to a decline in morality. Most obviously, if 
morality is presented as part of revealed religion, and revealed religion is then discred
ited, morality is all too likely to go the same way. This is what Nietzsche saw as the 
great irony of Christianity’s fate: by teaching people the virtue of truth, it prepared the 
way for its own destruction as the falsity of its empirical claims was established. Left 
unsupported, Christian morality was doomed:

In this way Christianity as a dogma was destroyed by its own morality; in the 
same way Christianity as morality must now perish, too: we stand on the 
threshold of this event. . . .  IMJorality will gradually perish now: this is the 
great spectacle in a hundred acts which is reserved for the next two centuries 
in Europe, the most terrible, most questionable, and perhaps also the most 
hopeful of all spectacles. (Nietzsche, 1887:279, original emphases)

2 . . . . . .  .
Himmelfarb’s attitude to Nietzsche is particularly interesting. She has read enough to demonise him, but

not understand liim. l i t is  is a pity, because Nietzsche has a lot to say about tilings which puzzle Himmel
farb. H e could have explained, for example, how jieople like Oscar W ilde were attracted to Roman Ca
tholicism without being religious (p. 214).
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Now for Some Good News

Amidst all this doomsaying, the good news is that a basic moral sense does survive. 
Social cohesion may be battered, but it does not disintegrate. Some explanation of 
this, and much else of value, can be found in Samuel Brittan’s Capitalism with a H u
man Face. Brittan is an economics columnist with the Financial Times of London, 
and has written a number of books on economic and political theory. His most well- 
known work is Capitalism and the Permissive Society (Brittan, 1973). In it he not 
only showed support for both economic and social freedom, but clearly pointed out 
the link between the two: something that still escapes conservatives like Himmelfarb.

In the present book Brittan has collected a number of his longer essays from the 
last decade or so, most of them extensively rewritten, with a new introduction explain
ing his intellectual development. The topics are many and varied, and it is impossible 
to do justice to all of them here. A recurring theme, however, is the morality of capi
talism, and the way in which an understanding of ediics and of economics can rein
force each other. This is also the theme of the recent collection of conference papers 
edited by Samuel Brittan and Alan Hamlin.

Brittan’s central point is twofold: that free markets depend for their proper func
tioning on a wide range of moral assumptions, and that moral values in turn can be 
understood as the outcome of spontaneous evolution in a market-like process. In the 
first chapter, ‘Economics and Ethics’, he discusses results in game theory, beginning 
with Axelrod’s (1984) pioneering work on the ‘Prisoner’s Dilemma’, that show how 
social cooperation can evolve among a community of self-interested agents. There is 
no transcendental revelation or appeal to authority, just an ‘invisible hand’ mecha
nism: moral standards evolve because they are more beneficial in the long run than a 
short-sighted pursuit of self-interest.

The result is a ‘contractarian’ approach to morality, although Brittan does not use 
this term until chapter three. He prefers to describe himself as a ‘rule-utilitarian’ —  
his greatest philosophical debt is to David Hume —  in contrast to act-utilitarianism, 
which he somewhat mischievously ascribes to Keynes (p. 106). Recent contractarian 
work, such as that of Robert Sugden (1986) and David Friedman (1989), discusses 
how conventions emerge to govern social interaction, and how the conventions in time 
come to have moral force. These ideas explain (perhaps more than Brittan allows) 
how the market may be able to assist in resolving moral problems.

For example, Brittan draws attention to two problems facing market economics: 
the demarcation of the market sector, and the specification of its ground rules or 
‘background conditions’ (pp. 57-8). In theory, however, both problems can be solved 
in one move: by defining the market sector to include everything, including the task of 
specifying background conditions. To say just what this solution involves in practice is 
a more difficult task. It is worth noting though that democratic government as we 
know it is at least weakly analogous to a market process, as public choice theory re
minds us. Hume, Sugden and the rest show how the origins of morality fit the same 
description. The ‘anarcho-capitalists’ whom Brittan disparages (p. 57), who want to 
turn the whole lot over to the market, are therefore not proposing something different 
in principle, only more explicit —  and possibly more efficient The same can be said
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about Brittan’s discussion of monetary policy: to say that competition in currencies 
might be the best solution is not to deny Brittan’s point that it is fundamentally a 
moral problem, because moral problems may turn out to have market solutions.

Similar issues arise from the Brittan-Hamlin collection of papers. In his invitation 
to the participants, Brittan pointed out that ‘The key constraints’ on economic activity 
‘are often not just those of limited budgets, or even die physical and institutional envi
ronment, but beliefs and moral codes’ (p. xi). Several contributors take up diis dieme: 
Amartya Sen explains how incomplete development of moral standards can leave a 
role for Mafia-like organisations, John Fender uses game-dieoretic tools to assess die 
place of altruism in an economic system (and, in passing, die incentive effects of pub
lic and private charity), and Alan Hamlin gives an excellent concise summary of die 
ways in which economics invites moral scrudny.

Like most such collections, die Brittan-Hamlin volume exhibits diversity as well as 
unity, and a number of papers, interesdng in diemselves, are incidental to my main 
dieme. Nigel Lawson, formerly Britain’s Chancellor of die Exchequer, gives a 
thoughtful moral defence of capitalism; Norman Barry launches anodier attack on 
‘contemporary American business ediics’ —  die ediics of die ediicists, diat is, not die 
businesses —  and John Broome presents a fascinating short argument about rationing 
in healdi care, which, as Hamlin points out, has much wider application.

Spending our Moral Legacy

Perhaps die most revealing diing about diese conference participants is die style in 
which diey tackle dieir various problems. Their approach to morality is unfailingly 
rational and undogmatic. To die extent diat diis is representative of modem academic 
economics, reports of die deadi of academia must surely be exaggerated. While 
Himmelfarb and her followers accept large slabs of conventional morality widiout 
question, the economists’ attitude seems to be: question everything!

This also is Brittan’s approach. Aldiough I diink he may be unduly pessimistic 
about die fit between our moral standards and die market system, it is clearly not a 
conservative morality diat he diinks we need. He worries diat the popular moral no
tion of a ‘just price’ impedes economic efficiency (pp. 49-50). He associates die rise of 
capitalism widi ‘die torchlight of secular and rationalistic enquiry’ (p. I l l ) ,  and, in a 
chapter on Hayek, he warns against ‘far ranging conservative evolutionism’ (p. 115) or 
‘Burkean conservatism’. The dissidents who helped bring down die Soviet Union arc 
approvingly described as ‘constructivist rationalists’ (p. 119).

Sometimes Brittan even gives rationalism too much of a free rein. He suggests 
diat textbook writers pay insufficient attention to, lor example, die fact diat ‘The 
shooting of one’s competitors is not an acceptable way of maximising profits or even 
minimising losses’ (p. 58). But diis may be one of die diings best trusted to uncon
scious evolution, A la Hayek. As Bernard Williams remarks,

One does not feel easy widi die man who in die course of a discussion of how
to deal widi political or business rivals says, ‘O f course, we could have diem
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killed, but we should lay that aside right from the beginning’. It should never 
have come into his hands to be laid aside. (Williams, 1985:185)

Despite his rationalism, Brittan locates the origins of capitalism in a very different 
sort of moral environment, whose legacy is now waning:

Society was living on the moral heritage of the feudal system. . . . For a long 
time capitalist civilisation was able to live on this feudal legacy, and the aura of 
legitimacy was transferred from the feudal lord to the employer, from the 
medieval hierarchy of position to that derived from the luck of the market 
place, (p. I l l )

The idea of ‘moral capital’, which modem society has been living on without re
plenishing, is a fashionable one among conservatives. It is implicit in Himmelfarb’s 
book, particularly her last chapter. It is therefore very appropriate for Brittan to re
mind us that our moral traditions, even those diat may once have been quite service
able, are not all sweetness and enlightenment.

The notion of moral capital also reminds us that morality can have effects which 
are far from immediate: a time lag is involved. As Bertrand Russell (1935:62) pointed 
out, ‘political events very frequently take their colour from the speculations of an ear
lier time: there is usually a considerable interval between die promulgation of a theory 
and its practical efficacy’. But if we take diis idea seriously, dien die achievements of 
Victorian morality look even less impressive. Might it not be argued diat die relatively 
libertarian morality of die 18di century led to die economic miracle of mid-19th- 
century Britain, while die audioritarian morality of die Victorian era paved die way 
for die carnage of World W ar I and die killing fields of die mid-20di century?

There is a great deal else to recommend in Brittan’s book. His review of die 
Thatcher Government’s economic record in chapter ten is die most sensible I have 
ever read. He also has very sensible diings to say about trade ‘deficits’ (chapter eight), 
exchange rates (chapter nine), and die relationship between wage levels and unem
ployment (chapter eleven, but also in odier places, such as pp. 48-9). And tiiere are 
many odier gems scattered diroughout; for example, he is die first writer I have seen 
draw attention to die fact diat calls for government to be ‘pro-business’ are analogous 
to calls for business to assume more social responsibilities, and are dangerous for die 
same reason (p. 46).

Brittan’s tone diroughout is clear but not confrontational. He has firm opinions 
on most of die subjects he writes about, but he never pretends to have die last word, 
and he does an excellent job of making economic details accessible to die general 
reader. Even where one disagrees widi his specific views, diere is no room for doubt 
about his liberal credentials. In today’s confused intellectual climate, where even

3
Himmelfarb describes Victorian Britain as attaining ‘a degree o f civility and humaneness that was die 

envy of die rest o f die world’ (p. 18). But 18th-century Britain was already die envy o f die world, at least 
among civilised opinion: look at Montesquieu and Voltaire.
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Himmelfarb tries to claim the mantle of liberalism, Brittan is the genuine article. 
The following reproach is typical; readers in Victoria will not need to have the parallel 
spelled out: ‘The extreme activism of even a Thatcherite Conservative administration, 
ever eager to promote British exports by hook or by crook, and to intervene ad hoc in 
local government, was far removed from the ideal of a civil association which leaves its 
members to carry on their own affairs’ (p. 123).

Poverty and Welfare

I have stressed Brittan’s liberalism because some readers may question it when they 
come to his thoughts on the relief of poverty. Brittan is a supporter of the welfare 
state. As he puts it in the title of chapter 12, ‘Redistribution: Yes. Equality: No’. In
deed, he argues that supporters of smaller government, by focusing on welfare 
spending, have let more important targets escape:

By placing too many hopes on reforming the welfare state, free market 
radicals are letting the interventionists get away with too much perverse inter
ference in what used to be the heartlands of the market economy: trade, in
dustry, agriculture. Even alter the experience of the 1980s, in which many 
governments have professed devotion to competition, we have a full enough 
agenda in these areas without entering the much more complex emotive area 
of privatising the welfare state, (p. 276)

Newt Gingrich, please call your office!
None of this means that Brittan is happy with die welfare system as it now exists. 

He proposes reforms along die lines of what he calls a ‘basic income’, similar to the 
‘negadve income tax’ once popularised by Milton Friedman (1962:190-5). The cen
tral idea is diat all welfare payments should be needs-based, on a uniform scale, and 
provided in cash radier dian services. Brittan’s discussion of diis topic repays careful 
reading. Aldiough he regards die full basic income scheme as presendy outside the 
bounds of political possibility, he has a number of suggestions for its piecemeal imple
mentation. While die British system differs in detail from diat of Australia or New 
Zealand, die fundamental issues are common diroughout die western world.

The ‘basic income’ plan arouses conflicting emotions in many people (including 
me). On die one hand, transfer payments which ignore criteria of need —  a category 
which still includes most government spending in Australia —  are morally problem
atic. On die odier, a uniform scheme which treats all poverty as equally ‘deserving’, 
regardless of its cause, seems to conflict widi other established and useful moral intui
tions.

The harmful incentives created by some welfare schemes are now pretty generally 
recognised, but diere is scope for a good deal more work in this area. It would be

4
In a recent essay she professes ‘a libertarian conservatism that regards itself as the true heir of classical 

liberalism’ (Himmelfarb, 1994:75).
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interesting to see someone like Brittan undertake an assessment of the utility of a 
moral attitude like the ‘stigma’ traditionally attached to welfare dependency. Could it 
be seen as a naturally emerging convention which plays a part in reducing poverty, or 
as a hangover from traditional morality which inhibits clear thinking about our prob
lems?

For conservatives like Himmelfarb, this is all peripheral. To them, the welfare 
state is not an economic issue but a moral evil. The message to emerge from Brittan, 
however, is that the problems of poverty and the pathology of the underclass are 
largely the result of bad policy, not of moral weakness. Some of the policy failings are 
of long standing; in America diey start with the slave trade, which still casts a long 
shadow over race relations. O f more recent origin is the disastrous policy of drug 
prohibition, a uniquely effective catalyst for poverty and crime. (One of the Victori
ans’ virtues that Himmelfarb neglects was their tolerant attitude towards drugs. Those 
were the days when there was real coke in Coca-Cola!)

Dealing with the consequences of policy mistakes of the past is a difficult prob
lem. In trying to work out ‘how to get there from here’, we face many pitfalls that 
would not exist if we were starting from scratch. But it is not primarilv a moral prob
lem, and we will hamper the search for solutions if we follow Himmelfarb and treat it 
as one.
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NOTES AND TOPICS

The Impact of New Zealand’s Employment 
Contracts Act: A Preliminary Assessment

Rod Lingard

N 15 May 1996, supporters of the Employment Contracts Act (ECA) —  
I  »arguably New Zealand’s most controversial piece of reform legislation in 

recent years —  celebrated its fifth anniversary. To mark the event, a major 
business survey conducted by the New Zealand Institute of Economic Research 
(NZIER) was released. Of 562 New Zealand firms surveyed, 55.6 per cent reported 
that the ECA had enhanced labour productivity, 66.3 per cent that it had improved 
operational flexibility, and 50.1 per cent diat it had increased training (Savage et al , 
1996). These findings reinforced the encouraging results of a public opinion poll 
tiiat the New Zealand Employers Federation commissioned in late 1995, which re
ported a significant shift of support towards die ECA. It indicated employees’ job 
satisfaction at a combined positive and neutral rating of 76 per cent; an even higher 
rating for employees satisfied widi dieir employer at 78 per cent; and a hitiierto un
heard-of rating of 85 per cent of employees satisfied widi dieir existing terms and 
conditions of employment (Moore & Stockwell, 1995).

Neverdieless, the ECA started to come under constant attack from a loose coa
lition of left-leaning parties as New Zealand approached die general election of 12 
October 1996, die first under its new Mixed Member Proportional electoral system. 
The alleged labour productivity improvements under die ECA have proved espe
cially contentious. A recent report published joindy by die Australian Council of 
Trade Unions (ACTIJ) and die Australian Council of Social Service (ACOSS) 
claimed that Australia consistendy out-performed New Zealand during die period 
1984-95, particularly on die key indicator of labour productivity (ACTU-ACOSS, 
1996:6-7). Research undertaken by New Zealand labour market economists Tim 
Maloney and John Savage (1996) on die effects of New Zealand’s economic re
forms tend to support diese findings. But whereas die ACTU-ACOSS report at
tributes Australia’s superior performance to its Prices & Incomes Accord, Maloney 
and Savage speculate that New Zealand’s relatively poorer performance may be a 
temporary effect of accelerated job growtii as lower-skilled, less productive workers 
have found employment during die rapid economic expansion diat has occurred 
over die most recent phase of die reforms. This would explain the significant drop

Rod Lingard is Director of Lingard Labour Markets Limited, Wellington.
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in unemployment from a peak of nearly 11 per cent in September 1991 to 6.1 per 
cent in December 1995, a drop all the more impressive as it coincided with a rising 
labour force participation rate.

Comparative labour productivity can be notoriously difficult to analyse effec
tively by any method other dian long-run detailed studies. In the absence of these, 
any preliminary assessment of the impact of the ECA must rely on the inherendy 
less reliable and more subjective findings of business surveys that tend to espouse 
die virtues of the ECA.

Outline of the Employment Contracts Act 1991

The key principles of the ECA are freedom to negotiate and freedom of represen- 
tadon. They underpin die legislation's express objective ‘to promote an efficient 
labour market’. The ECA achieves diis by placing employment contracts on largely 
the same basis as other commercial contracts. Accordingly, employers and workers 
are free to negotiate whatever arrangements diat may suit diem widi eidier individ
ual or collective contracts (or a combination of both, diough collective contracts 
must be in writing and have an expiry date). Some regulation remains: all em
ployment contracts must observe statutory requirements for a minimum wage, pub
lic and annual holidays, special and parental leave entidements; and an Employ
ment Tribunal and Court exist to setde labour disputes.

Compulsory unionism, briefly dispensed widi in 1983-84, has again been out
lawed under die ECA dirough a broad ‘freedom of association’ provision allowing 
workers a virtually unfettered choice of bargaining agent.

Bargaining Outcomes

Collective bargaining has ceased to be die predominant mediod utilised by employ
ers and dieir employees in negotiating terms and conditions of employment. The 
New Zealand Department of Labour’s (1996) bargaining statistics show diat only 20 
per cent of the employed labour force, or 330,900 workers, are covered by collec
tive employment contracts. More tellingly, die same statistics show diat New Zea
land unions represent 80 per cent of diis minority bargaining group, and are in
volved in only 67 per cent of die negotiations for collective employment contracts. 
This means that only 16 per cent of die workforce are now covered by union- 
negotiated collective contracts, which is about 272,000 employees. The remainder 
of New Zealand’s labour force, well over 1.3m employees, are eidier on some form 
of self-represented informal collective contract, or have individual arrangements. It 
would appear diat most are not union members.

For information about the specific measurable outcomes of contract bargaining 
as it applies to self-represented groups or individual employees, we must for die 
moment rely on die NZIER business survey, which indicates diat, under the ECA, 
around half the companies studied reported increases in ordinary-time wage rates, 
performance-based remuneration, and multi-skilling, as well as in flexibility, training 
and labour productivity. However, more systematic information is available about
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the 20 per cent of the work force covered by collective employment contracts. Vic
toria University’s Industrial Relations Centre (Harbridge & Honeybone, 1995) re
ports a modest but increasing trend of weighted wage increases for all employees in 
the collective group rising from 0.1 per cent a year in December 1992 through to 
1.5 per cent a year in June 1995.

W hen adjusted for headline inflation, die resulting outcome, as measured by 
Statistics New Zealand’s (1995) Real Wage Rate Index, is a net overall fall in real 
wages of 2.1 per cent since December 1992: hardly a ringing endorsement of the 
predicted benefits to New Zealand workers flowing from die labour market reform.

However, the index suffers from certain mediodological limitadons. It does not 
measure performance-based pay, productivity incentives, profit-sharing deals and 
other forms of lump-sum income payments diat are increasingly characterising in
dividual contract bargaining. Nevertheless, die surveys do suggest diat diose indus
try sectors and employee groups diat are predominandy covered by collective bar
gaining structures have made the smallest gains under the ECA reforms. Inevitably, 
however, the picture will remain unclear until in-depdi research is undertaken on 
this apparent and growing divergence between collective and individual bargaining 
outcomes.

Employee Representation

As a percentage of the total New Zealand labour force, union membership has 
shrunk to a fraction of die peak coverage of 65 per cent achieved in die 1960s and 
1970s. However, while the evidence clearly demonstrates that union membership 
in New Zealand has been in a steady and relendess decline over a long period, it is 
also clear diat die membership slump significandy accelerated following die arrival 
of die ECA.

Research conducted by Victoria University’s Industrial Relations Centre 
(Crawford et al., 1996) shows diat in December 1985 union membership had al
ready dropped 20 percentage points over die preceding 20 years, to 683,006 mem
bers in 259 unions, covering 43.5 per cent of die employed workforce. Interest
ingly, diis membership shrinkage occurred at a time of legislated compulsory union
ism, aldiough some of die fall-off would be due to rising unemployment from 1973 
onwards. A decade later, four and a half years after die ECA had come into effect 
and compulsory unionism abolished, membership had further plummeted to 
362,200 in 82 unions, covering only 21.7 per cent of die workforce.

From December 1985 through to May 1991, union membership density de
clined by only 2 percentage points (from 43.5 per cent to 41.5 per cent), an average 
annual reduction of only 0.35 percentage points. But between May 1991 and De
cember 1995, it fell nearly 20 percentage points, an average annual reduction of 4.4 
percentage points. The most devastating drop occurred in the 18 montiis immedi
ately following die passage of die ECA in May 1991, when union membership den
sity fell by 12.7 percentage points.

Widi only a 1.7 percentage point decline in die most recent twelve-mondi pe
riod on record, December 1994 to December 1995, diat trend now appears to be
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tailing off. But it is not yet clear whether this means that the decline in union repre
sentation has reached its so-called ‘natural level’ in a free and contestable labour 
market, or whether it represents no more than a brief respite in a continuing de
cline, as die parallel slump in collective bargaining would suggest. Some commenta
tors support die levelling-out hypothesis, claiming die recent trend in New Zealand 
reflects similar international experiences. Harbridge argues diat die bottom of die 
trough has been reached and diat New Zealand unions, inspired by die industrial 
action of dieir ACTU comrades at CRA’s bauxite mine in Weipa, Queensland, 
have similarly drawn ‘a line in die sand —  albeit a late line’ (Harbridge, 1995).

The trouble widi diis hypodiesis is diat trade unions appear to have become 
somewhat irrelevant in die deregulated labour market. Aldiough die recovering 
New Zealand economy has created 217,000 new jobs over die last five years, die 
evidence suggests that virtually none of diese have been unionised. Not surpris
ingly, die market for contestable bargaining representation services has become very 
competitive. Even die predominant New Zealand Engineering, Printing and Manu
facturing Union (NZEPMU) has found it difficult to translate significant employ
ment growdi in its own sector into gready increased union membership. Instead, it 
has managed to survive by sustaining its membership base dirough diose organisa
tional strategies characteristically adopted by any dominant player in a shrinking 
market: mergers and acquisitions. Yet die NZEPMU has still been unable to regain 
its most spectacular loss: die 1,200 aluminium workers from die Tiwai Point 
smelter operation owned by die CRA subsidiary Comalco, almost all of whom are 
on individual contracts.

The membership drop in odier unions, such as die once-big National Distribu
tion Union and Service Workers’ Union, has been substantial, often in excess of 60 
per cent of dieir pre-ECA membership. Survey evidence suggests diat diis is largely 
due to strong employment growdi in die services sector, which unions find difficult 
to organise.

The Impact on the Public Sector

The one bargaining representation experience diat goes against diis trend is diat of 
die public sector. Not only have die public sector unions suffered die smallest de
cline —  only 13 per cent since pre-ECA days —  but dieir industrial campaigns have 
also accounted for die recent rapid increase in work stoppages. Teachers, air traffic 
controllers, fire fighters and many public servants from core government depart
ments have now become die new union vanguard. This heightened activity may 
consist of nothing more dian predictable attempts to gain an advantage in an elec
tion year. But another explanation is diat public sector unions are under litde pres
sure to change. Protected in many cases by occupational regulation, and seemingly 
ignored by a government reluctant to address die national collective employment 
contracts diat sustain dieir professional fiefdoms, many such unions remain quar
antined from die reform process.

This has given rise to a curious paradox. New Zealand’s current National gov
ernment, as legislator, boldly introduced what has been recognised as die most radi-
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cal labour market reforms by any modern state in die industrialised world. But, as 
employer, it has tentatively pursued mosdy ineffective strategies in attempting to 
extend its own labour market reforms into key public sector workplaces. One ex
planation of diis is diat die government is not yet confident diat it can effectively 
handle the bargaining reforms, particularly diose involving individual arrangements, 
without exposing itself to fiscal risk. Support for this theory comes from die fact 
diat die government has demanded fiscally-neutral bargaining outcomes from all its 
agencies, and will not provide additional expenditures to fund contract-driven in
creases.

Anodier explanation is diat national collective contracts and dieir associated 
collective bargaining processes are more effective dian individual arrangements in 
driving down employee expectations and actual net wage outcomes diat could odi- 
erwise threaten current expenditure controls. As Harbridge and Honeybone (1995) 
demonstrate widi dieir sectoral comparisons of weighted mean annual wage move
ments, increases in die central government sector where national collective agree
ments predominate are rising at a much lower rate tiian in die private sector. While 
diis may appear an ironical result for a sector characterised by high union member
ship and national collective bargaining arrangements, it should not be forgotten diat 
the current New Zealand government remains committed to reducing overall gov
ernment expenditures to below 30 per cent of GDP.

The upshot is diat die government wants to implement bargaining reform in die 
public sector only where its own management can guarantee die flexibility and pro
ductivity improvements to sustain internally any resultant real wage growtii. This 
stance appears to be reflected in die results of die NZIER survey, which showed 
diat firms widi individual contracts had consistendy higher employment intentions, 
whereas companies widi multi-employer collective contracts had a significandy 
worse profitability performance, lower output and productivity expectations, and 
lower investment intentions dian die odier types.

These findings support not only die belief diat individual contract bargaining is 
out-performing its collective counterpart in terms of bodi quality of outcome and 
relevance of process, but also die corresponding belief diat contract bargaining out
comes appear to become relatively less advantageous to die employee parties in 
proportion to die degree of collective coverage and union representation.

Conclusion: New Zealand and Australia

Comparison widi die recent Australian experience suggests diat New Zealand’s de
regulated labour market has yet to deliver demonstrable real wage growdi. One of 
die lessons of New Zealand’s reform experience it is diat structural adjustment fol
lowing labour market deregulation requires botii time and pain before die gains 
flow dirough in die form of improved labour productivity. But one of the lessons 
of Australia’s experience is that maintaining regulatory control over the national 
labour market, widi die aim of driving up die labour price for existing workers and 
delivering guaranteed monopoly-created revenues to union representatives, disad
vantages die next generation of workers by denying diem access to die labour mar-
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ket as lower-priced entrants. Such controls and distortions ultimately create market 
pressures that, in turn, generate pressure for reform, such as is now occurring.
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Concealed Handgun Laws Can Save Lives

John R. Lott, Jr

m o  gun control advocates, the logic of opposing concealed handgun laws is 
straightforward. If guns are introduced into a violent encounter, the prob- 

.A . ability that someone will die increases. Murders are viewed as arising from 
unintentional fits of rage that are quickly regretted, and simply keeping guns out of 
people’s reach will prevent deaths. More guns are also seen as leading to more ac
cidental gun deaths. The solution is clear: more regulation or even the complete 
elimination of guns.

Those who advocate letting law-abiding citizens carry concealed handguns point 
to polls of American citizens undertaken by organisations like the Los Angeles 
Times and Gallup showing diat Americans defend themselves with guns between 
764,000 and 3.6m times each year, with the vast majority of cases simply involving 
people brandishing a gun to prevent attack. Victims (such as women or the elderly) 
are most often much weaker than die criminals that attack them. Guns are seen by 
these advocates as the great equaliser, and allowing concealed handguns will provide 
citizens even greater ability to defend themselves.

Anecdotal evidence is widely available from bodi sides, widi die news regularly 
containing stories on gun violence. While defensive uses of guns are neither as 
dramatic nor as frequendy reported, these stories have played a large role in induc
ing 31 states to gamble diat concealed handguns will deter crime by guaranteeing 
dieir citizens the right to carry concealed handguns if diey do not have a criminal 
record or histories of significant mental illness. This consdtutes a dramatic increase 
from the nine states diat had these so-called ‘shall issue’ laws in 1986.

The Lott-Mustard Study

While the effects described by bodi sides exist, die quesdon is really what the net 
effect of such laws is. Are more lives saved or lost as a result of allowing law-abiding 
citizens to carry concealed handguns?

Anecdotal evidence obviously cannot resolve this debate. To provide a more 
systematic answer, I recendy completed a study with David Mustard, a graduate stu
dent at the University of Chicago, analysing the FBI’s crime statistics (Lott & Mus
tard, 1997). While many studies examine the effects of gun control, and a smaller 
number of papers specifically address the right to carry concealed firearms, they 
involve litde more than either time-series or cross-sectional evidence comparing 
mean crime rates, and none controls for variables that normally concern econo-

John Lott is the John M. Olin Law and Economics Fellow at the University o f 
Chicago’s School o f Law.
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mists (for example, the probability of arrest and conviction and the length of prison 
sentences or even variables like personal income). Our paper tries to overcome 
diese problems by using annual cross-sectional time-series county level crime data 
for all 3,054 US counties from 1977 to 1992 to investigate die impact o f ‘shall issue’ 
right-to-carry firearm laws. It is also die first paper to study die questions of deter
rence using diese data. While many recent studies employ proxies for deterrence, 
such as police expenditures or general levels of imprisonment, we are able to use 
arrest rates by type of crime, and also, for a subset of our data, conviction rates and 
sentence lengtiis by type of crime. We also attempt to analyse a question noted but 
not empirically addressed in diis literature: die concern over causality between in
creases in handgun usage and crime rates. Is it higher crime diat leads to increased 
handgun ownership, or die reverse? The issue is more complicated dian simply 
whedier carrying concealed firearms reduces murders because diere are questions 
over whedier criminals might substitute between different types of crimes as well as 
die extent to which accidental handgun deadis might increase.

The Results

The most conservative estimates show diat adopting diese ‘shall issue’ laws reduced 
murders by 8.5 per cent, rapes by 5 per cent, aggravated assaults by 7 per cent, and 
robbery by 3 per cent.

To put it anodier way, if diose states which did not have concealed handguns 
laws in 1992 had adopted diem, citizens in diose states would have avoided suffer
ing approximately 1,570 murders; 4,177 rapes; over 60,000 aggravated assaults; and 
12,000 robberies. Criminals do apparendy respond to deterrence.

The benefits of concealed handguns are not limited to diose who use a hand
gun in self-defence. By virtue of die fact of handguns being concealed, criminals are 
unable to tell whedier a potential victim is able to defend herself until diey attack, 
dius making it less attractive for criminals to commit crimes where diey come into 
direct contact widi victims. Citizens who have no intention of ever carrying a con
cealed handgun in a sense ‘free ride’ off die crime fighting efforts of dieir fellow 
citizens.

Yet, while some criminals avoid crimes like robbery after concealed handgun 
laws are passed, diey do not necessarily stop committing crime entirely. Some 
criminals substitute into crimes where die risks of confronting an armed victim are 
much lower. Indeed, die drawback of diese laws is diat while violent crimes fell, 
property offences like larceny (such as stealing from unattended automobiles or 
vending machines) and auto dielt rose.

Our study also provided some surprises. While support for strict gun control 
laws has usually been strongest in large cities, right-to-carry laws produced die largest 
drops in violent crimes in counties widi die highest populations and highest crime 
rates. For example, in counties widi populations over 200,000, concealed handgun 
laws produced an average drop in murder rates of over 13 per cent. The half of die 
counties widi die highest murder rates experienced over a 10 per cent drop in mur-
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tiers. The half of the counties with the highest rape rates saw rapes fall by over 7 
per cent.

Concealed handguns also appear to be a great equaliser among the sexes. 
Murder rates decline when either more women or more men carry concealed 
handguns, but die effect is especially pronounced for women. An additional 
woman carrying a concealed handgun reduces die murder rate for women by about 
diree to four dmes more dian an additional man carrying a concealed handgun re
duces die murder rate for men. Possibly, diis arises because allowing a woman to 
defend herself widi a concealed handgun represents a much larger change in her 
ability to defend herself dian die change created by providing a man widi a hand
gun.

Despite all die attention given to die 1994 Brady Law, which imposed waiting 
periods on gun purchases across die IIS, our study is die first to provide direct evi
dence of die Brady Law’s effect on crime rates. Using county level crime and pun
ishment data available up dirough 1995 for Arizona, we find diat die law’s imple
mentation is associated widi bodi higher aggravated assault and rape rates. National 
data on state waiting period laws implies diat diere is no relationship between eitiier 
die presence or die lengdi of die waiting period and die level of crime.

We also found evidence on whedier more permitted handguns will be used in 
committing crimes and whedier dieir owners lire shots during heated disputes such 
as at traffic accidents. The rarity of diese incidents is reflected in Florida’s statistics: 
over 300,000 concealed handgun licences were issued between 1 October 1987 and 
31 December 1995, but only five violent crimes involving permitted handguns were 
committed and none of diese cases resulted in fatalities.

As for traffic accidents, widi evidence now available from 31 states, a few of 
which have had diese laws for many decades, diere is still only one recorded inci
dent from earlier diis year in Texas, where a permitted handgun was used in a 
shooting following a traffic accident. Even in diat one case, a grand jury found diat 
die shooting was in self-defence, since the driver who did die shooting did so only 
while he was being beaten by die odier driver.

And what about accidental deadis? The number of accidental handgun deadis 
each year is fewer dian 200. Our estimates imply diat if die states widiout ‘shall is
sue’ laws were to adopt diem, die increase in accidental handgun deaths would be at 
most nine more deadis per year. Even die largest possible increase is quite small 
compared to die at least 1,570 fewer murders diat would be produced.

Assessing the Results

How much confidence do we have in our results? No single study is likely to end 
die debate on concealed handguns, but ours provides the first systematic national 
evidence; and die almost 50,000 observations in our data set allow us to control for 
a range of factors diat have never been accounted for in any previous study of 
crime, let alone any previous gun control study. By contrast, die largest prior study 
examined only 170 cities widiin a single year (Kleck & Patterson, 1993). Among 
odier variables, our regressions control for arrest and conviction rates, prison sen-
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tences, changes in handgun laws such as waiting periods or those imposing penalties 
when a gun is used in a commission of a crime, income, poverty, unemployment, 
and demographic changes.

Preventing law-abiding citizens from carrying handguns does not end violence, 
but merely makes them more vulnerable to being attacked. The very large size and 
strength of our results should at least give pause to those who oppose concealed 
handguns. Chances to relax regulations that potentially offer at least 8.5 per cent 
drops in murder rates are difficult to ignore.
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Learning to Love Australia’s Constitution

Brian Galligan, A Federal Republic: Australia’s Constitutional System of 
Government, Cambridge University Press, Melbourne, 1995

Reviewed by Tony Rutherford

V N a number of romantic Hollywood comedies, there comes a point at which 
I the boss (always male) turns to his long-suffering secretary (always female), re- 

-A^moves her forbidding spectacles, murmurs ‘Miss Pennyfeather, you know you 
are really very attractive without those glasses’, takes her in his arms, and bestows a 
more than appreciative kiss on her. Thus rehabilitated into the world of normal, 
attractive females, Miss Pennyfeather can continue as the hero’s object of love, af
fection and respect.

In much the same way, Brian GaJligan, the Cary Grant de nos jours (and also 
Professor of Politics at the University of Melbourne), sets about rehabilitating the 
Australian Constitution. In some circles, at least —  circles which include most of 
Australia’s intelligentsia, many of whom were never able to see beyond the glasses 
—  the Constitution very much needs rehabilitation. No one likes it much. For 
most of this century, it has been seen as an obstacle to every kind of progressive 
policy: to the implementation of die fully-fledged welfare state, to bigger and better 
macroeconomic management, to die achieving of a truly unified national identity. 
Even its birtii is derided as the product of boring and unimaginative log-rolling 
among a bunch of provincial colonial politicians.

Galligan —  significandy, a member of that intelligentsia —  apdy draws out 
much of diis. Referring in particular to Crisp and Sawer, he reminds us how die 
post-World War II generations grew up widi die intellectual habit of regarding fed
eration as a shabby halfway house on die road to true nationhood. This is, of 
course, an important part of die intellectual background to the current ‘republican’ 
controversy, in which replacing die monarch is seen not least as a significant step 
forward on die same road.

The book’s diesis is simple. Galligan maintains diat in all essential respects —  
minus, diat is, die superficial trappings of monarchy —  Australia already is a repub
lic. At die heart of diis lies die sovereignty of die people, as clearly expressed not 
only in the making and adopting of die Constitution, but also in die way in which 
die Constitution can be changed only by full reference to the people. Australia is, 
moreover, organised as a republic, widi bodi federalism and division of powers as 
integral parts of the Constitution.
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Galligan is much concerned, and rightly so, to contrast these arrangements with 
the simple majoritarian version of representative democracy which has been the 
creed of Australian ‘progressives’ for the last century. Much of the contrast emerges 
with a particularly apt perspective in his chapter on ‘Labor and the Australian Con
stitution’. It is a pity that he did not include a similar chapter on die Lib
eral/conservative parties, which might have provided die focus of an equally incisive 
account of parliamentary sovereignty.

The book is patient, well-argued and diorough, and succeeds on die whole in 
placing each key subject or institution —  die Senate, die High Court, amending 
referendums, fiscal federalism and so on —  widiin die constitutionalist framework. 
It comes at a particularly opportune time. It now seems clear diat Australian fed
eralism reached its lowest ebb somewhere in die mid-1980s, and has been recover
ing fairly steadily ever since. This has, perhaps, been largely due to die intellectual 
and political energies of a few key individuals like Nick Greiner and (occasionally) 
Bob Hawke. So far, die intellectual backing has not been conspicuous, even diough 
federalism —  seen under such guises as subsidiarity —  has much to offer deraci
nated intellectuals looking for a substitute for progressivism and statism. The paral
lel reassertion of constitutionalism by Galligan is equally welcome.

All this is not to say diat die book is widiout its weak points. Perhaps because 
of an eagerness to defend and extend his diesis, to explain die status quo as an or
ganic federal landscape, Galligan is less dian resolute in confronting some of die 
institutional problems now facing Australia. Particularly in die context of die pres
ent reform agenda largely shared by die State premiers, die chapter on intergov
ernmental relations is useful and interesting. Galligan sums up die difficulties over 
roles and responsibilities widiin die federation as essentially a dispute between die 
concurrent and coordinate approaches. In diis context, concurrency describes what 
we see —  die simultaneous occupation of policy roles by more dian one level of 
government —  whereas coordinacy describes a system whereby roles tend to be 
more or less exclusive.

Galligan is right not to be obsessed widi die ‘overlap and duplication’ problem. 
But his advocacy of concurrency is based too much on die notion diat it enhances 
democratic participation: ‘. . . concurrency gives die people dual representation in 
most policy areas’ (p. 202). It does, indeed, but does it do so in a very useful way? 
And is simple ‘representation’ enough? Surely it is more audientic if tiiere is a 
clearer relationship between taxing and spending? In fact, given die prevailing rela
tionship between taxation and expenditure at all diree levels of Australian govern
ment, diis blurring of roles is not in fact useful. It is not clear, for example, how 
participating citizens would try to sort out for diemselves die current policy mess in 
healdi (to name perhaps die most conspicuous area of concurrent policy). The 
borderline between ‘dual representation’ and rational ignorance becomes a very fine 
one indeed. (It may well be diat one mediod of sorting out die ‘overlap and dupli
cation’ problem is to ask if, in any given case, overlap and duplication are produc
tive. But this raises die question of competition between jurisdictions; and Galligan 
is strangely muted on die notion of competitive federalism. Given diat die premiers
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have themselves now agreed to an undefined commitment to competitive federal
ism, this reticence is less than helpful.)

Galligan’s discussion of the role of the High Court might also have been more 
full, and less accepting of the status quo. In a republic more truly reflective of Mon
tesquieu, we might, for instance, ask for a better separation of powers, one which 
more clearly included the judiciary. There is, after all, ample evidence for the belief 
dial bodies such as the High Court reflect, on the whole, die prejudices of dieir ap
pointed (a point which has not gone unnodced in die smaller States). Now diat die 
pretence of strict legalism has been cast off, and die Court is engaged in more-or- 
less open policy-making and legisladve acdvity, it is not enough to say diat die Court 
will have to be more transparent. If nothing else, die hurt and defensive response 
to criticism in die wake of Mabo showed diat transparency will have its limits. But 
its members must surely be as accountable for dieir policy-making as are any other 
legislators. At die very least, diis means diat the process of appointment must itself 
be a great deal more open.

At die same time, Galligan is acute and correct in pointing out diat die High 
Court’s next task —  a long-term one —  is to find a way of interpreting the Consti
tution which fully accommodates, perhaps even nurtures, our federal structure. As 
he hints, die Court may well find a tool by developing furdier die doctrine of im
plied democratic process. It seems likely diat dns area will be receiving a good deal 
of attention in years to come. Because a good deal of federalist renovadon and ex
periment can happen widiout constitutional alteration, die role of die High Court in 
constraining or enabling diat process becomes crucial, and die States would do well 
to consider what might be die vital arguments diat would begin to swing die balance.

Caution is, again, die prevailing tone of Galligan’s balanced and diorough sur
vey of fiscal federalism. Here, however, die facts speak for diemselves so loudly 
diat to abjure conclusions seems almost perverse. Galligan sums up his survey by 
noting diat diere are at issue ‘two conflicdng models of governability’, centralist and 
federalist (p. 238). In die book’s context, it would have seemed only natural to pre
fer die latter and to offer some way forward from die prevailing polidcal and fiscal 
impasse.

A Federal Republic is an elegant and intelligent map of the federadon as now 
constituted, one which will introduce many to our constitutional culture, such as it 
is, and persuade diem to see our institutions in a better light. It will make solutions 
to Australia’s many problems easier to find to die extent diat it promotes constitu
tionalism as a habit. Yet, given our present constitutional window of opportunity, it 
surely could have gone furdier.

Tony Rutherford is Director of the States ’ Policy Unit of the Institute of Public 
Affairs.
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A Guide to Smarter Contracting

Simon Domberger and Christine Hall (eds), The Contracting Casebook: 
Competitive Tendering in Action, AGPS, Canberra, 1995

Reviewed by Stephen King

OMPETITWE tendering and contracting (CTC) has transformed Australian 
■ public-sector management. Since the mid-1980s, there has been a continu- 

ous shift away from ‘in-house’, untendered service provision by the public 
sector. Competitive tendering and contract-based services are now the standard 
particularly for ‘non-core’ business activities such as cleaning, waste management, 
maintenance and information technology services.

Despite the clear evidence that CTC brings efficiency gains, its introduction has 
not been free from disagreement about how to measure its costs and benefits and 
about service quality. For individual contracts, disputes can also arise over inspec
tion procedures, liability and penalties for non-performance or inadequate per
formance, cost allocation, and contract termination. Moving to CTC may involve 
significant costs. The tendering process may involve vetting potential bidders and 
preparing an in-house tender. If in-house workers believe diat they will face unem
ployment, dien this can lead to reactions ranging from a loss in morale and per
formance to deliberate sabotage of equipment. Even after the preferred or winning 
bidders are chosen, a successful contract involves considerable negotiation before it 
is implemented. Such negotiations may well continue over die life of die contract as 
new issues and unforeseen circumstances arise. While the potendal gains from 
contracdng are high, diese can easily be overwhelmed by the costs of a mismanaged 
tender. It is important to understand die risks and potendal mistakes diat can arise 
from contracdng in order to better evaluate die size of die potendal benefits and 
where diese benefits are most likely to be achieved.

The Contracting Casebook, a product of die CTC Research Term at the Uni
versity of Sydney’s Graduate School of Business, provides a series of useful case 
studies which help to fill diis gap between individual experience and overall per
formance. The case studies (mosdy drawn from New Soudi Wales) cover a range 
of services from grass-slashing to die building and operadng of plant at a power sta- 
don. The book canvasses both success and failure in contracdng. It provides a 
complete discussion of die background, issues and outcomes for each study. The 
cases are well written, absorbing and diought provoking. Most important, diey 
provide powerful insights into die CTC process.

Preparadon for the contracdng process is crucial. The cases clearly show diat 
using contracdng to side-step unions and eliminate restricdve work pracdces is 
fraught with danger. Introducing contracdng widiout adequately consuldng exisdng 
workers and die relevant unions can lead to delays and unforeseen expense. At
tempts by the NSW Government Cleaning Service to introduce contracdng without
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union consultation led to legal action, strikes and direct political lobbying by the 
union. A subsequent industrial relations hearing made a redundancy award of 
about $25m against the Government Cleaning Service.

One study of hospital cleaning services shows that unions successfully used 
more subde means to undermine contracting. After gaining a guarantee that staff 
unwilling to work for the successful contractor would be redeployed, the union 
‘instructed its members not to get involved widi the contract, forcing the contractor 
to start with a full complement of new staff (p. 121). This loss of continuity and 
inside knowledge contributed to the termination of the contract after only six 
months’ operation. Yet unions risk losing member support if they blindly oppose 
contracting, as the Mosman Council case study shows.

Numerous other issues need to be addressed before the contracting process can 
begin. What services are to be contracted? Government trading enterprises 
(GTEs), such as Pacific Power, may face legal restrictions on their ability to contract 
out ‘core functions’. Will whole projects be tendered or will there be a split in re
sponsibilities between contract and GTE staff? For an infrastructure project cover
ing design, construction and operation, should tenders be called for each compo
nent, for die project as a whole, or on a mixed basis? For what period of time 
should die contract apply? The cases consider contracts ranging from twelve 
months for medical services to 20 years for a capital works project. Should an ‘in- 
house’ tender be allowed or encouraged? If so, how is ‘fairness’ to be maintained, 
particularly when die in-house bidders may have an informational advantage? How 
should overheads be allocated to an ‘in-house’ bid? Each of diese issues arises in a 
variety of cases. The success of die contracting process often depends on how they 
are resolved.

Once tenders are called, there will usually be some form of pre-bid vetting. 
Potential bidders may be eliminated because of financial or other constraints on the 
operation of die contract. Further hurdles may be raised because of political or 
industrial-relations concerns. The process does not finish once die contract is 
awarded. Success or failure often depends on events after die contract commences. 
The transition period between in-house and contract provision is crucial. Politics 
may create disputes, as occurred witii garbage-collection contracts in die Sutherland 
Shire. If die supporters of die original contract face re-election, dieir opponents 
may undermine the contract to gain votes.

Even die best-designed contract may have flaws diat will need to be resolved as 
they are discovered. One clear, practical lesson from die cases is that successful 
contracting depends on the ability of each party to respond with both trust and 
flexibility when conflicts arise. Renegotiation and opportunism may be difficult to 
separate. Attempts by die contractors to pursue what they see as legitimate areas for 
negotiation may be viewed as an attempt to weaken die contract conditions. Hostil
ity to renegotiation can result in die failure of the contract. Bodi the Sutherland 
Shire case and the ‘hospital C’ cleaning contract provide useful examples.

The cases show diat although die savings from contracting may be high, diey are 
extremely variable. In some cases the contracting process led to a loss (as in Suther-
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land Shire) or an insignificant gain (as with part of the Pacific Power tender). In 
others cases, die gains were apparendy large but involved hidden costs. The case of 
medical-services contracdng shows savings of 84 per cent. However, die study also 
notes dial diese savings ignore die implicit costs of providing parking to die con
tracted doctors, a privilege valued by one doctor at about $10,000 a year. The 
measured savings may also have been unsustainable, widi die cost rising by 30 per 
cent when die contract was renewed. Yet successful contracdng does appear to re
sult in cost savings. For example, one successful hospital cleaning contract led to 
savings of 29.7 per cent.

What is die source of diese savings? The cases shed some light on die conflict
ing claims of efficiency gains and worsened worker condidons. Bodi arguments are 
pardally correct. Efficiency gains arose from a variety of sources. Even cleaning 
producdvity can be improved by carefully analysing how die tasks are performed. 
The savings under the Government Cleaning Service contract were pardally based 
on die introducdon of team cleaning. Hospital cleaning benefited from die retrain
ing of staff to use newer, more suitable equipment. A reducdon in dme spent in 
meedngs by die hospital cleaning manager, from one day per week to 15 minutes a 
week, also helped. At the same dme, successful innovadon often boosted staff mo
rale and producdvity. But some savings clearly came from worse condidons. The 
tumultuous transidon period in die Sudierland Shire contract involved garbage 
truck drivers working ‘a longer day, somedmes up to nine hours in duration’ (p. 67). 
Even in die successf ul case of die Government Cleaning Service, union representa
tives ‘firmly believed diat die contractors’ notion diat diey were making cleaners 
work smarter, not harder, was simply not true’ (p. 27).

The weakest aspect of The Contracting Casebook is diat it presents die facts 
but often avoids drawing conclusions. Only when considering hospital cleaning 
does die book explicidy compare cases. However, die great value of die book is 
diat it provides a variety of CTC cases, which enable die reader to consider why 
some contracts succeed and odiers fail. The type of cases considered present les
sons diat would be hidden by more formal empirical analysis. The important les
sons can easily be distilled from die above summary. Preparation for die tender is 
crucial, particularly if cosdy labour disputes are to be avoided. Contracting must be 
viewed as a continuing relationship, not an excuse to delegate and ignore. All par
ties to a contract must show flexibility and a willingness to consider any grievances. 
Significant benefits from contracting are likely to reflect true efficiency gains, albeit 
of die sort diat lead die outsider to wonder why diese benefits could not be seized 
widi in-house provision. Perhaps organisations need die competition created by die 
tender process to focus better die mind on potential efficiency gains. Cost savings 
may reflect a fall in quality or a worsening in worker conditions; but this is more 
likely to be true of unsuccessful contracts. Overall, CTC presents significant gains, 
if applied carefully to the correct services.

Stephen King is in the Economics Program of the Research School of Social Sci
ences at The Australian National University.
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Not Radical

Mark Harrison, A Private Education For All, Centre for Independent Studies,
Sydney, 1996

Reviewed by David Loader

r  I  1HIS small but important book presents an economist’s viewpoint on the 
comparison between public and private education. Because it advocates a 

JL . shift from die former to die latter, it may not get die audience it deserves.
It is widely argued diat die centralised public educadon system delivers educa

tion equitably and efficiendy to all Australians. Harrison, an economist at The Aus
tralian National University, challenges bodi of diese claims. In the case of equity, 
he argues diat subsidies are poorly targeted, widi children from middle-class back
grounds and die rich receiving substantially more funding dian die more needy 
children of die poorer families, some of whom graduate from school widi inade
quate literacy skills. He examines census data and shows diat ‘48 per cent of diose 
secondary school students widi family incomes of $50,000 or more attended public 
schools, while 18 per cent of diose widi family incomes under $18,000 attended 
private schools’ (p. 14). As well, households in die highest income decile received 
educational subsidies six times higher tiian households in die lowest income decile.

As for efficiency, Harrison finds diat it costs more to educate a child in a gov
ernment school dian in a private school and diat children in private schools ‘on av
erage have fewer resources dian in government schools’ (p. 11). Despite diis higher 
expenditure, die 1994 Saulwick opinion poll found diat people by a two-to-one 
margin diought private schools did a better job dian government schools in develop
ing die potential of young people and preparing diem to be good citizens. Harrison 
diinks diat spending more money on public education will not make much differ
ence. The problem lies widi what he describes as die dominance of producer inter
ests and die preoccupation of die education lobby widi its narrow focus on expendi
ture. He argues diat in public education issues are resolved on die basis of ‘political 
clout, not consumers’ choice’ (p. 5). In diis way, die outcomes favour die interests 
of diose who work widiin die political process: teachers and bureaucrats as well as 
politicians. Harrison would give schools autonomy so diat diey can compete widi 
one anodier for students, arguing diat as such competition would deliver die best 
possible education for young people it would shift power from die producer to die 
consumer.

Harrison believes diat die problems of Australian education are inherent in die 
government operation of schools, and diat only privatisation will achieve reforms 
diat deliver what die customer wants and needs. For example, in East Harlem, an 
area widi an extremely poor socio-economic environment, teachers set up dieir own 
schools which operated widi substantial autonomy while parents were free to choose 
amongst die schools. As a result, student achievement has gready improved. Re-
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sponding to a critic who suggests you can’t run a school like a supermarket, Harri
son asks ‘What if we ran our supermarkets the way we run our schools?’ (p. 22).

And yet, interesting and relevant as A Private Education For All is, radical it is 
not. Harrison has not moved away from a focus on the supplier. Although out
comes would improve if schools were given more autonomy, the market place 
could be freed up even more by broadening the concept of schooling. Schools 
could be removed altogether and the financial resource reallocated to individuals 
and community groups to spend as they see fit. As James Moffatt has noted, requir
ing students to report to certain buildings where the state-imposed curriculum is 
administered by agents of the state, regardless of students’ interests or needs, is no 
better than the treatment that used to be administered to the mentally ill. ‘A few 
decades from today people will regard the schooling of today with revulsion, as as
tonishingly primitive’ (Moffat, 1994:5).

Harrison comes close to dealing with this issue when he looks at the family. He 
asks whether government policy has ‘contributed to the weakening status of the 
family and whether changes can halt or reverse it’ (p. xi). Families could be 
strengthened if they were given more responsibility for education. After all, schools 
no longer have a monopoly of educational resources: there are more computers in 
homes than in schools, and children in general are probably more skilled in using 
them than their adult teachers.

Harrison does admit that what is needed is choice in education rather than 
choice in schooling. But this argument is not advanced sufficiendy. Do we need 
schools any more? What we need is not so much a market-based education sys
tem, with autonomous schools competing for students, but a total rethinking of how 
die resources of the community can be reallocated more equitably with better out
comes. We need to move away from the notion of die school as die workplace and 
the teacher as the controller. Giving control of learning back to die learner, focus
ing on just-in-dme radier dian just-in-case educadon, might lead to a community that 
is empowered by choice and self-direcdon.

This does not mean that there is no role for government, which must be in
volved in matters like teacher training, student performance measurement, curricu
lum, and the industrial relations issues arising from contracts between the provider 
and the teacher. But a regulatory role for government seems more appropriate 
than a management one.

Reference

Moflatl,J. (1994), The Universal School House, Josey-Bass, Sail Francisco.

David Loader is Principal o f Methodist Ladies' College, Melbourne.
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Not Worth the Effort

John Gray, Enlightenment’s Wake: Politics and Culture at the Close of the 
Modern Age, Routledge, London, 1995

Reviewed by Andrew Norton

"T"OHN GRAY has become something of an embarrassment. There is embarrass- 
I ment for liberals, in that a leading defender of liberalism is now a leading de- 
3 nouncer. There is embarrassment for Gray, in that we must now doubt the in
tellectual credentials of a once consistendy sharp and systematic thinker.

In his Preface, Gray says that Enlightenment’s Wake brings to a conclusion a 
train of thought developed in his three previous books of essays on liberalism (p. 
vii). Well, sort of. There is a consistent theme of examining liberalism’s founda
tions, and increasingly finding them wanting. What is more striking, though, are the 
departures from his previous diought. In the first collection, Liberalisms: Essays in 
Political Philosophy (Routledge, 1989, but containing papers dating back to 1976), 
John Gray Mark I at least hopes that rational foundations can be found for liberal
ism. This hope is gone from his next collection, Post-Liberalism: Studies in Politi 
cal Thought (Roudedge, 1993). In diis book John Gray Mark II, while insisting that 
liberal foundationalism must be abandoned, still believes liberal institutions to be 
appropriate to our time. In Beyond die New Right (also Roudedge 1993, but con
taining essays mosdy written more recendy dian die other volume), John Gray Mark 
III moves close to die view diat liberalism is intellectually and institutionally self
undermining. In Enlightenment’s Wake we have John Gray Mark IV, in which 
liberalism is just about abandoned. It includes an essay endorsing aspects of Martin 
Heidegger’s diought —  Heidegger being better known for his Nazism dian his lib
eralism —  and suggesting that die West may be in ‘irreversible’ and ‘perhaps, not to 
be lamented, decline’ (p. 183).

Bodi Gray’s intellectual credibility and the strengdi of his current line of argu
ment are open to serious question. Admitting mistakes cannot itself be criticised, 
but after Gray’s diird or fourth mistake wariness is in order. Gray is quite aware of 
his propensity to change his mind (pp. vii-viii, 136), which makes it odd diat he is 
so definite in the views he currendy holds. Gray Mark IV holds the ‘Enlightenment 
project’ to be not just flawed but ‘humanly unintelligible’, ‘destructively purposeless’ 
(p. 146) and in ‘dim ruins’ (p. 145). An opposing view, though one similar to 
Gray’s own position in Post-Uberalism, is dismissed as ‘dieoretically and historically 
groundless’ (p. viii). All this suggests a distinct lack of intellectual prudence.

Unfortunately, this impression is reinforced by other aspects of Enlightenment’s 
Wake. Key assertions are inadequately defended by evidence or argument. Gray 
claims that ‘inherited institutions have been swept away by the market forces which 
neo-liberal forces release or reinforce’ (p. 87). But Gray does not show that any 
institutions have been ‘swept away’ and he does not show to what extent institutional
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decline is linked to the market. There are many social, political and economic 
forces at work at any time, and sorting out their different effects is a major intellec
tual task that Gray does not even attempt.

Suspicions of intellectual carelessness are reinforced by Gray’s reluctance to 
provide references. He attacks views that sound like caricatures, and in die absence 
of citations diat is a good reason to believe diat diey are caricatures. Name-calling 
—  ‘free market fundamentalism’ (p. 61) , ‘Maoism of die Right’ (p. 87), ‘dim ruins 
of paleo-liberal ideology, gibbering of global markets’ (p. 109) —  is no subsdtute for 
naming names; for Gray showing what his opponents actually believe.

Gray is obsessed widi die idea diat, influenced by die Enlightenment, liberals 
seek to ground dieir ideas in universally valid principles (pp. 64-5), and believe diat 
liberal institutions are ‘nearly universally mandated as conditions of human well
being in die late modern period’ (p. viii). As Gray finds diis universalism implausi
ble, he believes liberalism to be fatally flawed. But diis is to treat one liberal dieme 
as definitive of die entire political tradition. Most observers, I suggest, are more 
likely to emphasise individualism and freedom as liberalism’s major diemes. Nei- 
dier individualism nor freedom needs universally valid principles to sustain itself. 
Individualism can be taken as die product of European civilisation, and freedom 
the appropriate political response to societies which place a high value on individual 
well-being. Gray’s critique of liberal foundationalism has few, if any, implications 
for liberalism in Western countries.

Gray favours a pluralist approach to political, economic and social systems that 
does not regard non-liberal systems as inferior. Western liberals need not reject 
diis stance, but, so long as diey recognise diat diere are near-enough universal hu
man attributes, dieir system pluralism must be heavily qualified. Odierwise, like 
Gray, diey will come very close to rationalising what ought to be condemned. For 
example, Gray argues diat because liberal rights and democracy have no special 
status, die ‘distinctively Chinese’ experiment of creating market institutions widiout 
diem may end up being ‘legitimate precisely because it owes litde or nothing to Oc
cidental ideologies and promotes die well-being of its subjects as diat is perceived by 
diem from die perspective of dieir indigenous cultural traditions’ (p. 127). I am 
sure Gray’s endorsement of Chinese communism will be very consoling to its mil
lions of victims. Gray’s reaction against die ‘universalist andiropology’ (p. 66) of die 
Enlightenment goes much too far, and leaves him unwilling or unable to propose 
criteria by which non-liberal systems can be judged.

Gray’s books have been receiving increasingly critical reviews. Until now, diey 
have been wordi reading. But, sadly, I do not diink Enlightenment’s Wake is 
wordi die effort. What litde I learnt from reading it was not enough to justify put
ting up widi die overblown attack on die Enlightenment and die unwarranted pes
simism about die West, or a discussion of alternatives diat was no more plausible 
dian die critique it followed.

Andrew Norton is Editor o f Policy, the quarterly journal o f the Centre for Inde
pendent Studies.
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The Burgeoning of an Unelected Para-Government

Marlene Goldsmith, Political Incorrectness: Defying the Thought Police,
Hodder & Stoughton, Rydalmere, 1996

Peter Coleman (ed.), Double Take: Six Incorrect Essays, Reed Books,
Port Melbourne, 1996

Reviewed by Patrick Morgan

K ARLENE GOLDSMITH is a New South Wales liberal parliamentarian of 
%  / 1 liberal and mildly feminist beliefs who was shocked when she experi- 

-U V ~JLenced at first hand die pressure tactics applied by unrepresentative lobby 
groups. Her book is valuable because it is full of clear examples of politically cor
rect groups foisting their agendas on to the public. Peter Coleman’s audiology also 
provides examples, but its main value is in giving comprehensive explanations of die 
phenomenon.

The most important conclusion arising from die two books is diat political cor
rectness (PC) is not just a matter of censorship of certain ideas and die promotion 
of odier, trendy ones. It is basically a form of psychological intimidation used in die 
capture of institutions. It is a complete bureaucratic weapon wielded widi die object 
of gaining and retaining power. In die terms of public choice theory, certain ideo
logical factions use PC to gain hold of a public space, to establish a monopoly and 
dien to keep odiers out. This is why Peter Coleman’s term ‘soft totalitarianism’ is a 
better characterisation of die phenomenon dian is die term ‘political correctness’.

Marlene Goldsmith shows how die Gay Gestapo, as she calls it, operates pub
licly in NSW. She chaired a government committee on medically acquired AIDS, 
which understandably wished to give some assistance to diese people, who were 
made fatally ill by receiving contaminated blood transfusions for which die State was 
responsible. The gay lobby opposed diis in every way, on die grounds diat it dis
criminated against diem. When in die early 1980s it became known dial homo
sexuals were a high-risk group, they were advised against giving blood donafions, but 
not forbidden to do so. So die people medically infected could have been made ill 
by gays who continued to donate dieir blood. Worse, diese people widi medically 
acquired AIDS had to go to die gay-dominated AIDS Council of NSW to get help. 
This is an example of a group which claims victim status and die immunity diis 
gives, and dien uses diis immunity to launch an attack on odiers whom it does not 
like. Goldsmidi writes very well in general on die present upsurge of vicdmology: 
always blame someone else, preferably die state and ordinary people.

In Peter Coleman’s audiology, Christopher Pearson, editor of die Adelaide 
Review, fills in die background which helps us to understand die Goldsmith exam
ple. He describes from die inside his two decades’ experience of die gay commu
nity, showing how it, like feminism, is based on die left opposifional mode of poli-
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tics whose forma mentis is taken over from Marxism. The target, normal society, is 
the same; only die victim is different The familiar features are present: unrepresen
tative cadres running the community, conformity triumphing over tolerance, the 
politicisation of all aspects of life (‘the personal is the political’, ‘promiscuity is a 
revolutionary act’), the unachievably utopian aims, and die contempt for normal 
people as ‘breeders’. The overall atmosphere is cloying and die opposite of liberat
ing. The final, potendally suicidal, act of transgression is not to use safe-sex tech
niques.

Beatrice Faust, wridng in Double Take, offers a comparable analysis of femi
nism. The poet Les Murray, in his contribution, shows how some cultural cliques 
have a predictable ideological stance, which Murray summarises dius: ‘Someone 
else is always to blame, be it men or parents, repressive agents or capitalism, reac
tionaries or fascists, and die defeat of these demons will bring Freedom’ (p. 71). 
The poet Jamie Grant objects to the commercialisation of sport, and die writer 
Frank Moorhouse objects to the current priorities of the United Nations.

Arthur Koesder once said die final struggle would be between die communists 
and the ex-communists: diat is to say, between those who have clung to an ideology 
and those who, once true believers, have begun to question it. It is noticeable diat 
the people who are objecting to PC here are not conservatives, as one might expect, 
but liberals and ex-liberals. In fact, die advent of PC has caused them to reaffirm 
their liberal principles of tolerance, pluralism and the free exchange of ideas.

The best example of diis is David Williamson. In Double Take, he provides a 
brilliant, original article oudining the weakness of ideas that are currendy fashion
able. He raises similar questions in his play Dead White Males, but here he gives 
the intellectual background to die controversy. The progressive literary worldview, 
which Williamson is riglidy suspicious of, is diat all male, phallocentric, Eurocen
tric, imperial colonisers from die centre are bad, and diat all marginalised odiers — 
women, indigenes, die colonised, die disadvantaged and odier ‘victim’ groups — 
are good and should benefit from positive discrimination. Furdiermore, literature 
and culture are alleged to be part of an attempt by dominant groups to deprive mi
nority groups of dieir place in die sun.

Williamson argues against die notion diat diere is no such diing as fixed human 
nature, diat it is only a manufactured construct imposed on us, and diat all is rela
tive. He cites new research from biology and psychology to show diat diere are cer
tain constant features of human behaviour which derive from evolutionary adapta
tion. We may not be hapless victims on whom tilings are imposed. We do have 
internal impulses and we do have moral responsibilities. Research backs up die 
liberal humanist position. There are differences in human sexual psychology: for 
example, men are more aggressive and power-seeking dian women. But though 
diere are differences, Williamson, like Pearson, concludes diat we all face common 
dilemmas togedier, and we should not be diverted from diese by narrow ideological 
agendas.

PC is entrenched in die academies, where a new generation of journalists and 
media operatives are being trained on a diet of victimology and obeisance to die
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grievance industry. These intellectually protected ghettoes sustain and perpetuate 
what Les Murray describes in Double Take as an unelected para-govemment made 
up of the media, humanities faculties in the universities, and a system of semi- 
governmental boards and authorities which started to appear 30 years ago. The 
social commentator Phil Ruthven, of Ibis Business Information, provides a good 
explanation of all this. In Goldsmith’s book, he is quoted as saying that the Baby 
Boomers are ‘probably the most spoiled or selfish generation that has been seen for 
500 years. They have no idea of the struggle former generations had, and are 
shocked at the struggle their children face’ (p. 69). In Dead White Males, William
son creates an Australian grandfather who ‘led a life of backbreaking toil in which 
he had exercised very little power over anyone’ (p. 18)

After some time in the fantasy world of PC, it is refreshing to return to real 
problems. Marlene Goldsmith points out that jobs are becoming concentrated, 
with some families having two or more, and others none. She supports the unfash
ionable goal of one job per family. Should pregnant women be allowed to drink 
and smoke? Should young girls have the expectation that the state will support 
diem if diey become single modiers? These are real dilemmas for liberals where 
die balance between tolerance and intervendon is hard to define.

One form of PC diat diese books do not touch on is the all-pervasive attack on 
free-market economics, or ‘economic rationalism’ as it is known. Australia won’t be 
able to sustain its prosperity if its economic and cultural insdtudons become intel
lectually protected havens and fail to match international standards.

Patrick Morgan is Senior Lecturer in English at Monash University (Gippsland 
Campus).
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NON-AGENDA

With the view of causing an increase to take place in the mass of national wealth, or 
with a view to increase of the means either of subsistence or enjoyment, without 
some special reason, the general rule is, that nothing ought to be done or attempted 
by government. The motto, or watchword of government, on these occasions, 
ought to be — Be quiet. . . Whatever measures, therefore, cannot be justified as 
exceptions to that rule, may be considered as non-agenda on the part of govern
ment.

------ Jeremy Bentham (c. 1801)

TheDIFF: An Obituary

Ross H. McLeod and Sandy Cuthbertson

A  USTRALIA has world-standard performers in die art of protecting special 
/ - A  public-spending programs. Even so, the uproar dial followed die recent 

X  -^d ec isio n  to drop die Development Import Finance Facility (DIFF) was 
striking. Strong press comment (‘dumb, dumb, dumb’, cried Greg Sheridan in The 
Australian of 10 June), complaints from ambassadors and government ministers 
from aid-receiving countries, quesdons in Parliament, and a Senate inquiry, all sug
gested diat die DIFF meant a lot to many people. And since its inauguradon in 
1980, systems and procedures for f easibility studies, monitoring and ex post evalua- 
don had been developed by AusAID (Australia’s foreign aid agency) in an effort to 
ensure diat DIFF projects were economically and socially useful.

Does all die agonising mean diat die government erred in dismanding an effec- 
dve part of die aid program, which had die support of bodi donors and recipients? 
Or does it signify diat die scheme was a source of considerable benefits to pardcular 
Australian groups, removal of which was bound to be accompanied by squeals?

Political and Economic Issues

There are actually two separate issues bound up in die DIFF controversy. The first 
is political, and concerns whedier it was good policy for die federal government,

Ross McLeod is an economist in the Research School o f Pacific and Asian Studies 
at The Australian National University. Sandy Cuthbertson is Managing Director 
o f the Centre fo r  International Economics (Canberra and Sydney).
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having decided to terminate this form of aid, to abort projects already approved in 
principle. A more considered exit from the scheme might have saved some aggra
vation and the embarrassment of having to reinstate some projects. Yet termination 
of the DIFF had been Liberal-National Coalition policy for some years before it 
came to office; and there is much to be said for ‘chopping off the dog’s tail in one 
strike’. Both sides in this debate can advance reasonable arguments.

The second issue is economic, and has been largely ignored. Given diat tax
payers were prepared (or at least required) to contribute some of their own income 
to the aid budget in the expectation that it would benefit people in developing coun
tries, tlie government’s responsibility was presumably to maximise that benefit for a 
given taxpayer outlay. If the DIFF was inferior in this respect to other forms in 
which aid could be delivered, the government probably did the right thing by tax
payers in abolishing it. This is the issue we explore here.

The Scheme Outlined

What was the DIFF? Its objectives, as articulated by AusAID, were twofold: to ef
fectively deliver development benelits to recipient countries; and to bring substantial 
commercial benefits to Australia. By the time the scheme was terminated, it was 
consuming some A$120m, or about 10 per cent, of Australia’s total aid budget.

The joint Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) and AusAID 
submission to the August 1996 Senate Inquiry provided an example which showed 
how DIFF worked (DFAT-AusAID, 1996:1), which may be summarised as follows. 
In the Luoyang Coal Gasificahon Plant (China), AusAID provided an aid grant of 
$2.6m (being 35 per cent of the eligible contract value) and the Australian Export 
Finance and Insurance Corporation (EFIC) provided an export credit of $4.8m 
(making up the remaining 65 per cent). These were combined to provide a loan of 
$7.4m to tlie plant company to pay the contractor —  an Australian construction 
company. The loan had a grace period of two years, a five-year repayment period, 
and an interest rate of zero per cent.

This example illustrates tlie two essential characteristics of tlie DIFF. First, it 
was tied to Australian firms: only Australian companies could bid to undertake the 
projects involved. This is die means by which it was ensured diat diere were com
mercial benefits to Australia (although diis is a characteristic of most of Australia’s 
aid; and most odier countries follow die same practice). Second, it provided con
cessional finance to developing country governments by mixing an AusAID grant 
(contributed by taxpayers) widi an EFIC loan at a market interest rate.

In this example, the cash flow from repayment of the $7.4m loan by die Chi
nese government at zero interest just enabled EFIC to repay its own $4.8m borrow
ing at die market rate. But if, instead, the Chinese government had been required 
to repay a loan of $4.8m (65 per cent of the project cost) at die full market rate, the 
repayments would have been identical. The DIFF financial arrangements were, 
therefore, the equivalent of simply selling die Gasification Plant to China at a dis
count of 35 per cent to the Australian supply price.
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This is the clearest way to think about the DIFF for analytical purposes. It 
aimed to provide recipient governments with aid in the form of long-term invest
ments (steel bridges were one of die most common projects), supplied by Austra
lian companies, at a discount of 35 per cent to their purchase price. Australian 
firms certainly benefited commercially, since they obviously would have found it 
much easier to sell overseas when dieir effective price was lowered by 35 per cent. 
And, on the face of it, the development benefits also seem clear enough (assuming 
the projects were well chosen), since the recipient received a valuable piece of infra
structure at a 35 per cent discount. However, we have more to say on bodi these 
aspects below.

Arguments For and Against the DIFF

Arguments about die merits and failings of the DIFF became well worn during its 
lifetime. Proponents saw DIFF projects as ideal for achieving AusAID goals —  
namely, to deliver bodi development benefits and commercial benefits —  and were 
genuinely mystified by any criticism of die scheme. In particular, Australian com
panies which supported die DIFF argued diat ‘everybody was doing it’, and diat 
they would have no chance of competing in developing country markets if die Aus
tralian government did not match the subsidies given by other countries to their 
own exporters (Peck, 1993:79). Yet many Australian exporters compete on 
‘spoiled’ markets. Grain producers, for example, sell on markets which are to 
some extent spoiled by the support policies of the United States and die European 
Union. In such cases, Australian governments have prudendy taken die view diat 
diis subsidised world must be taken as given, and diat it is simply not practical to 
offset die support of other nations for their exporters.

One frequent criticism was that die DIFF involved investment projects such as 
bridges, boats, water and electricity supply radier dian poverty-focused aid 
(Rollason, 1993:8-9). But a bridge diat connects a previously isolated village to the 
road network could make villagers better off by cutting transport costs on die goods 
diey buy from, and sell to, die outside world; boats may provide new employment 
opportunities for fishermen; water storage, treatment and reticulation may have a 
significant impact on die healdi of poor communities previously reliant on un
treated water from wells and streams; and the supply of electricity and communica
tion facilities to rural areas could make possible all kinds of new, welfare enhancing, 
productive and leisure activities. And, regardless of the kinds of projects that were 
most often implemented under die DIFF, they could easily have involved such un
dertakings as healdi clinics and environmental enhancement activities. There was 
no reason, therefore, why DIFF projects, in what they set out to do, should have 
been inherendy better or worse dian other AusAID programs.

Efficiency of Aid Delivery

The key issue is whether the DIFF was more efficient than other possible aid deliv
ery mechanisms. We maintain that a conflict existed between the development
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benefits objective and the commercial benefits objective: the value of aid to recipi
ents was diminished by using the aid budget to assist Australian firms. Suppliers of 
education (the universities), ‘humanitarian’ aid (NGOs), and food aid (the Austra
lian Wheat Board and die NSW Ricegrowers’ Cooperative), project contractors 
(construction and manufacturing firms), providers of consultancy services and even 
government business units (such as water supply utilities) all stand to benefit from 
being preferred suppliers for taxpayer-funded projects. Since AusAID is a poten
tially significant buyer of dieir products and services, the benefits of aid may go to 
diese Australian suppliers and not to die intended aid recipients if die aid mecha
nism is poorly designed.

A simple example will illustrate die nature of diis concern. Suppose diat the 
selling price of bridges purchased from die world’s cheapest suppliers happens to 
be 35 per cent below die price of Australian bridges. This is not an unreasonable 
assumpdon because, as noted above, DIFF suppliers have argued dial diey need die 
DIFF subsidy in order to be able to compete. Providing Indonesia, say, widi an 
Australian bridge under die DIFF at a discount of 35 per cent would bring no 
benefit at all to Indonesia, because die discounted price would be die same as die 
price at which Indonesia could buy an identical bridge, unaided, on die world mar
ket. This would be radier like die retailer who marks up his merchandise before 
having a sale in which everything is available at a discount.

In diis extreme case, die Australian taxpayer would contribute 35 per cent of 
die Australian contractor’s supply price widiout generating any benefit whatsoever 
for die recipient. This would amount to an export subsidy which, on transparency 
grounds, should be handled by Austrade, radier dian being disguised as aid to poor 
countries. Whedier such a subsidy would be justified is highly dubious. It seems 
likely diat it would be highly concentrated on a small number of firms, and would 
have die same distordonary effects as providing high rates of effective protccdon 
dirough tariffs.

Suppose Australia wants to give aid in die form of village healdi clinics. (Ignore, 
for simplicity’s sake, issues reladng to die stalling and operadon of diese clinics.) 
The government is close to deciding diat taxpayers would like it to purchase 100 
such clinics on dieir behalf. But as it is interested in making a more visible impact 
(McCawley, 1993:14), it is also thinking about purchasing a much larger number of 
such clinics —  286, to be precise —  under die DIFF arrangements. Thus, diree 
possible means of delivering diis aid are under consideradon.

1. Untied grant AusAID calls for tenders on die world market for die construc- 
don of 100 clinics, to be handed over free to die recipient government.

2. Tied grant AusAID calls for tenders from Australian firms for die construc- 
don of 100 clinics, to be handed over free to die recipient government.

3. DIFF. AusAID calls for tenders from Australian firms for die construcdon of 
286 clinics, to be sold to die recipient government at a discount of 35 per cent.
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The rationale for the DIFF option, as suggested above, is that suppliers of hospital 
clinics from other countries have access to cheap funding from dieir own govern
ments, which artificially lowers their effective selling prices: so, in die absence of 
DIFF, die Australian suppliers’ price would be higher dian die (subsidised) world 
price available to the recipient government. Suppose, for example, diat die Austra
lian price is $100,000 per clinic, while die world price is $80,000. To determine die 
reladve efficiency of various means for die delivery of aid, we focus on die rado of 
recipient benefit to taxpayer ouday (since we assume diat aid should be designed to 
maximise die recipient benefit for a given taxpayer sacrifice or to minimise die tax
payer sacrifice for a given recipient benefit). Table 1 shows die outcome from die 
diree forms of aid.

Table 1

Three aid delivery systems: recipient benefits and taxpayer costs

U ntied g ran t T ied g ran t D IF F
Number of clinics 100 100 286
Cost to recipient (each) 0 0 0.65 x $100,000 

= $85,000
Net recipient gain per 
clinic

$80,000 $80,000 $80,000 -  
$65,000 = 
$15,000

Total recipient benefit $8m $8m 286 x $15,000 
= $4.3m

Price to taxpayer (each) $80,000 $100,000 0.35 x $100,000 
= $35,000

Taxpayer cost $8m $10m $10m
Benefit-cost ratio 1.0 0.8 0.43

Compare unded and ded grants. The total gain to die recipient is die same in 
each case (100 clinics wordi $80,000 each if purchased from die cheapest supplier 
in die world market, summing to $8m). But die cost to die taxpayer is $2m higher 
widi ded aid. Tied aid is diereforc less efficient than untied grant aid, because a 
larger taxpayer sacrifice is needed for a given gain to die recipient: the benefit/cost 
rado falls from 1 to 0.8.

Now compare ded grants widi die DIFF. The number of clinics under the 
DIFF alternadve (286 = 100/0.35) has been chosen so diat die cost to die taxpayer is 
die same in bodi cases ($10m). But under the DIFF, the gain per clinic is lower, 
since die recipient has to pay 65 per cent of die Australian purchase price (diat is, 
$65,000). Subtracting diis amount from die value of each clinic ($80,000) leaves a 
gain of only $15,000 per clinic, or $4.3m in total. DIFF aid is dierefore less effi
cient than tied grant aid, because a given taxpayer sacrifice results in a smaller gain 
to the recipient, even diough die physical size of die aid project is much greater. 
The benefit/cost rado now falls to 0.43.
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It is not surprising that DIFF exporters should have encouraged support for the 
idea diat the aid budget should be spent on Australian suppliers. It is unlikely, 
however, that the general public would take into account die possibility that this re
striction may result in a diminution of die value of aid to the recipient. As the 
above example makes clear, every dollar gained by the supplier comes at die ex
pense of the recipient. Thus, the specific arguments in favour of the DIFF —  that it 
helped exporters develop new markets in compeddon widi suppliers who also en
joyed subsidies from their own governments, and that it allowed die leveraging of 
taxpayers’ funds to generate larger, more impressive, aid projects —  seem to be 
litde more dian convenient radonalisadons.

Conclusion

The commercial-benefit objective of Australian aid conflicts with the desire to de
liver development benefits at least cost to die taxpayer. In particular, it is clear diat 
what AusAID chooses to refer to as ‘commercial benefits to Australia’ should be 
described as ‘commercial benefits to Australian firms, at the expense of taxpayers’. 
The notion that the DIFF provided something for nothing —  a benefit to Austra
lian firms at no cost to Australian taxpayers or recipient governments —  is non
sense. The leveraging characteristic of die DIFF, combined widi tying, made it less 
efficient than tied grant aid, which in turn is less efficient dian untied grant aid. 
Even more dian die mere tying of aid to Australian suppliers, die DIFF reduced die 
benefit to recipient governments for a given taxpayer ouday.

By removing die DIFF from Australia’s aid program, dierefore, die government 
acted in taxpayers’ interests. To be consistent, however, it now needs to drop die 
pretence diat the aid program can provide ‘commercial benefits’ to Australians gen
erally rather dian merely transferring funds from taxpayers to Australian exporters 
of aid projects, and discontinue die practice of tying altogetiier.
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‘Digital What?’: Electronic Money and the Future of 
Australia’s Financial System

‘Digital what?’: Alan Blinder, US Federal Reserve Board Vice-Chairman, 
asked whether the Fed is studying regulatory issues surrounding digital cash. 
(Cited in Holland & Cortese, 1995:46)

HE Wallis inquiry into the Australian financial system has been prompted
by significant changes in the financial sector since the Campbell and Martin
Reports were handed down over a decade ago. Not the least of these 

changes have been rapid innovations in banking and payments technologies. The 
inquiry reflects widespread recognition diat die existing regulatory framework for 
the financial system is increasingly inappropriate for die many tasks it is expected to

At die same time, however, diere is a risk diat die new inquiry will underesti- 
mate die extent of die challenge being posed to regulators by new developments in 
electronic payments and settlement systems. These developments, which have die 
potendal to radically transform the nature of die monetary system and its relation
ship to die economy as a whole, are to be welcomed. However, die implications for 
the government and its finances are far less favourable: regulators need to prepare 
diemselves for a significant diminution in dieir influence over die economy.

The Growth of Electronic Money and Payments Systems

Considerable attention has been paid in recent years to die potential for electronic 
payments systems, especially electronic money, to revolutionise die way in which we 
conduct routine financial transactions. Smart-card technology increasingly looks set 
to replace cash as the preferred medium of exchange. Electronic money will allow 
us to buy and sell goods and services tiirough die information superhighway quickly 
and cheaply, leading to significant reductions in transaction costs across the world 
economy. This in itself is a significant development, given die important role of 
transaction costs in determining die nature and extent of an economy’s production 
possibilities (Nordi, 1990).

Major banks and credit card companies, such as Citicorp, Visa and Master- 
Card, are forming alliances widi software giants, such as Microsoft, and telecom
munications companies such as AT&T, and investing enormous sums into die de
velopment of electronic money. A number of trials, such as die European Union’s 
CAFE project, are already under way. According to one estimate by Booz, Allen 
and Hamilton, up to 20 per cent of household expenditures will be made with e-

Stephen Kirchner

perform.
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money within 10 years (Holland & Cortese, 1995:37-8). The Mondex electronic 
purse system is forecast to account for about 60 per cent of the volume of cash 
transactions worldwide within 15 years (Stuber, 1996:14). Competition in the mar
ket for banking, payments and settlements services is about to go global, with inter
national non-bank information technology companies set to replace national bricks- 
and-mortar branch banking as the main suppliers of these services.

The main obstacle at present to the widespread use of electronic money are 
network externalities and some outstanding security concerns. Network externali
ties arise from the ‘critical mass’ needed to get a new payments system off the 
ground, given that few people will have an incentive to participate in a payments 
system that is not already widely used by others. However, with the involvement of 
some major corporations and governments in die development of electronic pay
ments systems, diese network externalities are unlikely to constitute a significant 
long-term obstacle to dieir adoption.

Security concerns arc also being satisfactorily addressed. Recent advances in 
public key cryptography on die part of firms such as DigiCash oiler users of e- 
money levels of security comparable to, if not better dian, diat currendy used to 
prevent the unaudiorised use of nuclear weapons and to secure large-value wire 
transfers (Chaum, 1995). These high levels of security also have die added advan
tage of offering users of e-money very high levels of privacy. Users of e-money can 
make payments widiout identifying diemselves, since die money can audienticate 
itself widiout leaving die paper trail diat is characteristic of existing payments sys
tems.

Implications for Monetary and Fiscal Policy

E-money has two furtiier, potentially even more significant, features, whose implica
tions die audiorities are reluctant to face. The first is diat e-money can be backed 
by any valuable asset or commodity: it need not be anchored on a national cur
rency. Second, issuers of e-money could, if diey wished, transcend die jurisdiction 
of national legal tender laws, die compulsory use of central bank clearing accounts 
and odier regulations by which die government controls die money supply.

At least initially, we can expect e-money to be denominated in national curren
cies, in order to ensure its ready acceptability and to obtain die approval and coop
eration of die audiorities. However, die demand for money to act as a stable store 
of value would see users of e-money seek out units denominated in national cur
rencies widi a very stable value. To die extent diat national governments fail to 
provide diis stable store of value by way of dieir own currencies, people can be ex
pected to turn to e-money denominated in die currencies of odier governments or 
even private issuers of currency backed by valuable assets or industrially useful 
commodities. Already, die National Westminster Bank-sponsored Mondex card 
allows users to store value denominated in up to five different currencies (Stuber, 
1996:13). Gold-backed e-money is also currendy available on die Internet, aldiough 
its limited acceptability has prevented it from being widely used.
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The implications of these developments are far reaching. Central banks face 
the prospect of losing control over a significant proportion of the domestic money 
supply to die extent diat people come to use money diat is not backed by its own 
liabilities. While diis may sound disturbing, it should not be. The dieory of free 
banking tells us diat a regime of compedng, privately-issued currencies can result in 
a self-reguladng monetary system diat would represent a considerable improvement 
on die centralised monetary system under which we currendy operate.

The principal problem widi die central bank’s control over die supply of money 
is not simply diat diis power can be abused (aldiough historically diis has often been 
die case). The more serious problem is diat, even if die central bank is well inten- 
doned, it cannot reliably andcipate die public’s future demand to hold money. It 
has to make a more-or-less educated guess, just as a central planner has to guess at 
die likely future demand for any odier good or service. When die central bank gets 
it wrong and produces an excess supply or demand for money, die economy as a 
whole has to adjust to die monetary disequilibrium so created. This is because 
money lacks a price of its own, so any excess demand or supply must be cleared 
dirough changes in die reladve prices of odier goods and services, inlladug or deflat
ing die monopoly currency in die process. The real side of die economy is, dius, 
needlessly distorted by die nominal side.

This is why die debate over central bank independence is somewhat beside die 
point. Central bank independence seeks to ensure diat central bankers have die 
right incendves to pursue a monetary policy aimed at monetary stability. It does diis 
by insulating die central bank from inappropriate polidcal pressures in its conduct 
of monetary policy. There are pracdcal limitadons to diis process (Kirchner, 1995). 
But even if a central bank has die right incendves to pursue a form of monetary 
stability, it faces some fundamental problems in its attempts to equate money supply 
and demand. As Sechrest (1993:73) points out, die principal problems facing cen
tral banks in promodng monetary equilibrium arc not procedural or polidcal, but 
epistemological. Central banking insdtudons are unable to come to terms widi die 
‘knowledge problem’ idendfied by Hayek: informadon diat is dispersed in die mar
ket place (such as diat concerning die demand for money) can be revealed and co
ordinated only by market mechanisms. While greater independence for central 
banks might help ensure diat central bankers are better motivated in dieir regulation 
of die money supply, it cannot address diis more fundamental epistemological 
problem facing a central monetary audiority.

Under free banking, by contrast, die banking system works automatically to en
sure that die supply of money equals die demand to hold cash balances (see Selgin, 
1988). Thus die banking system, radier dian die economy as a whole, adjusts to any 
monetary disturbance. The level of economic activity is no longer vulnerable to die 
all too fallible judgements of politicians and central bankers in dieir conduct of 
monetary policy. A system of free banking would dius have avoided die 1990-92 
recession, which is widely acknowledged to have been caused by an overly restrictive 
monetary policy on die part of die Reserve Bank. Australia is not alone in diis re
gard. The failure of die relatively independent US Federal Reserve to offset a sig-
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nificant deceleration in monetary growth was a major cause of the US recession in 
1990-91 (Buchanan & Fand, 1993).

The use of e-money has significant implications also for fiscal policy. As 
Harper and Leslie (1995) have pointed out, the progressive elimination of hand-to- 
hand currency by stored-value cards will result in the erosion of the seigniorage 
revenue that the Reserve Bank passes on to the Treasury. The security and privacy 
features of e-money also have significant implications for the government’s power to 
tax. The authorities will increasingly be unable to monitor financial transactions for 
the purposes of tax collection and compliance. Currency competition will work to 
eliminate inflation and die inflation tax. The authorities dius face significant losses 
in some of their traditional sources of revenue, which could prompt a search for 
new ways of raising funds.

Concerns have been expressed by die law-enforcement community that e- 
money will increasingly be used for die purposes of money laundering and other 
criminal activity, and have called on its use to be regulated accordingly. However, 
this assumes that one of die functions of a monetary and payments system is to as
sist in law enforcement. Money laundering and odier illicit financial transactions 
are symptomatic of odier criminal activity, which should be attacked at its source. 
For example, much organised criminal activity could be stopped dirough the multi
lateral decriminalisation of the use and supply of narcotics. Unfortunately, tiiere is 
more public revenue to be obtained in chasing die proceeds of crime dian in elimi
nating the (largely victimless) crimes that generate diose proceeds in die first place.

Implications for Prudential Supervision

E-money has similar implications for prudential supervision of financial systems. 
Existing regulatory frameworks are already struggling widi die fact diat ‘modern fi
nancial systems defy effective regulation’ (Benston & Kaufman, 1996:695). This 
regulatory task will become even more difficult as die Internet permits financial in
stitutions to transcend national boundaries. While some find diis prospect disturb
ing, die dieory and history of free banking suggests diat it need not be. The weight 
of evidence argues diat financial institutions function more efliciendy and with less 
risk in the absence of government regulations. Whatever prudential supervision is 
demanded by the public can be provided by the private sector (see, for example, 
Benston & Kaufman, 1996; Dowd, 1996).

Regulatory Responses

What can the authorities do about these developments? Not much, it seems, at 
least not without massively re-regulating financial, computer and telecommunica
tions systems. This is not a realistic possibility. A more rational response would be 
for the authorities to acquiesce in, if not facilitate, these developments, which will 
require a new and uncharacteristic humility on the part of those who have grown 
accustomed to exercising power over die rest of us.
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One possible response would be for the government to freeze the existing stock 
of fiat money and allow freedom of entry into currency issue and the provision of 
payment and settlement services, which could then be denominated in die existing 
stock of frozen base money or some other asset. Even critics of free banking have 
conceded that such freedom of entry is essentially unobjectionable (for example, 
Meitzer, 1987:217). This would secure the benefits of free banking in terms of 
promoting monetary stability and eliminating the effects of monetary disturbances 
on the real side of the economy, while eliminating many of the transitional uncer
tainties that may otherwise accompany a move towards a more competitive mone
tary system.

However, there is little sign diat governments are willing to face up to die impli
cations of these developments. For example, a recent Bank of Canada technical 
report on e-money concluded diat ‘gradual shifts in die demand for currency arising 
from such innovadons as die electronic purse could be offset by die Bank of Can
ada dirough its control over the supply of setdement balances held by the direct 
clearers in die Canadian Payments Association’ (Stuber, 1996:30). But this assumes 
that the issuers of e-money won’t seek to bypass die central bank-sponsored setde- 
ments system altogether. The prospect diat European Monetary Union will be de
layed beyond 1999 raises die possibility diat e-money will beat die new European 
currency into circulation. In diat event, ‘e-money may make die whole EMU proj
ect an obscure anachronism’ (Keating, 1995:15).

Despite some prominent calls to take up diese issues (for example, Turnbull, 
1996:13), diere is so far litde sign diat die new inquiry into Australia’s financial sys
tem will consider some of the more far-reaching implications of e-money. The 
danger here is that die audiorities will eidier intentionally or inadvertendy stifle our 
ability to make die best use of emerging technologies.

Conclusion

The advent of e-money and associated payments systems has die potential to bring 
about significant change in die financial sector. It also has significant implications 
for die monetary system and its relationship to die wider economy. The wide
spread use of competing, privately-issued electronic money will result in a more 
appropriate nominal framework for die real economy, free of the honest and not- 
so-honest mistakes of central bankers and politicians in their conduct of monetary 
policy. Perhaps die most revolutionary implications of e-money, however, are diose 
for national governments. Governments’ finances and influence over die economy 
have long rested on two central pillars: die power to tax and die power to create 
money. Privately issued e-money undermines these two central pillars of govern
ment. The likely result is a significant reduction in the size and power of the state.
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